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1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Electricity is the most critical energy supply system. It is an indispensable engine of a 
nation's economic progress and is the foundation of any prospering society. This profound 
value was recently underscored by the United States National Academy of Engineering when 
it declared that "the vast networks of electrification are the greatest engineering achievement 
of the 2Cfh century" [1]. The role of electric power has grown steadily in both scope and 
importance during the last century. In the coming decades, electricity's share of total energy 
is expected to continue to grow significantly. However, faced with deregulation and 
increasing complexity and coupled with interdependencies with other critical infrastructures, 
the electric power infrastructure is becoming excessively stressed and increasingly vulnerable 
to system disturbances. For instance, according to the Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI), over the next ten years, demand for electric power in the U.S. is expected to increase 
by at least 25% while under the current plans the electric transmission capacity will increase 
only by 4%. This shortage of transfer capability can lead to very serious congestion of the 
transmission grids. The process of opening up the transmission system to create competitive 
electricity markets has led to a huge increase in the number of energy transactions over the 
grids. Today, power companies are relying on the wholesale markets over a wide 
geographical area to meet their demands. Transmission lines built under vertically integrated 
structure were not envisioned and designed to transfer power over long distances. These new, 
heavy, and long-distance power flows pose tremendous challenges to the operation and 
control of power grid. Besides, the power system infrastructure is highly interconnected and 
quite vulnerable to physical and cyber disruption. In a vulnerable system, a simple incident 
such as an equipment failure can lead to cascading events that could cause widespread 
blackouts. Detailed analysis of large blackouts has shown that they involve cascading events 
in which a rather small triggering failure produces a sequence of secondary failures that lead 
to blackout of a large area of the power grid [2, 3, 4, 5]. 
2 
1.1 Power System Security 
The North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) defines power system 
security as the ability of the electric system to withstand sudden disturbances such as electric 
short circuits or unanticipated loss of system elements. Secure operation of electric power 
infrastructure is crucial for a flourishing economy. The cost of major blackouts is immense, 
in human and financial terms. In a recent study, the total economic cost of the August 2003 
Northeast blackout has been estimated to be between $7 and $ 10 billion. [6]. There occur 
numerous shorter and localized power outages in various areas that have the potential to 
develop into major blackouts without timely actions being taken. NERC has published its 
findings on bulk electric system disturbances, demand reductions and unusual occurrences 
during 1979-2002 [7], Localized power interruptions and inadequate quality of power cause 
economic losses to the nation conservatively estimated to be over $100 Billion per year [8]. 
Reliable and secure operation of power systems is key to the success of deregulation. 
With supply and demand dispersed throughout the system, transmission constraints imposed 
by grid security would result in the capacity available to serve a specific load area being a 
subset of the total generation capacity. Under such a scenario, the whole market would get 
partitioned into smaller market islands and generation companies within each smaller market 
could then exert market power leading to inefficient outcome or even total collapse of 
competitive market concept [10, 11]. This kind of scenario has been observed in California 
[10], New York and in several other markets around the world [12]. 
Transmission limitations could occur due to either simple thermal capacity limits of 
lines or more subtle system stability limits. Stability limits could be due to either voltage or 
insufficient damping for small-disturbance oscillations, and due to large scale transient 
stability issues. Large power systems exhibit a wide range of dynamic characteristics ranging 
from very slow to very fast dynamics. Disturbances could also be small - change of load - or 
large - loss of a large generator or a load or a short-circuit on a high-voltage transmission 
line or a substation -, localized or widespread. Instability is manifested in several different 
ways depending on the magnitude of the disturbance and its impact as well as the original 
operating condition of the system. 
3 
1.2 Power System Oscillatory Stability 
In recent years, the small-signal oscillatory problem has been one of great concern. 
Small-signal instability occurs when a system perturbation excites a natural oscillatory mode 
of the power system. It deals with the ability of the power system to maintain synchronism 
under disturbances that are sufficiently small such that analysis is possible with a linearized 
model of the system. In a large power system with many synchronous machines 
interconnected with loads through transmission lines, several different modes of oscillation 
exist: local modes, inter-area modes, control modes and torsional modes [13]. Real incidents 
of small-signal instability problems have mostly been attributed to inter-area modes. These 
are low frequency oscillations (0.1 Hz - 2 Hz) characterized by participation from more than 
one machine in the mode and are due to insufficient damping in the system. One classic 
example of this phenomenon is the blackout that happened in the western grid of the U S in 
August 1996. The mechanism underlying this blackout was the instability caused by growing 
electromechanical oscillations (negative damping) due to high power transfers from British 
Columbia to California. Although inter-area oscillatory modes could get excited at any load 
level, it is generally observed that the more stressed the operating condition of the power 
system is, the more likely it is to lose small-signal stability under small variations in load or 
generation. 
In systems where thermal limits are the main constraints, transmission expansion or 
transmission upgrade is the only solution for overcoming bottlenecks. However if stability 
limits take precedence over thermal limits, transmission capacity could be improved by either 
transmission expansion through building new lines or by the provision of better stability 
controls. Building new lines is more expensive, time-consuming and cumbersome because of 
the need to obtain new rights-of-way and clearances. Additional lines alleviate transmission 
constraints due to thermal limitations and also enhance voltage profile and angular stability 
performance of the system because they reduce the overall impedance of the network. These 
improvements would only be possible in the short-run with existing generation plants and 
load levels in the system. However, in the long-run generating plants will be built and 
contracts will be established in such a way that the transmission capacity is used up to the 
4 
maximum level and the system would again be operating close to the security limits [14]. 
When constraints are imposed due to stability limits, implementing better stability controls is 
a less cumbersome choice. 
1.3 Power System Damping Enhancement 
Power System stabilizers (PSSs) [15] have been the most popular choice for the past 
two decades for small-signal stability enhancement. PSSs are continuous feedback-based 
controllers that add positive damping to generator electro-mechanical oscillations by 
modulating the generator excitation. One of the major limitations of conventional PSS is that 
of off-line tuning of the parameters in accordance with the operating condition of the system. 
Conventional PSSs are designed for particular operating points and their parameters need to 
be adjusted for effective damping at different operating points. Poorly tuned PSS could result 
in a destabilizing effect [13, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Often erratic performance is blamed on poor 
PSS tuning resulting in PSSs being disabled by plant operators leaving the system vulnerable 
to oscillatory instability. 
Conventional PSSs are predominantly local controllers on the individual generators 
although on a theoretical level there have been some research on the use of global signals 
[20, 21, 22]. Use of local controllers to mitigate inter-area oscillations is known to have 
significant disadvantages. When multiple PSSs are installed at different machines, 
coordinating the actions of individual PSS is a serious issue and requires significant 
analytical and engineering effort [17, 23, 24, 25]. A detailed study on the impact of 
interaction among different power system controls has been undertaken by Cigré Task Force 
TF 38.02.16. Several incidents of undesirable interactions among PSSs and among PSSs and 
other controls have been reported in [23]. 
Application of speed input or frequency input to PSS in thermal units requires careful 
consideration of the effects of torsional oscillations [17, 27]. The stabilizer, while damping 
rotor oscillations can cause instability of torsional modes. In addition, the stabilizer has to be 
custom-designed for each type of generating unit depending on its torsional characteristics. 
5 
In recent years, with the advancements being made in fast power electronic switching 
technology, power electronics based controls collectively called FACTS (acronym for 
Flexible Alternating Current Transmission Systems) have generated lot of interest. Several 
different control structures have been proposed for small-signal stability improvement using 
FACTS technology [26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. Although these controllers have been shown to 
be quite effective in damping low frequency oscillations, there are several demerits 
associated with the use of FACTS devices for small-signal stability enhancement. 
One of the major demerits is the overall cost of installing the technology. The total 
investment cost for a single FACTS device of several 100 MVArs could be of the order of 
tens of millions of dollars. Although FACTS devices are still cheaper than building new 
transmission lines, the overall cost of installing FACTS based controllers is massive. It is 
economically prohibitive to install FACTS devices only for small-signal stability 
performance. In fact, in some cases a carefully designed and properly tuned PSS has been 
shown to give a better damping performance compared to FACTS controllers [31]. Besides, 
unless very carefully designed and coordinated, most FACTS controllers offer only limited 
transient stability improvement. FACTS controllers have also been shown to have limitations 
with respect to robustness to system operating conditions [28, 30, 33, 34]. 
FACTS controllers need to be carefully coordinated among themselves as well as 
with other power system controls, especially excitation system and PSS if any. If not 
properly coordinated, FACTS based controls could adversely interact and cause instability 
[12,23,31,35]. Independently designed FACTS controllers operating in the same electrical 
area have been shown to have destabilizing control interaction [12, 23, 36, 37]. It is 
extremely important to perform a coordinated design among all FACTS devices. 
From the above discussion, it is clear that the small-signal stability enhancement 
control measures currently in place fall short of robustness requirements. They present 
serious coordination challenges. They are often disabled when such careful coordination 
cannot be performed, leaving the system vulnerable to disturbances. FACTS based schemes 
are highly capital intensive. With deregulation, there have also been ownership and 
responsibility issues with respect to these controls that are discussed in Section 1.5. Robust 
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non-capital intensive stability enhancement schemes that pose no complex coordination 
issues would be highly desirable. 
Control of active power loads for small-signal stability enhancement, as has been 
explained in Section 1.5, is inherently robust. Direct non-disruptive control of selected active 
power loads, if designed to be implemented with the existing distribution automation 
infrastructure, is highly cost effective. Although careful coordination of controllable loads is 
highly desirable for improved performance, lack of coordination would not result in seriously 
deteriorating performance. Market-based operation of loads, as detailed in Section 1.4, 
resolves ownership and responsibility issues related to security enhancement. With the 
availability of enabling technologies and an increased interest in demand side resources, 
direct non-disruptive control of loads is a very promising strategy for stability enhancement. 
1.4 Load as a Resource 
Load management programs in vertically integrated power systems have existed for 
many years. Chapter 2 in this thesis describes in detail the well-established practices with 
respect to load management in power systems. Utilities have in the past resorted to load 
shedding as well as interruptible load management for power system reliability only under 
extreme conditions. This practice was partly due to NERC's definition of reliability. It 
encompasses two concepts: adequacy and security. Adequacy standards require that there be 
sufficient generation to meet the projected needs plus reserves for contingencies. Security 
standards require action by system operators to ensure that the system will remain intact even 
after outages or other equipment failures occur. The traditional vertically integrated utility 
managed short-term reliability by dispatching its own generation. In competitive electricity 
markets, system operators responsible for maintaining reliability own no generation and must 
establish markets for reliability services. This change in the industry structure and the 
associated emergence of wholesale energy and reliability markets create new opportunities 
for demand-side resources. Under deregulation, scope of load management programs has 
considerably broadened. 
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Along side the emergence of deregulation, there have been tremendous developments 
in the enabling technologies especially with respect to two-way communication, load control 
systems, monitoring, and metering. Today's technology enables communication and control 
of several distributed resources almost in real-time and has been a major factor in the recent 
interest in demand-side resources. It is technically feasible for many distributed loads to 
simultaneously receive customized control signals. 
Load management programs are called demand response programs under 
deregulation and are designed and operated by the Independent System Operators (ISOs) or 
the Regional Transmission Operators (RTOs); they bring several new participants into the 
market such as retail suppliers, aggregators, curtailment service providers, etc. In 2002, the 
United States Supreme Court validated the authority of Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) over wholesale transmission sales and enabled the commission to 
dictate rules for competitive energy markets. Subsequently, in the same year, FERC proposed 
Standard Market Design (SMD) - a single set of market rules that would eliminate the 
differences between regional electricity markets and thereby standardize the U.S. energy 
market [38]. SMD is perhaps the most important step towards harnessing the benefits of 
competitive electricity markets and was developed by gathering "best practices" around the 
U.S. through an exhaustive stakeholder process. According to SMD, demand response is an 
important tenet in standardizing energy markets. SMD provides an appropriate platform for 
integration of demand response into the wholesale market structure [39]. In SMD, FERC 
strongly advocates demand participation on an equal footing with generation resources in 
order to achieve effective competitive performance in electricity markets [38, 39]. In fact, a 
load serving entity (LSE)'s ability to cut back on power use (i.e., demand response) when 
called by an ISO or an RTO will be considered equivalent to supply [38, 39, 40, 41]. This 
whole new perspective towards treating load as a system resource has sparked intense 
interest in the role for demand response in the efficient and reliable operation of deregulated 
power systems [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. 
Demand response in the context of SMD is defined as load response called for by 
others and price response managed by end-use customers [51]. Load response includes direct 
load control, partial as well as complete load interruptions. Price response includes real-time 
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pricing, dynamic pricing, coincident peak pricing, demand bidding and buyback programs. 
Demand response could be classified into two broad categories: Market-based and reliability-
based [52]. Market-based demand response programs enable efficient interaction of supply 
and demand for price stability. One of earliest well-known works in the area of market-based 
control of loads was done by F.C. Schweppe et al [53]. Reliability-based demand response 
programs are executed to provide network reliability services to the grid and its 
interconnected users. Market-based programs have reliability impacts and reliability-based 
programs do have price impacts. SMD states a clear preference for procurement of reliability 
services through the establishment of appropriate markets. In this regard, SMD white paper 
[38] explicitly states that Market rules must be technology as well as fuel neutral. They must 
not unduly bias the choice between demand or supply sources nor provide competitive 
advantages or disadvantages to large or small demand or supply sources. If the market rules 
are technology neutral, customer loads will be able to participate equally in providing 
reliability services. 
One problem in the wide-spread deployment of demand-side resources in the 
provision of reliability services is that the existing NERC policies inappropriately favor 
generation resources over customer loads [52]. NERC has recognized these limitations in its 
current operating policies, and is now considering amendments that would increase 
opportunities for demand-side resources [54]. 
Currently New York ISO, ISO New England, PJM, California ISO and the 
Independent Market Operator (IMO) Canada have a variety of demand response programs of 
market-based as well as reliability-based types [47, 48, 50, 52, 55, 56]. They are also actively 
investigating ways to improve the deployment as well as performance of demand-side 
resources from both economic and reliability points of view. References [55] and [56] 
provide a good summary of the various demand response programs at different ISO's and 
RTO's. 
There have also been several major research and development initiatives in the recent 
past, with the broader objective of enhancing the role of distributed end user resources. Two 
of the well-known initiatives are Consortium for Electric Reliability technology Solutions 
(CERTS) [57] and the Distributed Energy Program of the Department of Energy (DoE) [58]. 
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The resources studied in these programs include loads, generation as well as storage at the 
distribution level of the power system. Besides, several national laboratories have been 
actively pursuing research in the above areas. Prominent among them are the Energy & 
Engineering division [59] as well as the Sensors and Electronics division [60] of Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, Energy efficiency and renewable energy program of Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory [61], Electric infrastructure systems research program of National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory [62] and the Energy Analysis program of Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory [63]. 
1.5 Direct Load Control for Security Enhancement 
The fundamental difference in the decision-making approach towards investment in 
power systems between a traditional vertical integrated power system and a deregulated 
power system has important implications in system stability related aspects. In a vertically 
integrated system, the approach was one of an integrated planning of generation, 
transmission, distribution and control additions. The objective was to achieve an optimum 
level of investment in each segment while maintaining a prescribed set of reliability 
standards at minimum cost. However, in deregulated systems, the decision-making is highly 
decentralized. The Independent Power Producers (IPPs) make investment decisions in the 
generation segment based on the current market conditions as well as forecasts, among 
several other factors. IPPs also make the decision as to the type of generation to invest in. In 
recent years, there has been rapid progress in combustion turbine technology. Natural gas 
fired combined cycle plants constitute the large majority of additions that are continuing to 
be made in the generation sector. Their response characteristics differ substantially from 
conventional steam or hydro-turbine generating units [64, 65]. The primary objective of 
power producers in a deregulated system is control and optimization of their own resources. 
System reliability services, such as active reserves/frequency control, reactive 
reserves/voltage control and stability control are only secondary objectives. For example, use 
of higher cost generators with improved excitation systems and PSS would not be normally 
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adopted by IPPs without hard rules to define compensation of associated costs involved. 
From the viewpoint of transient stability, IPPs may not be willing to participate in special 
protection schemes for the same reason and this may jeopardize system reliability. Also 
information exchange for modeling and analysis are more complicated in a market 
environment. The IPP could consider having no obligation to inform the others on what is 
occurring to its plant. It may not have adequate data acquisition capabilities. This 
withholding of information, either intentional or otherwise, could be detrimental to overall 
system reliability [Ch. 8 of 67]. The responsibility of system reliability and stability rests 
with the independent system operator, which although powerful does not own the resources 
that are necessary to ensure the availability of the above services. There is a need for a clear 
framework for the allocation of security costs to entities not contributing their share of 
reliability services. 
Even setting aside ownership and responsibility issues, the associated technical 
problems related to stability themselves are potentially more complex in a restructured power 
system [66]. This can be attributed to several factors. Notable among them are an increase in 
the amount, geographical scope as well as frequency of changes of power flows, increased 
utilization of transmission and the operation of the system closer to its limits. There is a 
strong need for effective, robust and adaptive control solutions in a deregulated system. 
The advancements in some of the enabling technologies for the demand-side briefly 
discussed in the previous section and detailed in Chapter 5 open up several new directions for 
power system stability enhancement and control. These advancements could be put to use in 
developing innovative, cost-effective solutions for stability enhancement, that make the best 
utilization of the existing infrastructure while not requiring major capital investments. 
Besides, established competitive market frameworks have been developed or are in the stages 
of the development for demand side participation in related reliability resources such as 
active power reserves. With a clear preference by FERC for market-based solutions for the 
procurement of reliability services, control schemes for stability enhancement that make use 
of such competitive frameworks for load participation are attractive. Such market-based 
schemes enable resolution of issues related to the allocation of security costs. From a system 
reliability standpoint, customers could be viewed as willing to sell excess of reliability to the 
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power system operator in exchange for potential economic benefits through their 
participation in appropriate markets. 
Fundamentally, there are four different ways in which loads can make a significant 
contribution to the reliability of the bulk electric power system [44, 52]: 
i) Ancillary service markets - Loads can bid in ancillary service markets. 
ii) Emergency operations - System operator can purchase bulk load reductions to 
balance the system in the event of contingencies. 
iii) Installed capacity (ICAP) markets - Demand-side resources can address system 
adequacy needs on a longer-term basis through participation in ICAP markets. 
iv) Transmission and distribution reliability - Loads can improve reliability of 
transmission and distribution systems by improving angle stability, relieving 
congestion, enhancing voltage profile, and reducing overload on circuits. 
The first three of the above aspects are under active investigation and development in today's 
deregulated power systems. The interest in load participation in transmission and distribution 
system reliability enhancement is growing. In the initial stakeholder meeting of the New 
England Demand Response Initiative (NEDRI), created in 2002 to develop a comprehensive, 
coordinated set of demand response programs for the New England regional power markets, 
strong support was expressed for addressing this topic in the due course of the process [52]. 
The U.S. Department of Energy's Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), which markets 
and delivers electricity in the Pacific Northwest region and operates one of the most reliable 
transmission grids in the world, has recognized the potential behind direct load control for 
angle stability enhancement [68] and has identified it as one of the key R&D directions. 
Underscoring the importance of research on this topic, a new task-force on fast-acting load 
control for system and price stability was formed in 2001 within the Power System Dynamic 
Performance committee of IEEE Power Engineering Society [69]. This task-force addresses 
many aspects including commercial arrangements, communications requirements, security 
assessment and different load characteristics. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is 
actively investigating the use of distributed, fast acting load control for frequency stability 
[59]. 
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The following are some desirable characteristics for loads that could be considered as 
candidates for control [42]: 
a) Storage: A controllable load should have some storage in its process, typically in the 
form of productive effort in which the load is engaged. 
b) Control capability: A controllable load should have the capability to respond to 
disconnection and reconnection requests. Loads that have control systems that can be 
adapted to respond to such requests are good candidates 
c) Response speed: Rapid response requirements are desirable. 
d) Size: Aggregate size is important. The size of the aggregate resource needs to be large 
enough to be useful. Large loads are easier to monitor and small resources behave 
statistically and potentially have higher reliability as a group. 
e) Minimal cost: Loads are not specifically designed to respond to power system needs. 
It is desirable that adding additional capabilities for the load is not costly. 
The control strategy, the dynamic performance improvement possible through load control, 
and the amount and type of disruption caused to the customer depend on the type of the load 
being controlled. 
Under deregulation, there is a strong need to possess tools and techniques for security 
assessment that produce operating limit boundaries for both static and dynamic security of 
power systems. Knowledge of such operating limits a priori would enable the system 
operator to efficiently procure services that are necessary to operate the system securely. 
Besides, an increase in overall uncertainty in operating conditions makes corrective actions at 
times ineffective, leaving the system vulnerable. The currently available tools and techniques 
for stability enhancement are mostly corrective in nature, and lack robustness to operating 
condition changes, as discussed in the previous sections. 
The approach developed in this research is based on preventive control of distributed 
loads in order to improve system dynamic performance. Based on the desirable 
characteristics of loads for control application mentioned above, the following loads have 
been selected as controllable: Residential and commercial air conditioner/heating loads and, 
water-heater loads. 
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Direct load control for stability enhancement is based on the fundamental premise 
that the cumulative effect of controlling several individually insignificant loads distributed 
geographically and electrically, provides sufficient leverage for the system to be operated 
securely at times when the system is vulnerable. By selecting loads to be controlled 
appropriately and by optimizing the time duration for control action for each load, it is 
possible to accomplish secure operation while minimizing the amount of disruption to the 
customer. The control strategy involved in activating load control will have significant 
bearing on the overall system reliability. The type of load to be controlled and the 
performance improvement that could be obtained greatly influence the control strategy. Non-
critical loads could be controlled selectively, leaving critical loads uninterrupted. 
As a comparison, a power system stabilizer modulates excitation, thereby the reactive 
power generated, to effect a change in the terminal bus voltage which in turn affects the 
nearby voltage dependent loads as well as power transfer. These two effects could be of 
comparable magnitude [34]. Depending on the system operating condition, they could be 
additive or could counteract each other. The net impact of this modulation is thus 
unpredictable and to a large extent depends on operating conditions. A SVC operates the 
same way. On the other hand, control of active power loads is a direct way of controlling 
power flows. Hence the scheme is inherently robust. In a practical power system, the number 
of dominant oscillatory modes is often larger than the number of control devices available to 
control them. The robustness with regard to direct load control implies that it is conceptually 
possible to damp out different inter-area modes that get excited at different power flow 
levels. 
In modulating loads, with appropriately designed algorithms, much of the existing 
infrastructure for demand side management could be made use of. Control of loads at the 
distribution level would not require new installations at the high voltage level. The additional 
investment needed in most cases would not be massive. 
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1.6 Objectives and Scope of the Research 
This research proposes robust oscillatory stability enhancement through cost-
effective, direct, non-disruptive control of loads. The developed framework for direct load 
control can be applied as a planning tool as well as an operational tool in real-time. 
The objective of this research is to address the following broad issues with respect to control 
of loads: 
• The type of loads to be controlled 
• The fundamental analysis framework and different approaches based on the 
framework to decide on the optimal location and the amount of load to be controlled, 
to achieve a desired damping performance for the entire power system 
• Modulation of loads to achieve improved system damping in the presence of 
uncertainty in loads as well as in generation 
• The strategies used to control different loads so that the desired stability performance 
is maintained in the system while causing minimum disruption 
• The effect of various extraneous variables on the effectiveness of load control 
The underlying framework for analysis to determine the optimal amount of load to be 
modulated is based on the Structured Singular Value (SSV or /v) theory. The SSV theory in 
robust control [119, 121] offers a powerful technique to analyze robustness as well as design 
controllers that satisfy robust performance for linear control systems, with uncertainties that 
can be represented in a structured form. It has previously been successfully applied in 
analyzing stability robustness [132, 133] of power systems and in designing robust PSS and 
SVC damping controllers [134, 135]. In this research, the setup for uncertainty 
characterization in power systems developed in [132] has been extended to develop a robust 
performance analysis framework. Robust performance analysis deals with the determination 
of maximum uncertainty bounds for which the system satisfies desired performance 
specifications. Robust performance analysis is performed through the application of robust 
performance theorem [122]. 
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The scope of this research work includes the following: 
1. Development of a linear model for the problem of direct load control. This linear 
model would serve as the basis for the analysis framework. It would also be applied 
in selecting the optimal locations for load modulation through a comprehensive 
modal analysis. The important difference between linear model for direct load control 
and those used in other power system control designs is the fact that the load 
available for control at a bus is modeled as an input to the system. This allows the use 
of different load models for controllable load at each load bus and is essential to 
characterize the uncertainty in controllable part of the load. Besides, this is also 
important for a modal analysis, especially in calculating Eigen-value sensitivity for 
active power loads, and in the determination of controllability of selected modes from 
load inputs. 
2. The linear model developed for direct load control is cast into a framework suitable 
for the application of robust performance theorem, one of the fundamental theorems 
related to SSV concept. The uncertainty in the operating conditions in terms of load 
levels or generation is real-parametric uncertainty and could be represented in a 
structured form thereby making it possible for SSV-based analysis. A framework for 
robust performance analysis is developed from a Linear Fractional Transformation 
(LFT) representation of uncertainty in the state-space model and the damping 
performance specifications in terms of the MIMO Hx norm. 
3. The objective of robust performance analysis is the determination of load levels at 
buses selected for control implementation, which would satisfy the desired 
performance specifications. Depending upon the uncertainty characterization as well 
as the robust performance analysis problem formulation, there are two fundamentally 
different approaches to analysis of the above problem. 
(a) Determination of worst-case uncertainty for a given performance specification -
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In this formulation of the problem, active power load at each load bus selected 
for control is assumed to be the sum of controllable and uncontrollable parts. 
Uncertainty is assumed to exist in the controllable part of the loads. The analysis 
then proceeds to determine the maximum uncertainty range for the controllable 
as well as the total load levels that satisfies the damping performance 
specifications. The chosen performance specifications will have to be less 
stringent than the nominal performance (performance corresponding to nominal 
load levels). It has been analytically shown that with the above uncertainty 
characterization and the criterion for performance specification satisfied, it is 
always possible to determine the maximum uncertainty range in load levels that 
would satisfy the chosen performance conditions. Essentially, in this approach, 
the uncertainty in load levels is the control variable that is varied until the 
performance criterion is satisfied. 
(b) Determination of worst-case performance for a given uncertainty range - This 
approach, in principle, is similar to NASA's patented on-line fi method for robust 
flutter prediction for air-craft model [145]. This is a fairly general formulation of 
the problem and it allows uncertainty to exist not only in load levels, but in 
generation levels as well as in any parameter of the system. However, the 
uncertainty bounds are assumed to be fixed. To start with, for the given 
uncertainty range, the worst-case performance is computed. If it does not satisfy 
the desired specifications, the algorithm modulates the load levels at selected 
load buses in the system. The load modulation is iterative and is performed until 
the load level in the system is such that the chosen performance specifications 
are satisfied for the uncertainty range under consideration. The selection of load 
buses for control implementation is based on the Eigen value sensitivity of active 
power loads. Essentially, in this approach, the nominal load levels at certain load 
buses are the control variables and they are varied until the worst-case 
performance for the fixed uncertainty range is satisfied. 
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Both the above formulations are skewed - /i formulations in the context of SSV 
theory [144]. The first approach is applied with variable load uncertainty bounds and 
the second approach is applied with uncertainty in load, generation or in any other 
system parameter, however with fixed bounds. 
In the determination of load levels that satisfy the chosen damping performance 
conditions, the analysis could be done at the transmission level of the system. The 
amount of load to be modulated at the transmission level could then be divided 
amongst multiple feeders that connect at the transmission level load bus. 
Alternatively, the system at transmission voltage level could be augmented with sub-
transmission and distribution systems and the determination of the amount of load to 
be modulated could be done at the distribution level. Both these approaches have 
been illustrated. 
4. Develop algorithms for operating controllable thermal loads - air conditioners and 
water heaters - based on the results of the analysis problem described above. In 
controlling the group of thermostatically driven loads, the phenomenon of cold load 
pickup needs to be modeled and taken care of. Also, control needs to be distributed 
among several groups of loads available for control. The objective is to operate the 
loads with minimum disruption or discomfort, while maintaining the load levels such 
that the desired performance conditions are satisfied. Two different algorithms based 
on Dynamic Programming with different sets of constraints are proposed for air-
conditioner loads, while a decision-tree based algorithm is proposed for water-heater 
loads. The development of these algorithms is in line with some of the most recent 
load management programs executed. 
1.7 Test Systems 
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1.7.1 Cigré Nordic (Nordic32) System 
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Figure 1.1 One-line diagram of Cigré Nordic system 
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The numerical data for the Cigré Nordic test system is available in [141]. This system 
represents the interconnected Nordic and Swedish power system and has dynamic properties 
similar to these systems. It consists of 20 generators and 41 buses. There are 14 load buses 
available for control. The nineteen 400 kV transmission system buses in Figure 1.1 are given 
bus numbers starting with 4. Similarly the two 220 kV buses and the eleven 130 kV buses of 
the transmission system have numbers starting with 2 and 1 respectively. Nine load buses at 
130 kV level have two digit numbers and are connected to the 400 kV network through 
transformers with tap changers. 
In this research, the Nordic test system is extended to sub-transmission and 
distribution voltage levels. This is done by augmenting the system with multiple number of 
sub-transmission/distribution feeders connected to transmission level load buses selected for 
control. The sub-transmission/distribution feeders have been designed specifically for this 
research using the data available in [142]. The design details are provided in Appendix A. 
Figure 1.2 shows the one-line diagram of the sub-transmission/distribution feeder along with 
the voltage levels. 
The Nordic system augmented with feeders of the configuration shown in Figure 1.2 is 
referred to as the augmented Nordic system henceforth. 
1.7.2 Western Electric Coordinating Council (WECC) System 
The second test system employed in this research is a reduced model of the western 
interconnection of the U.S. electric power system. This system has 29 generators and 179 
Line 1 
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130/46.5 KV 
Figure 1.2 One-line diagram of sub-transmission/distribution feeder 
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buses at 230 kV, 345 kV and 500 kV voltage levels. The one-line diagram of the system is 
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Figure 1.3 One-line diagram of WECC system 
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1.8 Outline of the thesis 
This thesis consists of 7 chapters. Chapter 1 provides the background and motivation as well 
as an introduction to the problem. The objectives and scope of this research have been 
described in detail. The test systems used in this research have been introduced along with 
their one-line diagrams. Chapter 1 also includes an outline of the dissertation. 
Chapter 2 provides a detailed summary of the literature review undertaken for this research. 
The relevant literature has been segregated and discussed in the following 3 sections: 
• Section 2.1 reviews literature related to traditional load management in power 
systems. This section consists of two sub-sections. Within the broader topic of 
traditional load management, literature related to emergency load shedding have been 
discussed in section 2.1.1 and those related to direct load control have been discussed 
in Section 2.1.2. Literature on direct load control has been segregated further and 
discussed in Sections 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.2.2. Section 2.1.1.1 discusses literature related 
to cold load pickup and physically based modeling of loads. Section 2.1.1.2 discusses 
literature on stochastic aggregation of loads. 
• Section 2.2 reviews literature on direct load control applied for damping 
enhancement. 
• Section 2.3 reviews literature on the application of robust control techniques in power 
system control design and analysis. 
Chapter 3 presents a detailed derivation of the state-space linear model of the power system 
for the problem of load control. It has been organized as follows: 
• Section 3.1 provides a description of the mathematical models of power system 
components and dynamic equations corresponding to the models. 
• Section 3.2 presents the algebraic equations for the purpose of deriving the linear 
model. 
• Section 3.3 presents the differential algebraic set of the overall system equations. 
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• Section 3.4 presents the step-by-step linearization procedure and the linear model 
derived. 
Chapter 4 deals with the development of an analysis framework for load modulation based 
on structured singular value theory. The necessary mathematical concepts have been 
presented in detail followed by the development of the analysis framework. This chapter is 
organized as follows: 
• Section 4.1 presents a brief historical overview of the development of structured 
singular value theory in the area of robust control. 
• Section 4.2 discusses different ways of characterizing uncertainty in physical 
systems. The uncertainty characterization and its basis for the problem at hand have 
also been briefly discussed. 
• Section 4.3 discusses in detail the concept of structured singular value. The definition 
of structured singular value and the necessary background have been presented. 
• Section 4.4 discusses linear fractional transformation (LFT), an important concept 
related to performing analysis and design for robust control. The problem of well-
posedness of LFTs, formal definition of LFT, and the basic principle behind the 
application of LFTs have been discussed in sub-sections 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 
respectively. 
• Section 4.5 discusses robust stability and a theorem on robust stability. 
• Section 4.6 discusses robust performance and a theorem on robust performance. 
• Section 4.7 discusses the concept of skewed - // and its relevance to the load 
modulation analysis approaches presented later in Chapter 5. 
• Section 4.8 presents a description of the development of SSV-based analysis 
framework for robust performance. It has been organized into the following sub­
sections: 
• Section 4.8.1 provides a detailed treatment of the characterization of parametric 
uncertainty in the state-space model of the power system developed in Chapter 3. 
The different sources of parametric uncertainty have been presented followed by 
the representation of uncertainty in LFT form. 
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• Section 4.8.2 deals with characterization of small-signal stability performance in 
the analysis framework through the choice of appropriate error signals. 
Simulation results with the linear simulation tool, SIMGUI, available in Matlab n 
- toolbox for the augmented Nordic system and the WECC system have been 
presented in sub-sections 4.8.2.1.1 and 4.8.2.1.2. 
• Section 4.8.3 presents the development of the analysis framework through the 
application of parametric uncertainty and performance characterizations. 
Chapter 5 deals with two different skewed - fx based robust performance analysis 
approaches for load modulation that are based on the framework developed in Chapter 4. 
This chapter has been organized as follows: 
• Section 5.1 presents a detailed description of modal analysis using Eigen value 
sensitivities for the selection of appropriate locations for load modulation. 
• Section 5.2 provides a comprehensive overview of the robust performance analysis 
approaches proposed in this chapter. The basis for the two different approaches 
developed as well the conceptual difference between the two approaches has been 
clearly outlined. The relevance of robust performance analysis problem to the concept 
of skewed - // and its implications have also been discussed. 
• Section 5.3 deals with approach I for load modulation analysis - determination of 
worst-case uncertainty for fixed performance. The basic assumptions and 
fundamental aspects related to this approach and the analytical background have all 
been explained in detail. In addition, an analytical proof of the correctness of the 
approach has been presented. Section 5.3.1 presents the algorithm for approach I. 
Numerical and simulation results for approach I on the augmented Nordic system and 
the WECC system have been presented in Section 5.3.2. 
• Section 5.4 provides a detailed treatment of approach II for load modulation analysis 
- determination of worst-case performance for fixed uncertainty. The algorithm for 
approach II has been described in Section 5.4.1. Numerical and simulation results for 
approach II have been presented for the WECC system in Section 5.4.2. 
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Chapter 6 deals in detail with different specialized algorithms developed for real-time 
modulation of loads. This chapter consists of the following four sections: 
• Section 6.1 presents a detailed overview of the background for the load modulation 
algorithms proposed in this chapter. A brief historical overview of load control 
technology, recent developments in load control systems as well as some recent 
applications of the above technologies in different utilities in the U.S. have been 
described. 
• Section 6.2 provides a description of the optimization framework developed to study 
air-conditioner load control. The air-conditioner load model, the basic setup assumed 
for the optimization problem, and the dynamic programming based optimization 
problem have all been explained in detail. The basis for Monte Carlo simulation and 
the uncertainties assumed in performing Monte Carlo simulation have also been 
explained. Monte Carlo simulation results have been provided with two different 
types of constraints introduced in the optimization problem, constraint on cycling 
times, constraint on internal temperature excursions. The impact of constraints as well 
as various parameters and variables have been studied in these results. A qualitative 
discussion of the results with the different DP algorithms has also been provided. 
• Section 6.3 describes the development of an optimization framework to study the 
control of water-heaters. The model of a domestic water-heater assumed for this work 
has been explained followed by a decision-tree based control algorithm developed 
through the application of the model. Two different approaches to arrive at the data 
required for implementing the algorithm have also been dealt with. The algorithm has 
been illustrated with a numerical result. 
• Section 6.4 provides a high-level overview of the direct load control framework 
based on the algorithms proposed for analysis and modulation, and describes the 
application of the framework as a planning and an operational tool. 
Chapter 7 provides a summary of specific contributions of this research as well as 
suggestions for future work. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Traditional Load Management in Power Systems 
2.1.1 Emergency Load Shedding 
In general, the operation of a power system can be characterized by five different 
operating states namely normal, alert, emergency, in extremis and restorative states [9]. A 
system operating in the normal state could slip to an alert state upon the occurrence of quite a 
severe disturbance or a drastic change in loading conditions. It could further slip to an 
emergency state, upon the occurrence of a severe disturbance when in the alert state. In an 
emergency state, the voltage violations and frequency deviations are beyond their respective 
acceptable limits and/or equipment loadings exceed their short-term emergency ratings. 
However the system as a whole is still intact. It is under such a condition that tripping of load 
is usually resorted to as one of several emergency control actions. This has been an 
established practice to bring the system back to the alert state, however with reduced load 
being served in the new alert state. The main objective of tripping load when in the 
emergency state is to bring the frequency back to within acceptable limits or improve the 
voltage profile and prevent voltage collapse. Thus there are two very popular load shedding 
schemes, under-frequency load shedding [70] and under-voltage load shedding [71]. 
Considerations in the selection of the scheme include the maximum generation deficiency for 
which protection is required, the minimum permissible frequency, and the range of inertia 
constant and load damping constant [72]. The characteristics and locations of the loads are 
more important for voltage problems than they are for frequency problems [9], In some other 
instances, load shedding could also be done in order to maintain transient stability. One such 
scheme used by U.S. Northwest Power Pool to maintain transient stability of the Western 
Electric Coordinating Council (WECC) systems is described in [73]. Load shedding is also 
used with controlled separation upon detection of an impending instability. Controlled 
separation is initiated by opening the appropriate tie lines before cascading outages can 
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occur. In such instances, it may be necessary to shed loads to balance generation and load in 
the separated systems [74]. 
2.1.2 Direct Load Control 
The other type of load management that has been in practice since the 70's is direct 
load control for reducing operating costs as well as maintaining system reliability [75, 76, 77, 
78, 79, 80]. Utilities in the vertically integrated structure have offered incentives in return for 
allowing direct control of a selected group of customer loads. Loads under direct control can 
be selectively controlled as needs require [81]. The term "direct" is used because the control 
is exerted directly, moment-to-moment, by the utility using a communication line. This is in 
contrast to indirect control through incentives or devices such as thermal storage which are 
outside the direct control of the utility. The objectives of such a scheme have been manifold, 
such as, reduction of system peak, improvement of load factor, defer or reduce the need for 
generation capacity from peak to off-peak hours, reduction of operating cost, reduction of 
losses in the feeders, or provision of contingency reserves. Various algorithms have been 
proposed in order to optimize the amount of load management with different objectives. 
Dynamic programming based approaches have been quite popular [80, 82, 83, 84]. Fuzzy 
logic and linear programming based algorithms have also been proposed [76, 85, 86]. A 
detailed treatment of these algorithms has been provided in Chapter 5 of this thesis. There is 
a variety of economic as well as reliability issues that will have to be taken into consideration 
in formulating a load management strategy. These issues are utility-specific. The usual 
practice is to assess in detail several multiple strategies and then choose the most economical 
strategy or a combination of strategies [77]. 
2.1.2.1 Cold Load Pickup and Physically based modeling of loads 
The usual types of loads controlled in load management programs have been 
thermostatically driven loads such as air-conditioner, space-heating and water-heater loads. 
In some schemes for provision of contingency reserves, control of municipal water-pumping 
loads has been proposed [87]. Due to the stochastic nature of thermostatic loads, it is 
essential to study the load dynamic response during and after control periods in order to 
assess the impact of a load management program on power system performance. When an 
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aggregate of thermostatically driven loads is switched off, there occurs a surge in the total 
load when they are switched back to service [88]. This phenomenon is called cold load 
pickup and is essentially the result of loss of diversity among thermostatically driven loads. 
This was first identified as a potential problem in 1949 when Audlin et al presented the 
results of a staged outage in Syracuse, New York [89]. It is one of the most studied aspects in 
distribution system design and analysis. 
In order to take into account the effect of cold load pickup in a load 
management study, the load equipments will have to be modeled accurately by physically 
based models. Such models capture the physics of operation of the equipments and predict 
the response to control actions. There have been several physically models for both air-
conditioners and water-heaters proposed for studying cold load pickup. In one of the earliest 
attempts, Galiana et al [90] proposed an empirical method for predicting physical load. This 
method lacks a mathematical formulation and it is not suitable for short-term load prediction, 
but could be used for long-term load management. In 1981, Ihara and Schweppe [91] 
presented a dynamic model for the temperature of a house that is heated by a thermostatically 
driven heater. This model is fairly simple and has been proven to capture the behavior of 
thermal loads accurately. Several refinements of this model are available in the literature. In 
[92], this model has been converted into a sample-data form by discretizing time and has 
been used to study the aggregate load behavior. Actual utility data is examined and it has 
been identified that the recovery transient has two epochs. Five different heating load models 
with different characteristics to model the two epochs have been studied. Reference [93] 
suggests the development of a residential load model based on physically based simulation. 
Reference [94] proposes a lumped parameter model of air-conditioner with the parameters 
determined through system identification techniques such the as maximum likelihood 
principle. In [95], the thermodynamic behavior of a house is modeled using a parallel RC 
circuit. Door openings and other small heat flows are modeled as a random current source in 
the circuit. A stochastic model for heating and cooling loads is presented in [96]. This model 
includes the random influences in the environment through the introduction of discrete white 
noise term. It is used to study the effect of stochastic characteristics of different parameters of 
the model developed in [91]. Reference [97] presents a detailed model for air-conditioning 
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loads by capturing weather effects more accurately. The effects of humidity and solar 
radiation in the model for air-conditioning are represented in [98]. Reference [99] suggests 
the importance of modeling the stochastic aspects of lifestyles in the development of 
physically-based load models. 
References [100, 101, 102, 104] present different physically-based models of 
electric water-heating loads. Development of water-heater models is based on water-heater 
usage pattern as well as the physics of water-heating. Reference [103] simulates actual 
control scenarios through the application of the model developed in [100]. It has been shown 
that [100] captures the response to control actions quite accurately. 
2.1.2.2 Stochastic Aggregation 
With individual equipments modeled in sufficient detail, the behavior of a 
group of such loads could be studied through simulation. However, there have also been 
several stochastic techniques proposed to aggregate individual thermostatically driven loads. 
Reference [104] presents stochastic aggregation of a group of water-heater loads. The 
resulting model is a "traveling" wave model. In [94], with the assumption that the switching 
processes are ergodic, the mean duty factor as well as the sample variance of duty factor for a 
group of air-conditioner loads are calculated using Kalman Filter expressions. The aggregate 
model is further applied to study energy consumption, voltage response etc. Reference [97] 
develops an aggregate model of a group of air-conditioners based on an analogy between 
lumped parameter heat flow problems and lumped parameter electric circuits. It has been 
shown to closely model the aggregate demand as well as energy payback effect after an 
outage. In [95], aggregate dynamics for a homogenous group of devices is derived as a set of 
Focker-Planck equations - s system of coupled ordinary partial differential equations. A 
perturbation analysis yields the dynamics for a non-homogenous group. 
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2.2 Direct Load Control for Damping Enhancement 
Power system small-signal stability improvement through the control of active power 
loads was suggested as early as in 1968 by R.H. Park [111]. However, this concept was not 
investigated closely until the mid 90's, possibly because of lack of enabling technologies. 
Damping of electro-mechanical oscillations through the control of active power loads was 
first studied in detail in [112]. References [113, 114, 115, 116] are based on [112]. With 
respect to the application of direct load control for stability enhancement, [112] examines 
modal analysis for the selection of load buses for control implementation, selection of 
appropriate feedback signals for the load controller that capture the poor damping 
characteristics, type of load controller for load modulation, controller design and practical 
considerations in implementing direct load control for oscillatory stability enhancement. The 
entire power system with all component models is represented by a time-invariant differential 
algebraic system of equations (DAE). Selection of the best location for implementing load 
control is based on both the active power controllability as well as Eigen value sensitivity for 
the poorly damped modes under consideration. The following feedback signals are proposed: 
local bus frequency, frequency of the closest machine and estimated mode frequency. All of 
these signals are local signals. The type of controller is based on the structural knowledge of 
the physical behavior rather than on strong mathematical principles. The control law applied 
is the modulation of real power injection proportional to local bus frequency, which is 
analogous to viscous damping in mechanical systems. The modulation of load is performed 
at the transmission level of the system. It has also been shown in [116] that on-off 
modulation is more effective than sinusoidal modulation proportional to frequency for large 
oscillations. However for small oscillations, sinusoidal modulation is found to be more 
effective. Different structures and locations of measurement points and actuators are listed. 
When control is implemented at two load buses, the gains for the two controllers are selected 
sequentially. However, it is found that a new mode is introduced with multiple controllers 
and the overall system damping may be reduced although individual modes could be well 
damped with two controllers. 
Reference [117] deals with large-scale active load modulation for angle 
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stability improvement. The control scheme is based on the use of global feedback signals for 
the controller. Both continuous and discontinuous modulation schemes have been proposed. 
The controller designed for continuous modulation is a two-loop active power stabilizer 
presented in [118]. A fully decentralized two-loop active power stabilizer uses local 
frequency deviation to stabilize the poorly damped low frequency mode that is introduced 
due to the hydraulic turbine and the speed governor. It uses local bus voltage to stabilize the 
dominant system mode. However, when this scheme based on using local bus measurements 
was tested on the Hydro-Quebec power system, it was found to be ineffective in stabilizing a 
realistic configuration of the network. Also it was found that there was a strong coupling 
between bus voltage and bus frequency resulting in interaction between the two loops. Based 
on these initial investigations, the use of global signals has been suggested. The 
discontinuous modulation scheme is based on an empirical, four-level, fixed-shedding which 
covers a given time-frame following fault inception. The discontinuous modulation scheme is 
combined with a continuous modulation scheme for application. Further, this work also 
mentions four important design factors in the load modulation scheme -upper limit of the 
actuator, communication delay, amount of controllable load, and control accuracy, - and 
studies the sensitivity to the first two. The conclusions based on this sensitivity study are that 
the continuous modulation scheme is quite sensitive to communication delays; the 
discontinuous modulation has been found to be robust to such delays. However, the 
continuous modulation is more energy-efficient and requires lesser load modulation 
compared to the discontinuous scheme. 
These earlier works for damping enhancement are based on corrective control. 
A common assumption is that the control of individual sub-transmission and distribution 
level feeder loads is properly coordinated so that a continuous modulation of active power is 
possible at the transmission level bus where the different feeders connect. Unlike control on 
the generation, load control is inherently discrete. The control of individual discrete blocks of 
load, at sub-transmission and distribution level of the system, will have to be carefully 
coordinated in order to result in a smooth modulation of active power at the transmission 
level. This coordination is critical to the effectiveness of control. It is not straight-forward to 
achieve and has not been dealt with in any of these works. Also, in corrective control strategy 
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with continuous modulation, it is clear from the results that the response time requirements 
and communication delay limits are extremely stringent [117]. These may be unreasonable to 
achieve in practice. There are requirements for power electronics based fast switching to 
enable smooth active power modulation making the overall installation highly capital 
intensive. There have been no general guidelines proposed for the selection of input signals 
for the controllers. When multiple controllers are used, or when multiple loops are used in a 
load stabilizer, the possibility of undesirable interaction has been shown to exist. A careful 
sequential tuning of gains has been suggested for this problem. Reference [117] uses a so-
called modal performance index measure for optimal selection of the parameters for the 
stabilizer. As far as discontinuous modulation is concerned, it is based on heuristics; it is 
highly system-specific. Although it has been shown to be effective for certain operating 
conditions, the robustness is not demonstrated. The continuous modulation schemes based on 
simple root-locus design as well as the two-loop decentralized stabilizer design also lack 
robustness. The phase adjustment of the stabilizer transfer function could differ widely from 
one oscillatory frequency to the other. The solution suggested in [117] is the simultaneous 
use of several transfer functions combined in a multi-loop scheme, each targeting the 
damping of one particular mode. 
2.3 Robust Control applied to Power Systems 
The evaluation of robustness has been one of the major preoccupations in the 
design of control schemes for power systems. Electric power systems are non-linear and 
time-varying dynamical systems. However, most of the control design techniques, classical 
as well as modern, are based on the use of linear models. Considerable level of uncertainty is 
introduced as a result of operating the system at conditions for which the control systems 
were not designed for. Uncertainty exists even with no changes in operating conditions. 
Often there are system parameters and those that correspond to the equipments that cannot be 
known exactly, but rather need to be estimated; these estimates could be erroneous. The 
synchronous generator electrical as well as certain mechanical parameters, the excitation 
system time-constants, load model parameters are some examples. In real-time operation of 
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the system, forecasts and the measurements usually have margins of uncertainty. Accurate 
power system dynamic models are usually of very high order, and often to reduce the 
dimensionality, model order reduction is resorted to. This introduces significant amount 
uncertainty. The problem of successful design of system operation schemes in the presence 
of uncertainties is quite a challenge. 
Since early 80's, extensive research has focused on analysis and design of control 
systems in the presence of uncertainty. This has led to the development of modern robust 
control, a whole new area within modern control systems. Today, robust control is a well 
established discipline, with MATLAB toolboxes. It deals with stability and performance 
validation of uncertain linear control systems. Several of the tools and techniques developed 
in robust control have shown lot of promise for application to power system analysis and 
control design. The different techniques investigated include Kharitonov's theorem, interval 
analysis, L\, Hx, Lm, Structured Singular Value (ji) theory, Loop shaping and Linear 
Parameter Varying (LPV) theory based techniques [123 - 138]. Kharitonov's theorem has 
been applied to the design of robust power system stabilizer in [123]. References [124, 125] 
deal with robust stability analysis using Lx technique. The Hx optimization approach has 
been applied for power system controller synthesis in [126, 127, 128, 129, 130]. The main 
demerit of based control design is that it is restricted to multiplicative and/or additive 
uncertainty and this leads to conservative controller designs. Structured Singular Value 
theory is advantageous when the uncertainty could be represented in a structured form. 
Parametric uncertainties in power systems are structured uncertainties and SSV theory has 
been successfully applied in power system stability analysis as well as in controller synthesis 
in [132, 133, 134, 135, 136]. PSS design using Glover McFarlane loop shaping approach has 
been presented in [137]. More recently, the application of LPV theory in power system 
stabilizer design has been presented in [138]. 
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3 POWER SYSTEM LINEAR MODEL FOR LOAD 
CONTROL 
The tools and techniques of modern robust control, including the Structured Singular Value 
theory, are all applicable to linear control systems. The foundation for analysis and design 
using these techniques is a linear model of the uncertain control system. The linear model 
together with proper uncertainty characterization is expressed in a form suitable for the 
application of robust control techniques. In the following sections of this chapter, the linear 
model suitable for application of Structured Singular Value based robust performance 
analysis for the direct load control problem is derived. 
The following approach is adopted to build a linear model of the power system for the 
load control problem: Each individual component in the system is modeled in sufficient 
detail with its dynamic model. These individual dynamic models are coupled together 
through the network algebraic equations using a common reference [139]. Linearizing the 
system involves eliminating the algebraic variables corresponding to the network, resulting in 
a linear model that relates the derivative of the states with the states and the inputs. 
The linear model developed in this section for the load control problem is different from 
other linear models used in power system control design. The difference is that, in the model 
development, the total active power load at certain candidate load buses is assumed to be the 
sum of controllable and uncontrollable parts. The controllable parts of the load at such load 
buses are then modeled as system inputs. This facilitates the following: 
i) Characterization of uncertainty in the controllable parts of the loads for the 
development of analysis framework 
ii) Calculation of Eigen value sensitivity and active power controllability for load 
inputs, which are used in the selection of optimal locations for load modulation 
iii) The use of different load models for the controllable and uncontrollable parts of 
the load 
The functional notation of the differential algebraic system of equations that describe the 
power system is as follows: 
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X = F(X,Y,U) 
0 = G(X,Y,U) (3.1) 
where X and Y are the vectors of state variables and algebraic variables, respectively; F and 
G are functions of X and Y. 
Linearizing the above set of equations around an operating point, 
AX = —AX +—AY+-P-AU 
ax dY du 
0 = —AX +—AY +—AU 






































= AAX + BAU (3.6) 
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3.1 Dynamic Equations 
3.1.1 Generator Model 
3.1.1.1 Two-axis Model 
In this research, generators have been modeled by the two-axis model [139]. The two-
axis model for a generator accounts for the transient effects in flux, while the sub-transient 
effects are neglected. The transient effects are dominated by the rotor circuits, which are the 
field circuit in the direct (d) axis and an equivalent circuit in the quadrature (q) axis formed 
by the solid rotor. Following are the two key assumptions made in this model: 
i. In general, the stator voltage generated is the sum of two parts: speed voltage part 
and the part corresponding to the rate of change of flux. The two-axis model 
makes the assumption that the part corresponding to the variation of flux-linkages 
of d- and g-axes is negligible compared to the speed voltage part. 
ii. co=a>s =1 
The dynamic equations corresponding to the two-axis model are given by: 
T qOiÈ di = — E di + [xqi — X qi)lqi (3.7) 
T dOiÊ qi = —EFDi — E qi + (Xdi ~ X di)ldi (3.8) 
MiCOi = Pmi — (IdiE di + IqiE qi) + (Xqi — X qi)IqJdi — Di((Oi - COs) (3.9) 
Ôi = (Di - CDs (3.10) 
i=l,2, . . . ,Ng  
where 
E'd, E'q : tif-axis and g-axis stator EMFs corresponding to rotor transient flux components, 
respectively 
Id, Iq. d-axis and g-axis stator currents 
Tdo,t'qo : open-circuit direct and quadrature axes transient time-constants 
xd,x'd direct axis synchronous and transient reactances 
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xq, x'q : quadrature axis synchronous and transient reactances 
EFD: stator EMF corresponding to field voltage 
Z)(: damping coefficient of generator i and 
NG is the total number of generators. 
3.1.1.2 Angle reference 
In (3.10), the absolute rotor angle of each generator (J„ i=l, 2, ..,NG) is used as a state 
variable. However, these angles are not independent. The relative rotor angles are 
independent and these can be introduced as new state variables instead of the absolute angles. 
Without loss of generality, Sj is chosen as reference and the relative angles are then defined 
as: 
SU = ST - S], i = 2, 3, ,...,NG (3.11) 
The dynamic equations (3.7) - (3.9) remain unchanged with each SI replaced by SJ and each 
cos replaced by coj. Therefore (3.10) becomes 
S,i = coj-coj, i = 2, 3, ...., Ng (3.12) 
3.1.2 Excitation System Model 
Two different models for the excitation system for generators have been used in this 
research. The excitation for generators in the CIGRE Nordic system are represented by IEEE 
Type AC - 4 model [140] and those for WECC system have been represented by IEEE Type 
DC-1A model [140]. 
3.1.2.1 IEEE AC - 4 Type Excitation System 
The block-diagram corresponding of IEEE AC - 4 Type excitation system is shown in 
Figure 3.1. The state variables are EFD, XEI, and XE2- The dynamic equations corresponding 
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Figure 3.1 Excitation system model: IEEE AC - 4 Type (ETMSP Type 30) 
ÈFD, = XE2, —— EFD, + A^A' (VREF, - XEU) 
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VTi -  VTqi + jVTdi 
= (E qi + X d,Idt) + j(E di — X qilqi) 
VT : generator terminal voltage 
VREF- exciter reference voltage 
Vpss'- power system stabilizer input (if any) 
a=Tc / TB, TC and TB are time-constants 
3.1.2.2 IEEE DC -1A Type Excitation System 
The block-diagram corresponding of IEEE AC - 4 Type excitation system is shown in 
Figure 3.2. The state variables are EFD, XEI, XE2, VR, and V>. The dynamic equations 
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Figure 3.2 Excitation system model: IEEE DC - 1A Type (ETMSP Type 1) 
3.1.3 Vector of States 
The vector of states for the models considered are then given by: 
With two-axis generator models and IEEE AC - 4 exciter models: 
X = [E 'q\,....,E 'qNg,E 'd\,....,E 'dNg, CO\,...,(ONg, Ôl\,...„ÔNg\, 
XEU, ,XE\NS ,XE2\,  ,XELNg,EFD\,...,EFDNg J1  
With two-axis generator models and IEEE DC - 1A exciter models: 
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X — [E q\,— yE qNg,E dî ,—,E dNg rCDl,.*. ,CÛNg, 
XEU, ,XEWS,XEI\, ,XE2N g ,EFDi, . . . ,EFDNg,VRi, . . . ,VRNS ,VFi, . . . ,VFNg]T  
3.1.4 Overall system dynamic equations 
/il = È'qi 
= -7— [EFDI - E 'qi + (xd, - x'di)] i-l,....,Ng (3.22) 
TdOi 
f 2i = È'di 
= ——[— £ di + (xqi — x 9,)] i — l,....,Ng (3.23) 
TqOi 
f 3i = Ùk 
= [Z3mi — (IdiE di + IqiE qi) + (x qi — X di)lqildi — Di(ûX — Û>)] î = 1, , Ng (3.24) 
Mi 
f Ai = &\ 
= CÛÎ-CÛI i - 2,....,Ng (3.25) 
Dynamic equations with IEEE AC - 4 Type exciter model: 
f 5I = ÈFD, 
= XEI, EFDi H (VREFI —XEU) i = \,....,Ng (3.26) 
TM Ta, TAI 
f 6i = XEU 
= XEU VT, i = L ,....,Ng (3.27) 
Tr, TRI 
f l i  - XEU 
= XEU H (VREFI —XEU) 1 = 1, ,Ng (3.28) 
TB, TBI 
Dynamic equations with IEEE DC - 1A Type exciter model: 
f 5i = ÈFDi 
= —VRi~—EFDi i = l,....,Ng (3.29) 
TE, TE, 
f  6/ = XEu 
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— XEU-\ VT, i — (3.30) 
TR, TR, 
f 7, = X E 2 i  
— XEU-\ (VREFI —XEU) i — l, . . . . , N g  (3.31) 
Tb, TBI 
f s i  = V f i  
= KF,—^—VR,-^^VR,-— i = (3.32) 
Te,Tf, TEITFI Tf, 
f 8, = VR, 
— K.AI—XEI, VR, i = 1, ,Ng (3.33) 
Ta, TAI 
In the above equations, Vn is the exciter input voltage such that, 
VTi2 - (E qi + X dildi — (E di — X qilqi = 0 
The system is reduced to only the generator internal nodes and the load buses. A reference 
transformation [139] then yields the following expressions for the generator currents: 
j=Ng r , , i j=Nu 
Idi = Z [FB - G(&])E Q, + FG + B(&])E d]\+ E [FB - G(Sij)Vj\ (3.34) 
7=1 7=1 
j=Ngr , ,  I  j=Nu 
Iqi= I [FG + B(&j)E qj - FB - G(âj)E djj+ I [FG + B(&j)Vj\ (3.35) 
7 = 1 7=1 
i = 1,2, ...,Ng 
where 
FG+B(SIJ) = GIJ cos(<5y) + BIJ sin(<5i>) (3.36) 
FB-c(ôij) = Bij cos(<5ij) - Gij sin(<5y) (3.37) 
Sij = Si - Sj 
The bus admittance matrix for the reduced network is YBus, with zj* element given by YTJ /_ YTJ 
= Gij + jBy. 
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3.2 Algebraic Equations 
The set of algebraic equations are the power balance equations at the load buses. These 
are derived in the following sub-sections. 
3.2.1 Vector of algebraic variables 
The vector of algebraic variables is made up of voltage magnitudes and voltage 
angles of load buses. 
Y — [V/Vg + 1, , + Nid,&g + 1,—, + Nid~\ —[ Vload ^load 1 
Loads are modeled to be static voltage dependent. Each active power load is divided 
into two parts: controllable part and uncontrollable part. 
where 
PKOI is the controllable part of the load, and Pum is the uncontrollable part of the load at bus 
api and Ppi are the voltage exponents that model the load corresponding to the controllable 
and uncontrollable parts of the load at bus i, and 
Nu is the number of load buses 
The introduction of Uioadi in the above equation facilitates modeling the controllable part of 
the load at bus i as a system input as will be shown in the derivation of the linear model in 
the subsequent sections. 
Each reactive power load is also assumed to be static voltage dependent with voltage 
exponent fiq. 
3.2.2 Load Model 
( Vi V 
Pu = UloadiPKoi +  PuKtt ,  ( 
,Vo, 
; i = Ng+1, 2, 3, Ng+Nid (3.38) 
(3.39) 
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3.2.3 Power Balance Equations 
The power balance equations at the load buses are as follows: 
Ph = UloadiPK (I 
dpi 
vVov 
f i/, A 
+ PuKn, 
A" 
= Re(Vi/i*); i = Ng+1,2 ,3 ,  Ng+Nid (3.40) 
Qu = QuKoi r  Vi ^ = Im(VJi')  ;  i  = N„+\,  2, 3, ...., N„+Nu  
Ii  — Iqi  +  jldi  i — Wg+1, 2, 3, Ng+Nld 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
After reducing the system to generator internal nodes and load buses, reference 
transformation yields the following expressions for current injections at the load buses: 
j=Ng r . , i 
Idi  = Z [(Gy cos(<5) - Bij  sin(§))E © -  (Gij  sin(^) + Bij  cos(§))E dj\  
7=1 
j=Ng+Nid 
+ Z l(Gycos(^)-5ysin(^))V/] j=Ng+\ (3.43) 
j=Ns r , , i 
Iq> = Z [(By cos(5) + Gij sin(<5))E * - (Bij  sin(5) - Gij cos(Sj))E dj\  
j=i  
j=Ng+Nid 
+ Z [(By cos(^) + Gij sin(^))Vz] j=Ng+\ (3.44) 
Substituting the above load current injections, (3.40) and (3.41) can be written in the 
following functional notation: 
Pli = UloadiPK ( 





= R e(ViIi)  
— fpi(E q\,—, E qNg,  E dl , . . . . ,  E dNg, <^1,. . . , ,  &[g,VNg + 1, . . . . ,  VNg + Nld, Si,...,, Sjld^) (3.45) 
Qu - QuKe 
f y. W 
VV0/y 
= Im(Vi/i*) 
— fqi(E qi, . . . . ,E qNg, E d\,...., E dNg, Si,...,,&Jg,VNg + 1,....,VNg + Nid, Si,...,,&hd) (3.46) 
gpi and gqt are non-linear functions of transient (/-axis and y-axis voltages, load bus voltage 
magnitudes and load bus voltage angles. Their forms are shown below: 
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gpi-ViCOS(â) 
j=Ng r ,  ,  1  
Z [(Gy cos(^) - Bij sin(<5))E qj - (Gij sin(^) + Bij cos($))E dj\+ 7=i 
j=Ng+Nld 
Z [(Gy cos(^) - Sy sin(5))V/] 
j=Ng+1 
Visin(5) 
;=^*r , , i 
Z [(By cos(<5) + Gij sin(Sj))E ® - (By sin(^) - Gij cos(<$))£ * J+ 
7=1 
j-Ng+Nld 
Z [(By cos(^) + Gy sin(5))Vz] 
7=%+l 
gqi = V;sin(<S) 
j=Ng r , , i 
E [(Gy cos(^) - By sin(^))E <?, - (Gy sin(5) + Bij cos($))E dj\+ 
7=1 
j=Ng+Nld 
Z [(Gy COS(5) - By sin(5))V/] 
7=yvg+i 
Vi cos(5) 
7=jVgr , , -I 
Z [(By cos(^) + Gij sin((§))E ® - (By sin(^) - Gij cos{ § ) ) E  d j \ -
7=1 
j=Ns+Nid 
Z [(Bycos(^) + GySin(^))V,] 
j=Ng+l 
i = Af.+l, —, Ng+Nid 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
3.3 Overall System Equation 
From the above discussion, the dynamic equations governing the generators and the 
exciters are written in the form: 
X = F(X,Y,U) (3.49) 
where, X is the vector of states, Y is the vector of algebraic variables and U is the vector of 
inputs shown in the previous section. 
The set of inputs U = \yREF\ , . . . . ,VREFNg,Uioad\, . . . . ,Uioadwd]T  = [VREF Uioad]7 (3.50) 
where VREFI is the reference voltage input for the excitation system of generator i. Uioadj is the 
portion of the controllable load at bus j modeled as system input. 
F is the vector of nonlinear functions /}„ /2,//, with exciters modeled as IEEE AC - 4 
Type, and fn, fiu---, f9i with exciters modeled as IEEE DC - 1A Type. 
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Also, the algebraic equations corresponding to power balance at the load buses are written in 
the form: 
G(X,Y,U,PKO,PUKO,QUKO) = 0 (3.51) 
G is the vector of nonlinear functions gp, and gq,. 
3.4 Linearization 
Linearizing the set of dynamic equations in (3.49) yields: 
AX = "dF" AX + 
dF dF " AVload 
+ 
dF 




Linearization of the algebraic equations in (3.51) is done as follows: 
Considering load bus j, we have the power balance equations as follows: 
gpi(X + A X,VNG +1 + A VNS +1,...., VAfe + NU + A VNS + NU, À/G + I + A<Svg +1,..., + NU + A<$v« + NU) 
+PuJYi± '^t 





g q j ( X  + AX,VNg + 1 + AV/Vg + 1 ,....,VNg + Nid + AVNg + Nu, ÔNg + 1 + A&, + 1,..., <5v« + Nid + A(SVg + Nld) 
= QU K O J  Vj + A Vj 
V 0 j (3.54) 
Applying Taylor series expansion and neglecting higher order terms, Term 1 in the RHS of 
(3.53) is simplified as 
PKOj 
'Vj™ +aPVjapi-x&Vj^ 
V o j  a)>j 
(Uloadj + A Uloadj) 
PKOJ (Vj ^ 'Uloadj + OpiVj^UloadAVj + Vf" AUloadj) 
f 
vVo jj Uloadj + P K u 
= PKOJ 
Term2 in RHS of (3.53) is simplified as follows: 
P U K o j  
Vj_ 
V 0 j 
\Clpj f 
AU loadj + 
V X 
P K O j  OCpj Vj ^ '^Uload] A Vj 
r ^ 
\ V l i j J  
+ tZL _L | PUKOJ AVj 
Vj V o j J  
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Combining linearized terms 1 and 2, the RHS of (3.53) is given by: 
z T, W 
PK Oj 
Vj ) 
Uloadj + PUK Oj 
V o j J  




Z PKOjCCpjVj^Uloat PuKOifrVf"-1 ^ 
V o j  ttpj V O j  .ppi 
A Vj 
After rearranging and canceling similar terms on both sides, (3.53) is written as: 
A VNS +1 
dgPi AX + dgw dgPi 
„ d X „  BVNS +1 8V/ J dVNg + Nu 
A Vj 
AV/vg + NU 
dgpi dg, :pi 
dSNg +1 d<$v. 'g + Nu 
ASig + i 
A SNs  + NU 
= PKOJ / y; A Uloadj 
dgqj AX + 
1 i
 
_ d x _  dVNg +1 Lav/ J dVNg + Nu 
+ 
dgqj dgq 
AVNs  +1 
Ay, 
AVNs + Nu_ 
AÔNg + \ 
(3.55) 
d&ig +1 dÔNg + NU 
= 0 (3.56) 
A ÔNg + NU 
Considering all load buses, the linearized active power balance equation is then given by: 








dVNs + 1 
dVj 







dVNg + Nid 
dgpj 






AVNg + 1 
A Vj 









d&g + Nld A&g + i 
dgpj dgpj dgPi 
AS 
dS/g + i d&s + Nld 






dâvg + Nu 
V 
AS/g + Nld 
BpS 
0 PKONS * i 
KVONS + 1J 
... 0 0 





... 0 0 ... 0 
z 
• • • PFCO/ J g  + Nid 
\OpNg+Nld V N g  +  N U  




(3.57) is concisely written as 
dgP 
RHp 
PKojOpjVj^Uloat + PUKoippjVj^'1 ^ 
A VREFWS +1 
AVREFkg + NU 
AUloachg +1 
A Uloa4 




AX + [Bpv Bpô] AVload 
AÔload 
= [0 RHp] AVREF 
AUload 
(3.59) 
A similar equation results for the linearized reactive power balance equation: 
agg 
ax 
AX + [Bqv Bqô] 





















Substituting for [AVioad A8|0ad]T from (3.61) in (3.52) yields 
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AX = "dF" dF dF Bpv Bpô 
_dx_ d V load dôload Bqv Bqô 
-i 









DVREF dU load 
+ 
Bpv Bpô -i "0 RHp 
Bqv Bqô 0 0 
"dF" dF dF Bpv Bpô 

















4 STRUCTURED SINGULAR VALUE BASED 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK 
This chapter begins with a brief historical overview of Structured Singular Value (SSV) 
theory followed by a summary of uncertainty representation, structured singular value 
definition, linear fractional transformation, fundamental theorems and results related to SSV 
theory, the concept of skewed - n and its relevance to robust performance analysis. The 
characterization of uncertainty in the state-space model of the power system, the selection of 
error signal for characterizing performance and the development of the framework for robust 
performance analysis using the structured singular value theory are then presented in detail. 
4.1 Structured Singular Value Theory - A Brief Historical 
Overview 
The concept of Structured Singular Value (u) was first introduced as Small Mu 
theorem by John Doyle in 1982 [119] to determine the stability of a system that is subject to 
structured perturbations (or uncertainties). The origins of ^ - theory are based on small-gain 
theory developed by George Zames in 1966 [120] to analyze the stability of MIMO systems 
in the presence of unstructured uncertainties. Unstructured uncertainties are those that are 
bounded in some sense but do not have any special structure. The small-gain theorem is 
actually a generalization of the classical Nyquist stability criterion, which was developed in 
1932, as a graphical method of determining the stability of linear SISO systems. The small 
gain theorem provided an exact robust stability test with respect to unstructured dynamic 
perturbations. This work further introduced the use of singular values as an important tool in 
robust control. It, however, is conservative (i.e., sufficient but not necessary) when the 
uncertainty in the system has some structure. Several researchers looked at the problem of 
exploiting the uncertainty structure to reduce conservatism, and Doyle introduced complex ^ 
as a systematic means of dealing with such problems. This work also introduced the use of 
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both upper and lower bounds for //, and stressed the need for viable methods of computing 
these bounds. The complex // theory was extended considerably by a number of researchers. 
An important element of this research was the emphasis on efficient computation of the 
bounds for ft, rather than the exact computation of //. Subsequently, Doyle proposed D-K 
iteration [121] for complex /i synthesis. The theoretical research further led to the release of n 
- Tools toolbox by Balas et al [143], a commercially available software package with the 
algorithms necessary to implement complex // analysis and synthesis techniques. In recent 
years, /v tools and techniques have steadily matured to a level suitable for application to large 
engineering problems. 
4.2 Uncertainty Representation 
The various sources of uncertainty in any mathematical model of a physical system 
may be broadly classified into the following two types: 
1. Parametric uncertainty: In this category, the structure of the model (including the 
order) is known, but there exist some parameters that are uncertain. 
2. Model uncertainty: Here the model is erroneous because of missing dynamics, usually 
at high frequencies, either through deliberate neglect or because of a lack of 
understanding of the physical process. Any model of a real system will contain this 
source of uncertainty. 
Parametric uncertainty will be quantified by assuming that each uncertain parameter, 
a, is bounded within some region [amjn, amax]- That is, we have parameter sets of the 
following form: 
Op = cc[i + r<A) (4.1) 
where a is the mean parameter value, ra= (amax- amin)/( amax+amin) is the relative 
uncertainty in the parameter, A is any real scalar satisfying |A| < 1. 
Frequency domain is well suited for representation of model uncertainties. These are 
complex perturbations which are normalized such that||A||^ < 1. 
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In this research, we will use the state-space model developed in the previous chapter to 
model the parametric uncertainty in power systems. Parametric uncertainty encompasses the 
uncertainty corresponding to physical parameters of the model as well as that corresponding 
to operating condition changes. The uncertainty in operating conditions modeled in this 
research includes uncertainty in load levels, generation levels as well as power exchanges. 
Model uncertainty will be used to characterize the robust performance analysis problem as an 
equivalent robust stability analysis problem. This is done through augmenting the parametric 
uncertainty block with a full-block complex uncertainty. This is essentially the robust 
performance theorem (Theorem 4.2) stated and explained in Section 4.6. 
4.3 Structured Singular Value /J 
The definition of fi for a general complex matrix M comes from the task of finding the 
smallest structured uncertainty A (measured in terms of the maximum singular value of A, 
0(A) ), which makes det(/-MA)=0, so pi is independent on the underlying block structure of 
the uncertainty. 
More precisely, suppose we have a complex matrix M e Cnxn and three non-negative 
integers mr, mc, and mc (with m:= mr+ mc+ mc<n), which specify the number of uncertainty 
blocks of repeated real scalars, repeated complex scalars, and full complex blocks, 
respectively. Then the block structure K(mr, mc, mc) is an m-tuple of positive integers: 
K  —  ( & [ , . . . , T - - i k t n r + m c  ' k m r + m c + 1  ( 4 . 2 )  
This wz-tuple specifies the dimensions of the perturbation blocks. And we require 
kt = n in order that these dimensions are compatible with M. This determines the 
following set of allowable uncertainty: 
X* := {A = block diag(<% ' 
Af ,...,Acmc):ô[ eR,S[ eC,Af (4.3) 
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ThenjuK(M), the SSV of matrix M with respect to a block structure K(mr,mc,mc), 
is defined as follows: 
/ \-i 
min {(7(A) : det(Z-MA) = 0} (4.4) 
with =0 if det(/-MA) ± 0 for all Ae X K .  
Note that the block structure of XK in (4.3) is sufficiently general to allow (any 
combination of) repeated real scalars, repeated complex scalars, and full complex blocks. 
There are two special cases in which the definition of p can be simplified: 
1. A is a repeated real scalar block, i.e., m^= 1 and tnc = mc = 0, we have 
MK{M)=pR(M) 
where pR ( M )  := max{|x| : À is a real eigenvalue of M}, with PR(M)=0 if M has no real 
eigenvalues. Thus p is the real spectral radius of M. 
2. A is a full complex block (unstructured uncertainty), i.e., mr-mc = 0 and mc = 1, we 
have 
For a general type of uncertainty Ae XK, the following holds: 
pR(M) < mAM) < 0{M) (4.5) 
so /i can be viewed as a generalization of both the real spectral radius and the 
maximal singular value. 
From the definition of p in (4.4), it is not obvious how the value of p may be computed. In 
fact, the exact calculation of p is generally very difficult [122]. (4.5) provides the lower and 
upper bounds for p, however, both the bounds are too crude since the gap between them can 
be arbitrarily large in some cases. In order to reduce this gap, the following sets of scaling 
matrices are defined: 
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G, ={Ae [-1,11^=1^^=/^} 
Dk ~ {block diag(Dj,...,Dm +mc, +i ,...,dmcIk^ ). 
0 < D, = D* e CA'M ,0< J,g R} 
With these scaling matrices, the lower bound and upper bound can be refined as 
max pR (QM)<JUk( M ) <  inf cr(DMD~L) (4.6) 
Q&Qk DeDK 
It has been proved in [119] that the first inequality in (4.6) is actually an equality. However, 
the function p(QM) is not convex in ge <2^.and therefore it is not guaranteed to find the 
global maximum. The practical computation uses a power iteration algorithm to find a local 
maximum and thus obtains a lower bound for p. On the other hand, the calculation of upper 
bound from (4.6) is a convex minimization problem for the maximal singular value, so all 
local maxima are global and hence this bound is computationally attractive. The 
commercially available MATLAB toolbox, n - Tools, is used to compute fx upper and lower 
bounds. 
4.4 Linear Fractional Transformation 
Linear Fractional Transformations (LFTs) offer a useful way to standardize block 
diagrams to perform analysis and design for robust control. The basic principle behind the 
application of LFTs in robust control is the separation of the uncertain (or varying) part of the 
system from the nominal system. 
Consider a matrix N e C™ partitioned as 
N = N U A^I2 
^21 N22 
(4.7) 
with iVn e C",x"' and N22 e C"2*"2 and nj+ri2 = n. Suppose we have block structures Y 
and XK defined as follows: k2 
- (A, : A, G C„]XNI} 
X*2 ={A2 : A2 e C„2X„2 
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then the block structure of XK defined as 
XK :={A = blockdiag(A1,A2):A1G XKI,A2g XK2} (4.8) 
is compatible with N. 
4.4.1 Well-posedness of LFTs 
Given any A, e XKi, the LFT FU(N,A\) is said to be well-posed if and only if there 







Figure 4.1 Upper Linear Fractional Transformation 
w = Nuz + Nl2d 
e = N2,z + N22d 
z = AjW 
Alternatively, F„(MAI) is well-posed if and only if (/N] - ARNA,) is invertible. 
4.4.2 Definition 
When the LFT is well-posed, it is defined to be a unique mapping from d to e, i.e., the 
vectors e and d satisfy e = FU(N, A\)d where 
F„(#,A,):= #22 +^A,(^ -^iA,)-'#,2 (4.9) 
In this definition, the feedback is assumed to be closed around the top inputs and outputs, and 
hence we obtain an upper LFT (denoted by Fu). A lower LFT can analogously be as follows 
defined when feedback is closed around the lower inputs and outputs: 
F[(N,A2)'•= Nxl + Nl2A2(In2 — N22A2) #21 (4.10) 
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4.4.3 Basic Principle 
The basic principle at work here in writing a matrix LFT is often referred to as 
"pulling out the A's". This is illustrated below with Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. 
Consider a structure with four substructures interconnected in some known way, as 
shown in Figure 4.2. This diagram can be redrawn as a standard one via "pulling out the A's" 
in Figure 4.3. Now, the matrix N of the LFT in (4.9) can be obtained by computing the 
corresponding transfer matrix P in the shadowed box in Figure 4.3 and then evaluating the 
lower LFT between P and K. This results in robust performance (RP) analysis framework 
shown in Figure 4.4. With M = NJJ, Figure 4.5 shows the robust stability (RS) analysis 
framework. 
A = F„ 
z  
~ 0  r" X  
,8 
V  a a y  
(4.11) 
An important property of LFTs is that any interconnection of LFTs is again an LFT. 
This makes LFTs very flexible in handling both parametric uncertainty as well as unmodeled 
dynamics. An uncertain real parameter a = cc(l + rS) can be written in an upper LFT form 
as follows: 
Figure 4.2 Multiple source of uncertain 
structure 
Figure 4.3 Pulling out the A's 
For a system with parameter uncertainty, the coefficient matrices of its state-space 
representation are typically uncertain. The approach taken for representing uncertainty for 
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robust stability analysis as well as synthesis is the following: An element of the coefficient 
matrix is represented in LFT form as explained above, by pulling out the ô. By repeating this 
procedure for all varying elements of the coefficient matrices, the entire state-space model is 
represented in LFT form. The uncertainty in this representation is structured uncertainty 
(diagonal block with real numbers or repeated real numbers). Additive and/or multiplicative 
uncertainties are special cases of LFT uncertainty representations. Therefore, by using 
structured real and complex uncertainties, both parametric uncertainty and unmodeled 
dynamics can be captured to formulate the standard framework for robustness analysis. 
The LFT representation of parametric uncertainty corresponding to changes in the 
operating conditions in the linear power system model has been explained in detail in later 
sections of this Chapter. 
A A • • 
w z 
4. 
N w M é 7 J 
e " a 
Figure 4.4 RP analysis framework Figure 4.5 RS analysis framework 
4.5 Robust Stability 
The most well-known use of fi as a robustness analysis tool is in the frequency 
domain. In the robust stability analysis framework shown in Figure 4.5, let M be a stable, 
real, rational, MIMO transfer function of a linear system. With only real-parametric 
uncertainties considered in robust stability analysis, the general uncertainty structure in (4.3) 
can be simplified to 
:={^i >••••>85!ks '• e R) (4.12) 
where ^fi=lkj=n. 
The following theorem addresses the robust stability of linear uncertain systems: 
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Theorem 4.1 (Robust Stability [122]) Suppose M(s) is a nominally stable system 
(otherwise, the problem is trivial), then for all A in As satisfying cr(A) < , r/ze perturbed 
closed-loop system shown in Figure 4.5 is well posed and internally stable if and only if 
sup M\s(M {ja>))< (5 (4.13) 
cue/? 
The most important implication of this theorem is that we can assess the robustness 
properties of the closed-loop system through a frequency domain evaluation of p. The peak 
value of the p plot of the frequency response determines the size of perturbations that the 
closed loop is robustly stable against. 
As mentioned earlier, the p - toolbox software does not compute p exactly, but 
bounds it from above and below by several optimization steps. Hence the conclusion can be 
restated in terms of upper and lower bounds of p. Let /?„ and /?/ be the upper and lower 
bounds respectively, then 
• For all uncertainty matrices A in \s satisfying <r(A) < —, the closed-loop system is 
Pu 
stable. 
• There is a particular uncertainty matrix A in A* satisfying <r(A) = — that causes 
Pi 
instability. 
4.6 Robust Performance 
Often, stability is the minimum requirement of a closed-loop system that must be 
robust to perturbations. Typically, there are exogenous disturbances acting on the system that 
result in tracking and regulation errors. Under perturbation, the effect that these disturbances 
have on error signals can greatly increase. In most cases, long before the onset of instability, 
the closed-loop performance will degrade to a point that would be unacceptable. This 
motivates the need for robust performance test. 
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The robust performance analysis framework is shown in Figure 4.4 above. The transfer 
function between the exogenous disturbance vector d and the error signal vector e is obtained 
by evaluating the upper LFT between N and A, F„(N,A). The robust performance requirement 
is characterized by the Hx norm of F„(N,A). The Hx norm of a transfer function T is defined 
as flTL = max a (T(jeo)). 
The robust performance condition could be checked by computing //(N) with a 
modified uncertainty characterization as stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2 (Robust performance [122]) Suppose M(s) is a nominally stable system 
(otherwise, the problem is trivial),then for all A in As satisfying cf(A)<-^, the perturbed 
closed-loop system shown in Figure 4.5 is well posed and internally stable, and 
Fu (W,A)||^ < [S if and only if 
s u p ^ ( N ( j û ) ) ) < j 3  
coeR 
where A p :=• 
A 0 
0 A„ 
: A e  AJ, A _  EC"'X"' 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
As a special case, for normalized A (/?=1), the closed-loop system is said to achieve 
robust performance if and only if sup flx (N( jco)) < 1. 
coeR 
Essentially, this theorem states that a robust performance problem is equivalent to a 
robust stability problem with an augmented uncertainty block, diag(A, Ap), as illustrated in 
Figure 4.6 below. Ap is a full complex matrix of dimension nd xne where nj and ne are the 







Figure 4.6 RP analysis as a special case of structured RS analysis 
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In this thesis, robust performance analysis is performed in two fundamentally 
different ways. As can be seen from Theorem 4.2 and Figure 4.6, // for robust performance 
(performance //) is evaluated with respect to the augmented uncertainty structure. There are 
two factors that influence the value of performance fi - the performance specification and the 
uncertainty - resulting in two different approaches to robust performance analysis. 
a. For a given performance specification, it is possible to determine the worst-
case uncertainty size that results in the performance // being unity. 
b. Alternatively, for a given uncertainty, it is possible to evaluate the worst-case 
performance. 
Both these approaches have been applied in this thesis in the analysis of amount of load 
modulation to be performed to satisfy the desired damping performance specifications. The 
details are presented in chapter 5. 
4.7 Skewed y 
A value of n = 1.1 for robust stability means that all the uncertainty blocks must be 
decreased in magnitude by a factor 1.1 in order to guarantee stability. However, if some of 
the uncertainty blocks are fixed, how large can one particular source of uncertainty be that 
results in stability? The answer to this question is given by skewed - ft (//). n\M) can be 
viewed as a generalization of 
For example, let A = diag{Aj, A2} and let Ai be fixed with |A,| < 1. The objective is to 
find how large A2 can be before we get instability. The solution is to select 
7 o " 
0  k m I  
and look at each frequency for the smallest value of km which makes det(/-ATmMA)=0, and we 
have that skewed - n is 
jus(M)-.= \/km (4.17) 
Km = (4.16) 
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In order to compute skewed - fx, the part of the perturbation that must be maintained constant 
must be defined. N\M) is always further from 1 than JU(M) is, i.e., //(M) > FI(M) for /J(M) > 1 
and JUS(M) < JU(M) for //(M) < 1. For /J(M) = 1, //(M) = //(M). 
In practice, jf can be computed by iterating on km until pt(KMM) - 1 where Km may be 
as in (4.16). This iteration is straightforward since fx increases uniformly with km. 
Both the approaches to robust performance analysis mentioned above are skewed - // 
based approaches. This is because a part of the perturbation, either the performance part or 
the parametric part, is kept constant in both. An important implication is that robust 
performance analysis, unlike robust stability analysis, is iterative. This is explained in more 
detail in the next chapter. 
4.8 SSV - based Framework for Robust Performance 
Analysis 
4.8.1 Characterization of parametric uncertainty in the linearized 
model 
The following are the different sources of parametric uncertainty considered in this 
research: uncertainty in controllable load levels at various load buses, uncertainty in 
generation levels. These two uncertainties result in uncertainties in power exchanges between 
different areas of the system. As discussed earlier, parametric uncertainties translate into 
uncertainties in the elements of the coefficient matrices of the state-space model. In [132], a 
framework is developed to capture the uncertainty in each varying element of the A-matrix of 
the state-space model and represent the uncertainty in the entire matrix in an LFT form. The 
uncertainty thus represented has a block diagonal structure. This approach for uncertainty 
characterization forms the basis of the framework developed in this research for robust 
performance analysis and is explained in detail in the following. 
Routine analysis of the linear model identifies that for an «-machine system with the 
dynamic models mentioned in Chapter 3, (4n) x (3/z-l) elements of the A-matrix vary with 
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the operating conditions (controllable load levels, generation levels) or model parameters. 
For each machine, the changing elements correspond to AÉ QI, AÈ <N, Ad), AXEU rows and 
AE qi,AE di,âi columns. Each coefficient ay of the A-matrix that changes with the operating 
condition stays within a certain interval: [ a,™n -a,™ax]. The A-matrix elements that change 
with the operating conditions are not mutually independent. Instead they depend on the set of 
independent parameters pi,p2,---,pm, that is, the controllable loads at the buses and/or the 
generation, which take values in the known range [p™M - p™3X] for k=l,2Thus the 
varying A-matrix elements can be expressed as: atj - ftJ (px, p2 ,•••, Pm ) • Since the A-matrix 
elements for a given operating condition are obtained only after the powerflow equations are 
solved, the functions fi, cannot in general be calculated explicitly - although the 
fij(PvP2'—'Pm) value itself is computable for a given set of parameters pl,p2,...,pm . 
The dependence of the a y  coefficients on the parameters p x ,  p 2 , . . . ,  p m  is captured by 
approximating functions fy.  A linear approximation has been found to be adequate in 
representing each varying element of the A-matrix. Using a linear approximation for the 
varying elements of A-matrix, the entire A-matrix is written in a Linear Fractional 
Transformation (LFT) form. The approximation procedure essentially consists of setting up 
an over determined system of linear equations for the coefficients at various points on a grid 
of controllable loads and/or generation at different buses. These equations are then solved 
using a least square minimization approach. 
Assuming without loss of generality that there are two controllable loads that are 
uncertain, each coefficient of the A-matrix which depends on the uncertain controllable load 
at the buses selected for control is expressed by the following polynomial approximation: 
a i j  =a ' ïo + a ' ihP\ + au2Pi (4-18) 
where pkmm <p^< Pkmax- £=1, 2. It is desirable to normalize the range of variation of pk in a 
way to make the allowable range for eachj% in the interval [-1,1]. This is done by defining: 
= p k m m + p k ™  +pk™* -p*™ & 
2 2 
where -1<<5^<1; k= 1,2. Substituting the above expression yields 
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dij = ciijti + ciijiSt + ciijiSi (4.20) 
Using the above equation, the dependence of the A-matrix elements on the parameters ô\ and 
Ô2 can be expressed. The dependence of the A-matrix on the parameters ô\ and ô2 can be 
written as: 
A = Ao + LAt[AI(£II) + A2(<M)]RA (4 21) 
Similar to the A-matrix, the dependence of B-matrix on S\ and Ô2 could be expressed as 
follows: 
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Figure 4.7 LFT representation of parametric uncertainty in state-space model 
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Matrices LA, RA, LB and RB consist of O's and L's and they allow efficient 
representation of the dependence of A-matrix and B-matrix on S\ and Ô2 respectively. RAX 
gives the vector of state variables whose corresponding columns in the A-matrix change with 
the change of the operating conditions, as suggested in [132]. Similarly LA matrix is defined 
such that LAX gives the vector of state variables whose corresponding rows in the A-matrix 
change with change of operating conditions. The idea behind RA and LA has been extended 
here to RB and LB, with respect to the vector of inputs U. Thus RBU gives the vector of state 
variables whose corresponding columns in the B-matrix change with the change of operating 
conditions. LRU gives the vector of state variables whose corresponding rows in the B-matrix 
change with the operating conditions. Using these matrices, the dependence of A and B 
matrices on ôj and Ô2 is represented in a Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT) form as 
shown in Figure 4.7. 
4.8.2 Characterization of performance through the choice of error 
signals 
Besides the uncertainty characterization, the other important component of the robust 
performance analysis framework is performance characterization. This is accomplished 
through carefully selected error signals for the linear model that are representative of the 
performance desired. The error signals thus selected need to be appropriately weighted in 
order to take care of different objectives over a range of frequency. The weighted error 
signals together with the uncertainty characterization are then cast into the form suitable for 
robust performance analysis using the structured singular value theory. 
The error signal chosen for the framework developed here is the inertia weighted 
average of the angular speeds of generators that participate in the critical oscillatory modes 
under consideration in the center of inertia frame of reference. Inter-area oscillatory modes, 
as explained in Chapter 1, are characterized by significant participation by a number of 
generators. The participation factors as well as the mode shapes of different generators could 
change over the uncertain operating range. It is necessary to validate the choice of the speeds 
to be included in the error signal through time-domain simulation. SIMGUI tool available in 
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Matlab // - toolbox is made use of in simulation of error signal responses. SIMGUI is a time-
domain simulation package for uncertain linear MIMO control systems expressed in the LFT 
form. It could be used to perform time-domain simulation of the nominal plant as well as the 
uncertain system for varying sizes of the uncertainty. It plots the error signal responses 
excited as a result of the disturbance input in the LFT generalized plant model. For each 
modification in the error signal, the corresponding responses could be plotted for range of 
uncertainties and it provides an effective tool to verify the choice of the error signal. 
4.8.2.1 Illustration of error signal construction using SIMGUI 
4.8.2.1.1 Nordic System 
The application of SIMGUI tool for error signal selection is illustrated here with an 
example for the Nordic system augmented with distribution sub-system. 
Table 4.1 shows some of the oscillatory modes observed in this system characterized 
by participation from multiple generators. 
Table 4.1 Oscillatory Modes observed in Nordic system and 
Participation of different generators 
S.No. Mode frequency Participating 
in Hz Generators 
~\ Ô62 6,9, 10 
2 0.77 8, 19 
3 1.11 7,18,20 
4 1.14 7,20 
5 1.06 1,7, 12, 14, 15,20 
6 0.84 8, 19 
7 0.41 1,6, 9, 8, 10, 12, 
Mode 7 with a frequency of around 0.41 Hz has been observed to be the least-damped mode. 
It is also the one that rapidly changes with operating conditions making it a critical 
oscillatory mode. This mode has been selected for illustrating the choice of error signals. 
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Table 4.2 shows the magnitude of participation factors of the speed (co) and angle (<5) states 
of different generators for this mode for the nominal operating point. 
The procedure adopted in constructing the error signal using SIMGUI is described 
below: 
Table 4.2 Calculated participation factors of speed and angle states for Mode # 7 
Generator State Participation 
factor in % 
12 CO 20.52 
6 8 13.39 
9 8 12.03 
10 S 10.37 
9 CO 9.27 
10 CO 8.43 
6 CO 8.04 
12 8 7.16 
8 8 5.92 
1 CO 5.41 
8 8 4.78 
7 8 4.12 
7 CO 3.05 
Starting with the angular speed corresponding to the machine with the highest participation 
in the inter-area mode, inertia weighted angular speeds corresponding to different machines 
are added to the error signal with proper signs (as indicated by the mode shapes) in the 
descending order of participation factor magnitudes. At each stage the linear system 
corresponding to both the nominal and the perturbed plant is simulated for a specified 
disturbance input with SIMGUI tool and the error signal is observed. The process of 
accounting more machines into the error signal is stopped when there is no significant 
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difference in the simulated error signal at both the nominal and perturbed operating 
conditions when successive machine angular speeds are included. 
Figure 4.8 shows the disturbance input in p.u., a step change of generator 2 exciter 
input VREF. With the performance weight for the error signal, WPERF = 
j + 1 
s + 20 
, Figure 4.9 (i) -
(vi) show the error signal responses in p.u. as subsequent machine angular speeds are 
accounted for in the error signal. Uncertainty of 30% is assumed to exist in controllable loads 
at buses N4051, N4061 at 130 KV, 5 buses each at 46.5 KV and 5 buses each at 13 KV in the 
feeders connected to N4051 and N4061 respectively. The error signal responses are shown 
for nominal and perturbed operating conditions assuming. As can be concluded from Figure 
4.9 (i) - (vi), the error signal that best represents the oscillatory performance would consist of 
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Figure 4.9 Error signal responses in p.u for nominal and perturbed plants 
4.8.2.1.2 WECC System 
The following is another example of the application of SIMGUI in selecting the error 
signal for the WECC system. In this system, multiple critical oscillatory modes are observed. 
Table 4.3 shows three critical modes and the generators that significantly participate in these 
modes for the nominal operating condition under consideration. 
Table 4.3 Three critical oscillatory modes of WECC system and their participating generators 
S. No. Mode frequency in Participating 
Hz generators 
1 Ô29 4, 8, 9, 15, 18, 24 
2 0.88 8,17,18,22 
3 1.05 17,18,22 
With multiple critical oscillatory modes, it is essential to check the choice of the error 
signal over a range of operating conditions because different modes could get excited at 
different power flow levels in the system. With SIMGUI, by varying the uncertainty size, it is 
possible to simulate the error signal response over a range of operating conditions. Also in 
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scenarios where the same generators participate in different modes, the effect of those 
generators could be different on different modes. In such cases, the combination of 
generators that best represent the damping over an entire range will have to be chosen. 
In the following case, two different uncertainty sizes have been examined and have 
been shown to excite different modes into instability. For the first uncertainty, the worst-case 
operating condition is such that mode 1 with a frequency of 0.29 Hz becomes unstable. For 
the second uncertainty, both modes 2 and 3 become unstable. The error signal will have to 
capture the damping performance at different operating conditions around the nominal 
operating point. 
Uncertainty is assumed to exist in the controllable part of the active power load at the 
following load buses of the system: 5, 62, 66, 106, 107, 117, 137, 141, 143 and 145. Figure 
4.10 (i) and (ii) shows the response of the error signal consisting of the angular speeds of 
generators 8, 17 and 18 for the two different uncertainties. The disturbance input in both the 
cases is a step change in the excitation system reference voltage of generator 2. With the 
performance weight for the error signal, WDERF= 078.? 
4.5s2 + 30s+ 189 
As can be seen from Figure 4.10 (iii) and (iv), accounting for more generators 
captures the damping characteristics better for the second perturbation. This procedure of 
checking the error signal responses for every change in the composition of the error signal is 
repeated for different uncertainty sizes until the final selection of the generators is arrived at. 
The error signal finally selected consists of the angular speeds of generators 8, 15, 17, 18, 
and 22. Additional generator speeds do not improve the response significantly over the range 
of operating conditions. 
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Table 4.4 Calculated Participation factors for speed and angle states 
for the three critical oscillatory modes of WECC system 
Mode frequency in Hz Generator State Participation factor in % 
8 8 16.43 
18 S 13.34 
9 8 12.63 
15 03 629 
0.29 8 GO 6.25 
9 CO 6.03 
4 co 4.45 
18 (0 4.04 
24 CO 4.00 
8 8 26.36 
8 CO 21.37 
18 8 17.66 
18 © 11.64 
0.88 
22 8 10.41 
22 CO 7.53 
17 8 6.72 
17 CO 6.49 
17 8 29.24 
17 CO 28.12 
18 8 12.21 
1.05 18 CO 10.81 
22 CO 4.47 
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Figure 4.10 Error signal responses in p.u for nominal and perturbed plants 
4.8.3 Framework for the application of robust performance theorem 
With the above choice of the error signal, the output equation for the plant could be 
written as follows after absorbing the weight on the error signal: 
e = CX (4.23) 
C matrix elements are basically the weights for different angular speeds that make up the 
error signal. These weights are fixed and therefore there exists no uncertainty in C matrix 
elements. 
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Figure shows the block diagram of the plant with uncertainty characterization as well 





Figure 4.11 Block diagram of the uncertain plant with output 
From Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.11, the state-space model of the plant with uncertainty 
represented in both A and B matrices is written as follows: 
X ;Ao j LA1 Ai LBTBI LA 11A2 LBTB2 iBov Bou! 
ZAI IRA | 0 0 0 0 : o o ; 
ZBI i 0 : o 0 0 0 |RBV RBU| 
ZA2 IRA ! 0 0 0 0 : o o ; 
ZB2 LP.. '..P. 0 0 0 ;RBV RBU; 
e :c : ; 0 0 0 0 : o o : 
ZAI AAI 0 0 0 " "WAI" 
ZBI 0 ABI 0 0 WBI 
ZA2 0 0 AA2 0 WA2 









AAi — S\l3*Ng and AB1 — 





The above equations fully describe the state-space model of the system. The dotted 






Figure 4.12 State-space model of the system for robust performance analysis 
This state-space model of the uncertain linear model is then expressed in the N-A form 
shown in Figure 4.6 in order to be able to perform robust performance analysis using the 
SSV theory. This is shown in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13. Ap is a fictitious full-block 
complex uncertainty of size \xNg representing the H& performance specification and it 
enables the application of Theorem 4.2, robust performance theorem. The parametric 
uncertainty, A, is a structured uncertainty with real repeated blocks, AAi, ABi, Aa2, AB2 given 
by (4.26) and (4.27). In Figure 4.13, the parametric uncertainty is augmented with full block 
complex uncertainty to result in N-A framework. 
The augmented uncertainty block is again structured: 
AAI 0 0 0 0" 
0 ABI 0 0 0 
A 0 
0 0 AA2 0 0 := 
0 AP (428) 
0 0 0 AB2 0 
0 0 0 0 AP 




Figure 4.13 N-A representation for robust performance analysis 
N could be partitioned as follows: N 
With A <1, we have from Theorem 4.2, 
Mn M12 
Mzi M22 
Nominal Performance O sup(//Ap {M. 2 2 ( jû ) ) ) )  <  1 
coer 






5 SKEWED-// BASED ROBUST PERFORMANCE 
ANALYSIS FOR LOAD MODULATION 
This chapter discusses in detail two different approaches towards analysis of load modulation 
for satisfying desired damping performance for the system. The overall objective is the 
determination of the optimal amount of preventive load modulation for maintaining a desired 
damping performance for the system. Both these approaches are based on robust 
performance analysis using the framework developed in the previous chapter. In the context 
of SSV theory, the structured singular value bounds calculated in both the approaches, which 
are used as performance measures, are skewed - p. bounds. This chapter begins with an 
overview of modal analysis through the application of Eigen value sensitivity, applied in the 
robust performance analysis. Each of the two approaches is then discussed in detail. The 
algorithms used within the two approaches are also presented. Results are presented on both 
the Nordic as well as the WECC test systems. The correctness of the formulation of the 
framework for robust performance analysis as well as the choice of performance 
characterization and the impact of performance on the amount of active power load 
modulation are discussed using the results. 
5.1 Modal Analysis 
Eigen value sensitivity for active power loads is applied in the selection of the 
optimal locations for load modulation in the system. Depending on the modal participation 
factors of state variables as well as the impact of active power loads at different locations on 
the powerflow pattern in the interconnected system, different loads have varying sensitivities 
for Eigen values. The power system linear model developed in Chapter 3 can be used to 
study the sensitivity of each candidate load bus on different oscillatory modes. The load 
buses that exhibit the highest sensitivities for the real part of the critical oscillatory modes 
under consideration would be the best locations to improve overall system dynamic 
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performance to the desired level with minimum load modulation. In the sequel, in both the 
approaches towards analysis of the amount of load modulation, load buses that exhibit 
highest sensitivities for critical oscillatory modes are selected. It has been observed that, 
depending on the operating conditions as well as the system configuration, the sensitivities of 
loads could either be positive or negative. That is, under certain conditions, increase in the 
load at a certain bus could improve the dynamic performance with respect to oscillatory 
modes. This is clearly evident in the results for eigen value sensitivities obtained for both the 
Nordic as well as the WECC test systems. 
5.1.1 Eigen value sensitivities 
Consider the dynamical system governed by the state equation of the form 
X = AX + BU (5.1) 
Let A be an nxn  state-matrix with distinct Eigen values A,- ( i  =  1, 2,.., n) .  Let w, be the 
linearly independent eigenvectors of A which satisfy 
AUj = A,u, (5.2) 




The Uj and Vj satisfy the following: 
u\ \ j  = v'^ii, = S i }  i j  =  1, 2,..,n (5.4) 
If 
A = [<2yU ] 
and the generic element aki is perturbed due to changes in system parameters, then the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A will change. Indeed, partial differentiation of (5.2) with 
respect to au indicates that 
i^ui+A|ïL = |iu,M|^ (5.5, 
aakl aakl aakl oakl 
Pre-multiplication of (5.5) by y\ then gives 
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(5.6) 
which reduces to the set of scalar equations 
(5.7) 
i, k, I - 1,2, ...,n 
in view of the (5.4) and the fact that 
(5.8) 
The dlildciki are the desired eigenvalue sensitivity coefficients which relate changes in A, to 
changes in the au. These coefficients may be viewed as the elements of a set of n eigenvalue 
sensitivity matrices 
In order to calculate eigenvalue sensitivity for active power loads, the sensitivity of A 
matrix elements with respect to active power loads needs to be determined first. This is 
already available as part of the robust performance analysis framework developed earlier. 
Precisely, the variation of each A matrix element as a result of the change in active power 
load is expressed as in (4.18). 




— [VialoadUi] i> k> I — 1,2,..,71 (5.10) 
where aioad is the coefficient in (4.18) that corresponds to the load being varied. 
The motivation behind the two conceptually different approaches towards analyzing the 
amount of load modulation in the presence of uncertainties could be explained with the 
augmented uncertainty block structure Â presented in (5.11) below. 
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AAI 0 0 0 0 
0 ABI 0 0 0 
Â = 0 0 AA2 0 0 A 0 
0 AP 
(5.11) 
0 0 0 ABZ 0 
0 0 0 0 AP 
For the n-A representation in Figure 4.13, with ||a||m<1, the condition for robust 
performance obtained through the application of Theorem 4.2 presented in (4.31) is 
reproduced below: 
As can be seen from the above condition, the performance chosen in terms of MIMO 
norm is satisfied if and only if n for n calculated with respect to the augmented uncertainty 
structure (performance /A henceforth) is strictly less than unity. The augmented uncertainty 
structure consists of the structured parametric uncertainty as well as the fictitious full-block 
uncertainty corresponding to performance specifications. Any change in either the parametric 
uncertainty and/or the performance specifications has the potential to change the computed 
performance fi. In this research, parametric uncertainty corresponds to uncertainties in the 
operating conditions. Changes in performance specifications could be effected through 
changing the performance weight. Thus conceptually there are two different ways in which 
the performance // could be altered leading to the following approaches: 
(a) Determination of worst-case uncertainty for a given performance specification -
In this formulation of the problem, the parametric uncertainty is the control 
variable and is varied until the desired performance level is satisfied. However, 
the performance specification will have to be less stringent than the nominal 
performance (performance corresponding to nominal operating conditions). It 
would be analytically shown in Section 5.3 that with such a criterion for 
performance specification satisfied, it is always possible to determine the 
maximum range in parametric uncertainty that would satisfy the chosen 
performance conditions. 
Robust performance O sup(/z- (N( jû ) ) ) )  <  1 (5.12) 
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(b) Determination of worst-case performance for a given uncertainty range -In this 
approach, the bounds in the parametric uncertainty are assumed to be fixed. To 
start with, for the given uncertainty range, the worst-case performance is 
computed. If it does not satisfy the desired specifications, the algorithm 
modulates the load levels at selected load buses in the system. The load 
modulation is iterative and is performed until the load level in the system is such 
that the chosen performance specifications are satisfied for the uncertainty range 
under consideration. The selection of load buses for control implementation is 
based on the Eigen value sensitivity of active power loads. Essentially, in this 
approach, the nominal load levels at certain load buses are the control variables 
and they are varied until the worst-case performance for the fixed uncertainty 
range is satisfied. 
Thus, both the approaches determine the amount of load modulation to be performed to 
satisfy the chosen damping performance criterion, however in complimentary ways. In the 
first approach, the parametric uncertainty is also the control variable. This necessitates the 
assumption of uncertainty in the active power loads. In the second approach, nominal load 
levels are the control variables resulting in a relatively general uncertainty representation. In 
both the approaches, Eigen value sensitivity is applied in the selection of loads for control 
implementation. 
The performance // computed is skewed - fx in both the cases. In the first approach, 
only the parametric uncertainty part is controlled. In contrast, in the second approach, the 
parametric uncertainty is kept fixed and the analysis determines the worst-case performance 
through varying the size of the full-block complex uncertainty. This is indirectly 
accomplished through the control of performance weight. As a consequence of the computed 
performance fj. being skewed, the determination of the worst-case uncertainty in the first 
approach and the worst-case performance in the second approach are both iterative. This is 
explained in more detail in the following sections. 
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5.3 Approach I - Determination of Worst-case Uncertainty 
for Fixed Performance 
The following are three fundamental aspects with respect to Approach I: 
i) Uncertainty is assumed to exist in the controllable part of the load. 
ii) Uncertainty in controllable load at selected load buses is varied until the desired 
performance specifications are met 
iii) The performance specifications have to be chosen such that they are always 
satisfied at nominal load levels. 
Based on Eigen value sensitivities, certain load buses are selected in the system for control 
implementation. The active power load at each of these load buses is made of controllable 
and uncontrollable parts. The reactive power load is assumed to be entirely uncontrollable. 
Uncertainty is assumed to exist in the controllable part of the active power load. The 
uncontrollable part of the real power load is assumed to be known with certainty. Also it is 
assumed that no uncertainty exists in the entire reactive power load. Load model for active 
power load presented in (3.38) is reproduced below: 
Pu = UloadiPlCa 
( Vi f Vi x 
+ PuKf .  ;  i -N g +l ,  2, 3,—, Ng+N/d (5.13) 
JOIJ \VOIJ 
where, PKoi is the controllable part of the load, and PUKOI is the uncontrollable part of the load 
at bus i. 
PKOI is assumed to be in the range [fVo,m,n - P/ro,niax J resulting in PU to be in the range 
[PI,™-PL,™]. 
With Nc load buses selected for control implementation, there are as many independent 
parameters, and hence as many underlying uncertainties,Si,Si,....,<Svc;<$< 1, i=l,..Nc. 
However, in order to reduce the dimensionality of the problem, correlation among some of 
the controllable loads could be assumed which would reduce the number of underlying 
uncertainties. Following the procedure explained in Section 4.8.1, entire A and B matrices 
could be expressed in the LFT form. This is done by essentially forming a reasonably dense 
grid of operating points in terms of the controllable loads, executing powerflows for different 
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points on the grid, forming the A and B matrices for these points, and expressing the varying 
elements of A and B matrices in terms of the underlying uncertainties through a least squares 
curve fit. 
Without loss of generality, two independent underlying uncertainties have been 
assumed in the augmented uncertainty structure shown in (5.11) and considered below. 
Starting with an uncertain range of controllable loads, when the uncertainty in load levels is 
scaled up (or down), the real repeated uncertainty blocks AAI, ABI, AAZ and AB2 are 
correspondingly scaled up (or down). However, the performance weights are kept fixed. The 
performance pi is computed with respect to the augmented uncertainty. If it is greater (or less) 
than unity, then scaling down (or up) AAI, ABI, AAZ and ABZ as well as the performance 
weight would result in the new value for the performance // exactly equal to unity. However, 
since in the present approach, the performance weights are not changed, the value for the 
performance pi after scaling the parametric uncertainty blocks would not be unity. In the 
sequel, it is analytically shown that with the performance specification chosen less stringent 
than the nominal performance (that is performance obtained with no uncertainty, i.e. with AAI 
= 0, ABI = 0, AAZ - 0 and AB2 = 0), starting with an arbitrary range for parametric uncertainty 
it is possible to arrive at a worst-case range that exactly satisfies the chosen performance 
specifications. This process requires iterating on the size of the parametric uncertainty. The 
definition for // is related to the size of the entire uncertainty block, but the calculated 
performance // is skewed as only a part of the overall uncertainty structure is being 
controlled. As was stated in Section 4.7, // is always further from 1 than y is. 
When the real repeated uncertainty blocks are scaled down (or up), the full-block 
uncertainty could in a general sense be of a size such that p for the augmented uncertainty is 
not correspondingly scaled down (or up). However, with a suitably chosen performance 
specification, it can be shown that the desired performance y. can be obtained by controlling 
the parametric uncertainty only. A robust performance specification that is less stringent than 
nominal performance would enable controlling the performance pi through varying the 
parametric uncertainty. An analytical proof of this is presented in the following: 
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A slight modification has been made in the N-A formulation as shown in Figure 5.1. 
The weight for the error signal that characterizes performance is written as in (5.14): 
Wperf = yWperfo ; y e Rnexne (5.14) 
In general, y is a diagonal matrix of the magnitudes of the weights that characterize 
the performance for the error signals. However, in the present research, for both the Nordic 
and the WECC systems, the only error signal chosen is the inertia weighted average of the 
angular speeds and hence y is a scalar. The following treatment is general and applies to 
multiple error signals, y has been assumed to be the variable that quantifies performance. 
With the performance weight factored as above, the state-space model of the uncertain linear 
model shown in Figure 4.12 is redrawn as in Figure 5.1. Subsequently, the N-A setup shown 












Figure 5.2 N-A representation for robust performance analysis with N as a function of y 
The robust performance condition and the nominal performance conditions in (4.31) and 
(4.30) are rewritten as in (5.15) and (5.16): 
With II All <1, 
Robust performance O sup(//- (N(y))) < 1 
COER 
Nominal performance sup(//Ap (M22(y))) < 1 
COGR 
with N(y) is partitioned as 
Let Ynom e R 
N(y):= 
ncxne be such that 
Mn(y) Miz(y) 
M2i(y) M2Z(Y) 







From the definition of n for full-block complex uncertainty in (4.5), it follows that 
3 Ap 6 C"*x"< such that 
o(Ap) = land 1 
det(I-M(Ynom)22Ap)-0j 
that is, the nominal system exactly satisfies the performance weights with magnitudes 
Ynom and thus Yn0m defines the nominal performance of the system. 
Suppose Yrp e Rnexne and yrp * Y„0m • Then, 
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inf{ a(AP): det(I - M(yrp )22AP) = 0}*1 (5.20) 
Suppose Yrp be such that 
inf{ô(AP ) : det(I -M(Yrp )22 AP ) = 0} < 1 (5.21) 
Then nominal performance is not satisfied with Yrp as the magnitude of weights. Hence 
Yrp has to be such that 
inf{ G(Ap ) : det(I - M(YRP )22AP) = 0} > 1 (5.22) 
Claim 
With Yrp chosen as in (5.22), and with AP as in (5.19), 
3 AeA, in (4.12) with A^Oin Â' = 
such that det(I -N(yrp)Â' ) = 0. 




inf{a(A) : det(I - N(yrp )A) = 0} 
Proof 
implies that 
inf{Ô(Â) : det(I - N(YRP)Â) = 0} = ct(Â' ) 
det(I-N(Yrp)Â') = 0 
det 
det 
I 0l Mn(Yrp) Mi2(Yrp)TA 0 
0 I M2i(Yrp) MzztYrp) 0 Ap 
I-MiifYrplA -Mi2(yrp)AP 







Applying Schur's formula for the determinant of a partitioned matrix, 
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det 
"I - Mn(yrp )a - Mi2(yrp ^ 'P 
_ - M2i(yrp )a I - M22(yrp )a'p 
det(l-M22(yrp)Ap)x 
det(l-Mn(yrp)A-(-Mi2(yrp)A'pXl-M22(yrp)A/p)-1(-M2i(yrp)\))=0 (5.27) 
Since yrp # ynom and from (5.20) 
det(l - M22(yrp )ap ) * 0 (5.28) 
Hence (i - m22(yrp )ap )-1 exists. 
Hence 
det(l - Mn(yrp ) a - (- Mi2(yrp ) a'p )(l - M22(yrp ) ap j"1 (- M2i(yrp )a))=0 (5.29) 
Suppose a = 0 
Then det(l - Mn(y ) a - (- Mizfy ) ap )(l - Ntofy ) ap }~l (- M2i(y )a)) = det(i) * 0 
Contradiction 
Hence A ^ 0 in Â' = a 0 
0 ap 
when det(I - N(yrp)Â' ) = 0 
The performance /v of the system with performance as defined by yrp corresponding to given 
parametric uncertainty A could then be determined as the smallest augmented uncertainty 
( Â ) measured in terms of cr(Â) that makes det(I - N(yrp)Â) = 0. 
1 /"x(N(Yrp)) = 7 (5.30) 
inf{o(A) : det(I - N(yrp)A) = 0} 
Thus a performance less stringent than nominal performance could be satisfied in the 
presence of parametric uncertainty. 
5.3.1 Algorithm for Approach I 
Following is the algorithm for Approach I -
for fixed performance. 
Determination of Worst-case uncertainty 
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i) Select the load buses for control implementation based on Eigen value 
sensitivities from active power loads. 
ii) Form a reasonably dense grid of operating points in terms of the controllable load 
levels at each of the above selected buses. The controllable part of the active 
power load is assumed to be uncertain in a range at each load bus. 
It has been verified that consideration of three points (minimum, nominal, and 
maximum) in the uncertainty range for each active power load is sufficient. 
iii) Execute powerflows corresponding to different combinations of minimum, 
nominal and maximum operating points for the different uncertain load levels. 
iv) Form the linear model (A and B matrices) for each operating point in the grid 
v) Calculate linear curve-fitting coefficients for each varying element of the A and B 
matrices, to be expressed in terms of the underlying uncertainties. 
vi) Express the uncertain system in N-A framework for robust performance analysis 
by characterizing the uncertainty in LFT form and characterizing performance 
through weighted error signals, as explained in Section 4.8. 
vii) Calculate the upper bound of performance //. Check the following conditions (a) -
(c). 
a. If computed performance // upper bound >1, scale down the parametric 
uncertainty in the controllable load levels by the upper bound of performance 
//. Repeat steps (ii) - (vii). 
b. If computed performance n upper bound <1, scale down the parametric 
uncertainty in the controllable load levels by the upper bound of performance 
I*. Repeat steps (ii) - (vii). 
c. If 1-Ep < computed performance n upper bound < 1+ eM, the performance 
specification is satisfied (within a tolerance for the n bound) for the 
uncertainty range at hand. 
It has been found that for small changes in the uncertainty ranges in step (vii), i.e. 
when the performance p upper bound is not much larger than unity, the linear curve-fitting 
coefficients need not be updated. This implies that when scaling down or up the uncertainty 
range in step (vii) above, steps (ii) - (vi) need not be repeated and only step (vi) needs to be 
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executed. This simplification saves considerable execution time in the overall algorithm and 
has been verified with both Nordic as well as WECC test systems. Figure 5.3 presents flow­
chart of the algorithm for approach I. 




Calculate Eigen value sensitivities 
for active power loads 










loads by a factor 
of HUB 
Calculate linear curve-fitting 
coefficients for each varying 
element of the A and B matrices 
Form A and B matrices for the 
different operating points 
considered in the previous step 
Select load buses for control 
implementation based on Eigen 
value sensitivities 
Express the system in N-A 
framework through uncertainty 
representation in LET form and 
performance characterization 
Execute Powerflows 
corresponding to different 
combinations of minimum, 
nominal and maximum load 
levels in the uncertainty ranges 
at different selected load buses 
Figure 5.3 Flowchart of the algorithm for approach I - Determination of worst-case 
uncertainty for given performance 
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5.3.2 Approach I - Numerical simulations and results 
5.3.2.1 Results on Nordic System 
In the following, the results obtained on the Nordic test system have been presented. 
The basecase load and generation levels for the subsequent set of results are provided in 
Appendix B. The various oscillatory modes and the generators that participate in these 
modes for the basecase operating condition are shown in Table 4.1. For this operating 
condition, the least damped critical oscillatory mode is observed to be mode 7, shown in 
Table 4.1, with a frequency around 0.4 Hz. Table 5.1 shows the Eigen value sensitivities for 
different active power loads for this mode at the basecase operating condition. 
Table 5.1 Eigen value sensitivities of active power loads for critical oscillatory mode (Mode 
7) for Nordic system 




N1044 0.002 l±j0.0027 
N1045 0.0022±j0.0029 









As can be seen from Table 5.1, different load buses in the Nordic system, except 
NlOll, have more or less similar sensitivities for the critical oscillatory mode under 
consideration. Figure 5.4 shows the generators (circled) that participate significantly in the 
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Figure 5.4 Participating generators and load buses selected for control in Nordic system 
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above critical oscillatory mode. As can be seen, most of the loads in the system are in the 
lower region and the effect of increase of these loads is to increase the power flow out 
of the upper region rich in generation to the lower region rich in load. This explains the 
uniform positive sensitivities of different loads except NlOll. Based on the Eigen value 
sensitivities, as well as the amount of active power load available, buses N51 and N61 at 130 
KV level have been selected for control implementation. The Nordic system at the 
transmission level is then augmented with five feeders of the configuration provided in 
Appendix A at each of the buses, N51 and N61. This is illustrated in Figure 5.5 below. Thus, 
in all, two load buses at 130 KV level (N51 and N61), 10 load buses at 46.5 KV level (S51_l 
- S51_5, S61_l - S61_5) and 10 more load buses at 13 KV level (D51_l - D51_5, D61_l -
D61_5) are available for control implementation. In the following results, two underlying 
uncertainty sources have been assumed. The controllable loads at all voltage levels have been 
modeled as constant power loads. The uncontrollable loads are modeled as constant 
impedance loads. 
130 KV N51 
46.5 KV S51_2 S51_3 S51_5 S51_4 S51_l 
13 KV D51_2 D51_3 D51_4T'D51_5 D51 1 
130 KV N61 
46.5 KV S61_2 S61_3 S61_5 S61_4 S61 1 
13 KV D61_2 D61_3 D61_4 T D61_5 D61_l 
Figure 5.5 Nordic system augmented with sub-transmission/distribution feeders at load buses 
N51 and N61 at 130 KV level 
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In the following, different set of results have been shown on the Nordic system 
augmented with sub-transmission/distribution feeders that clearly demonstrate the following: 
i) correctness of the robust performance analysis framework 
ii) correctness of the choice of error signal for performance characterization 
iii) correctness of the choice of performance weight 
A performance weight is chosen through trial and error based on different nominal operating 
conditions. The increase in the performance measure has been found to have the effect of 
increasing the damping ratios for the critical oscillatory modes. Thus in the choice as well as 
the validation of different performance weights, the damping ratios corresponding to the 
critical oscillatory modes have been applied as the indices to assess the impact of 
performance weights on the small-signal stability performance. This has been illustrated in 
the results shown below. 
For the basecase operating condition, as explained in Section 4.8.2.1.1, through the 
application of SIMGUI, the weighted average of the angular speeds of generators 6, 8, 9, 10 
and 12 has been chosen as the error signal. Also, by comparing different weighting functions 
for the error signal at several different operating conditions, the following performance 
weight has been chosen: 
Wperf = 0.0145———— (5.31) 
s+ 20 
It has been observed that the above weighting function for the performance when satisfied, 
results in 2% damping for the critical oscillatory mode around 0.4 Hz. Several test results 
have been presented on the Nordic system. In each case, the uncertainty sizes of the 
controllable load levels as well as the nominal load and/or generation levels have been 
drastically varied. It has been demonstrated that when the chosen performance is satisfied 
through the control of uncertainty in load levels, that is, when the performance fx upper bound 
is unity (within a tolerance of sp), the damping ratio corresponding to the critical oscillatory 
mode is always the desired 2% for the worst-case load levels, thereby showing the 
correctness of the overall setup, correctness of the choice of error signal and performance 
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weight over a range of nominal and uncertain operating conditions. This also demonstrates 
the robustness of the approach towards determination of the amount of load modulation. The 
worst-case load levels in the resulting uncertainty after the application of the algorithm 
would correspond to the maximum total load level for each load in the uncertainty range. 
This is because from the point of view of system operation, it would always be desired to 
serve as much load as possible as there would otherwise be loss of revenue, both in the 
vertically integrated structure and in the deregulated structure, perhaps to different 
participants, in operating the system under reduced load levels. Given different nominal load 
levels and an uncertainty ranges for certain loads, the approach, by iteratively varying the 
uncertainty in the controllable loads, determines the load levels that result in the chosen 
performance specification exactly satisfied. The effect of a change in performance weight, 
and the determination of a desired performance boundary in terms of certain selected loads in 
the system have also been illustrated in the following results. The tolerance allowed on the 
performance // upper bound, is assumed to be 0.02 in the following results. 
5.3.2.1.1 Case -1 
The nominal uncontrollable load levels and the uncertain ranges of the controllable 
load levels at the load buses selected for control are shown in Table 5.2 for this case. The 
least damped Eigen value corresponding to the above nominal load levels is - 0.1282 ± 
j3.0529. The least damped Eigen value corresponding to the worst-case uncertainty is 0.0905 
± j2.3706. Thus the system, although nominally stable, is clearly robustly unstable. 
Table 5.2 Nominal and uncertain load levels for case - 1 (Nordic system) 
Bus/Buses Uncontrollable Uncertain range of Uncertain range of 
load in MW controllable load in MW total load in MW 
N51 60 [-40 - 40] [20 - 100] 
N61 120 [-90 - 90] [30-210] 
S51_l - S51_5 40 [-15-15] [25-55] 
D51_l - D51_5 20 [-5-5] [15-25] 
S61_l - S61_5 40 [-15-15] [25-55] 
D61_l - D61_5 20 [-5-5] [15-25] 
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Figure 5.6 shows the performance pi upper and lower bounds over a frequency range 
from 0.16 Hz (1 rad/s) to 1.6 Hz (10 rad/s) that covers most of the oscillatory modes. As can 
be seen, the performance [u, although significant at several frequencies in this range, peaks 
above unity around 0.4 Hz (2.5 rad/s) corresponding to the critical oscillatory mode being 
considered. 
CO T3 
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Figure 5.6 Performance n bounds for Case - 1 (Nordic system) 
Starting with the above uncertainty ranges, algorithm for approach I is applied until 
the performance // is unity. Figure 5.7 shows the iteration by iteration convergence of 
performance fi upper bound to unity for the above case, as the parametric uncertainty in 
controllable load levels is varied. Also shown is the variation of the lower bound of the 
performance /J. 
Corresponding to the uncertainty in controllable load levels that result in the 
performance fi being unity within tolerance, the critical Eigen value is -0.053 ± J2.65. The 
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corresponding damping ratio is exactly 2%. Table 5.3 shows the maximum uncertainty 
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Figure 5.7 Convergence of performance // to unity for Case - 1 (Nordic system) 
Table 5.3 Maximum uncertainty ranges for controllable and total load levels for Case - 1 
(Nordic system) 
Bus/Buses Uncontrollable Uncertain range of Uncertain range of total 
load in MW controllable load in MW load in MW 
N51 60 [-28.29 - 28.29] [31.71 -88.29] 
N61 120 [-63.67 - 63.67] [56.33 - 183.67] 
S51_l - S51_5 40 [-10.61 - 10.61] [29.39 - 50.61] 
D51_l - D51_5 20 [-3.54 - 3.54] [16.46-23.54] 
S61_l -S61_5 40 [-10.61 - 10.61] [29.39-50.61] 
D6l_l - D61_5 20 [-3.54 - 3.54] [16.46-23.54] 
Matlab's MU tools command wcperf offers a way to determine the size of the 
structured uncertainty that causes the worst-case performance degradation. This has been 
explained as follows: For perturbations of a particular structure As, and of size < a, the worst-
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case performance possible (as measured in || ||^ norm) and the perturbation that causes the 
largest degradation of performance can be determined. Precisely, given a > 0, the worst-case 
performance associated with structured performance of size a is defined as 
The perturbation matrix which achieves the maximum is denoted as Awc a. The command 
wcperf assumes that the performance transfer function is an upper loop LFT. The plot of 
W(M,a) versus a is called the worst-case performance tradeoff curve and it shows the 
tradeoff between size of uncertainty and the worst-case performance. Since the exact value of 
H cannot be calculated and it can only be bounded, the command wcperf returns the upper 
and lower bounds of the worst-case uncertainty. The worst-case perturbation has a norm 
equal to a. The command, wcperf, offers an alternative way to compute the worst-case 
uncertainty for a given performance measure and is used here as the basis for comparing the 
results obtained using the algorithm proposed. 
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Figure 5.8 Worst-case performance trade-off curve for Case - 1 (Nordic system) 
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Figure 5.8 shows the worst-case performance tradeoff curve for the above case. This 
curve is obtained using wcperf with the worst-case uncertainty levels shown in Table 5.3 
(a=l in (5.32)). It is seen that the size of the worst-case uncertainty obtained using wcperf 
corresponding to the performance norm of unity is 1.014. This is close to unity and is within 
the  to le rance  (e^)  on  the  per formance  f t .  
Figure 5.9 below shows the response of generator at bus N4072 for a 0.1 p.u. change 
to the excitation system input of the generator at bus N1012. The response is shown for 
different load levels in the system. For the worst-case original load levels in the initial 
uncertainty range, the system is unstable. As can be seen, the dynamic performance of the 
system is dominated by the critical mode with frequency around 2.6 rad/s. 
925 
Original worst-case load levels 
H A I) 
< 890 -I 
Load levels satisfying desired performance 
Nominal load levels 
885 
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Figure 5.9 Response of active power output of generator at bus N4072 for a small 
disturbance 
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5.3.2.1.2 Case - 2 
In this case, in addition to the controllable and uncontrollable load levels at the load 
buses selected for control, all other loads have been changed by 30%. Some of these other 
loads have been increased by 30% and the rest decreased by 30%. The following loads are 
increased by 30% from their basecase values: NlOll, N2031, N1044, N1045, N46, N47, and 
N63. The following loads are decreased by 30% from their basecase values: N1041, N41, 
N42, N43, and N62. The nominal as well as the uncertain ranges corresponding to loads 
selected for control are shown in Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4 Nominal and uncertain load levels for case - 2 (Nordic system) 
Bus/Buses Uncontrollable load in MW 
Uncertain range of 
controllable load in MW 
Uncertain range of 
total load in MW 
N51 60 [-20 - 20] [40 - 80] 
N61 250 [-130- 130] [120-280] 
S5l_l -S5l_5 40 [-15-15] [25 - 65] 
D51_l - D51_5 20 [-5-5] [15-25] 
S61_l - S61_5 35 [-20 - 20] [15-55] 
D61_l - D61_5 20 [-7-7] [13-27] 
<D 0 C CO 
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Figure 5.10 Performance n bounds for Case - 2 (Nordic system) 
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The least damped Eigen value corresponding to the above nominal load levels is -
0.1387 + j2.5344. The least damped Eigen value corresponding to the worst-case uncertainty 
is 0.0182 ± j2.4588. Thus the system, although nominally stable, is clearly robustly unstable. 
The uncertainty levels are subsequently scaled starting with the above ranges, as 
explained in the algorithm in Section 5.3. Figure 5.13 shows the convergence of the bounds 
for performance pi to unity for this case. 
Corresponding to the uncertainty in controllable load levels that result in the 
performance pi being unity within s/( tolerance, the critical Eigen value is -0.0519+ J2.5818. 
The corresponding damping ratio is 2.01%. 
Table 5.5 shows the maximum uncertainty ranges of the controllable load levels as 
well as total load levels that satisfy the chosen performance specification. 
Table 5.5 Maximum uncertainty ranges for controllable and total load levels for Case - 2 
(Nordic system) 
Bus/Buses Uncontrollable 
load in MW 
Uncertain range of 
controllable load in MW 
Uncertain range of 
total load in MW 
N51 60 [-17.71-17.71] [42.29-77.71] 
N61 250 [-115.1 - 115.1] [134.9-365.1] 
S51_l - S51_5 40 [-13.27- 13.27] [26.73 - 53.27] 
D51_l - D51_5 20 [_4.43-4.43] [15.57-24.43] 
S61_l - S61_5 35 [-17.71-17.71] [17.29-52.71] 
D61_l - D61_5 20 [-6.2 - 6.2] [13.8-26.2] 
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Figure 5.11 Convergence of performance p to unity for Case - 2 (Nordic system) 
Figure 5.12 shows the worst-case performance tradeoff curve for the above case. This curve 
is obtained using wcperf with the worst-case uncertainty shown in Table 5.5 (a=1 in (5.32)). 
The size of the worst-case uncertainty obtained using wcperf corresponding to a performance 
norm of unity is 1.01. This is close to unity and is within the tolerance on the performance p 
assumed for the algorithm. 
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Figure 5.12 Worst-case performance trade-off curve for Case - 2 (Nordic system) 
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5.3.2.1.3 Case 3 - Effect of change in performance weight 
The performance weight is now changed to 
Wperf = 0.025————— (5.33) 
5 + 20 
With the basecase operating condition as given in Appendix B, the following cases illustrate 
the load modulation analysis with the new increased performance measure. The weight when 
satisfied has been found to result in 3% damping for the critical inter-area oscillatory mode 
under consideration. 
Table 5.6 shows the nominal as well and the uncertain range of controllable as well as 
total loads for the selected load buses. 
Table 5.6 Nominal and uncertain load levels for case - 3 (Nordic system) 
Bus/Buses Uncontrollable load in MW 
Uncertain range of 
controllable load in MW 
Uncertain range of 
total load in MW 
N51 160 [-140-140] [20 - 300] 
N61 70 [-30 - 30] [40-190] 
S51_l - S51_5 40 [-15-15] [25 - 55] 
D51_l - D51_5 20 [-5-5] [15-25] 
S61_l - S61_5 40 [-5-5] [35-45] 
D61_l - D61_5 20 [-5-5] [15-25] 
Corresponding to nominal load levels, the least damped Eigen value is -0.1287± J3.049. 
Corresponding to worst-case uncertainty, the least damped Eigen value is 0.079± j2.383. 
Thus the system is robustly unstable. The uncertainty levels shown above are scaled to result 
in the performance pi upper bound being unity (within tolerance = 0.03). 
Figure 5.13 shows the convergence of performance pi bounds. Table 5.7 shows the 
resulting maximum uncertainty in load levels that satisfy the chosen damping requirement. It 
is found that corresponding to these maximum load levels, the least damped Eigen value is -
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Figure 5.13 Convergence of performance pi bound to unity for Case - 3 (Nordic system) 
Table 5.7 Maximum uncertainty ranges for controllable and total load levels for Case - 3 
(Nordic system) 
Load bus/buses Uncontrollable load in MW 
Uncertain range of 
controllable load in MW 
Uncertain range of 
total load in MW 
N51 160 [-83.83 - 83.83] [76.17-243.83] 
N61 70 [-17.96- 17.96] [52.04 - 87.96] 
S51_l - S51_5 40 [-8.98 - 8.98] [31.02-48.98] 
D51_l - D51_5 20 [-3-3] [17-23] 
S61_l - S61_5 40 [-3-3] [37-43] 








5.3.2.1.4 Case 4 - Effect of change in performance weight 
In this case, both the nominal and uncertainty load levels corresponding to load buses 
selected for control have been changed as shown in Table 5.8. 
Table 5.8 Nominal and uncertain load levels for case - 4 (Nordic system) 
Bus/Buses Uncontrollable Uncertain range of Uncertain range of load in MW controllable load in MW total load in MW 
N51 60 [-40-40] [20 - 100] 
N61 120 [-90 - 90] [30-210] 
S51_l - S51_5 40 [-15-15] [-25 - 55] 
D51_l - D51_5 20 [-5-5] [15-25] 
S61_l - S61_5 40 [-5-5] [35-45] 
D61_l -D61_5 20 [-5-5] [15-25] 
Corresponding to nominal load levels, the least damped Eigen value is -0.132+ j3.101. 
Corresponding to worst-case uncertainty, the least damped Eigen value is -0.053+J2.653. 
In this case, the system is robustly stable. However the chosen performance condition is not 
satisfied as can be seen from Figure 5.14. The uncertainty levels shown above are scaled to 
result in the performance n upper bound being unity (within tolerance = 0.03). 
Figure 5.14 shows the convergence of performance /v bounds. Table 5.9 shows the resulting 
maximum uncertainty in load levels that satisfy the chosen damping requirement. It is found 
that corresponding to these maximum load levels, the least damped Eigen value is -0.0827+ 






Figure 5.14 Convergence of performance pi bound to unity for Case - 4 (Nordic system) 
Table 5.9 Maximum uncertainty ranges for controllable and total load levels for Case - 4 
(Nordic system) 
Bus/Buses Uncontrollable load in MW 
Uncertain range of 
controllable load in MW 
Uncertain range of 
total load in MW 
N51 60 [-34.48 - 34.48] [25.52 - 94.48] 
N61 120 [-77.59 - 77.59] [42.41 - 197.59] 
S51_l - S51_5 40 [-12.93 -12.93] [-27.07 - 52.93] 
D51_l - D51_5 20 [-4.31-4.31] [15.69-24.31] 
S61_l - S61_5 40 [-4.31 -4.31] [35.69-44.31] 
D61 1-D61 5 20 [-4.31-4.31] [15.69-24.31] 
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5.3.2.1.5 Small signal stability performance boundary 
By repeated execution of algorithm explained in Section 5.3 for different nominal and 
uncertain ranges for the selected loads, different combinations of selected load levels that 
satisfy the chosen damping performance criterion can be arrived at. An explicit boundary of 
the performance criterion in terms of selected load levels can then be obtained through a least 
squares curve fit of these different load levels. This is illustrated in the following with an 
example boundary in terms of loads at 13 KV voltage level: 
The uncontrollable load levels are as follows: 
At N51: 210 MW, At N61: 190 MW, At S5l_l= S51_2 = S51_3 = S51_4 = S51_5 = 35 
MW, At S61_l= S61_2 = S61_3 = S61_4 = S61_5 = 35 MW 
For the above uncontrollable load levels the following boundary is obtained for loads at 
D51_l - D51_5 and D61_l - D61_5: 
0.50953 (Psi_l + Psi_2 + P51_3 + P51_4 + P51_5) 
= 100-0.51715 (Pôi_I + Pei_2 + P6i_3 + Pei_4 + Pe i_s) 
The accuracy of the boundary is verified as follows: 
The boundary obtained as above defines the different combination of load levels such that the 
performance requirement chosen is satisfied within a small tolerance. This is measured by the 
performance /v being close to 1 within a tolerance, = 0.03. 
The accuracy of the boundary is demonstrated by choosing arbitrary combinations of load 
levels that satisfy performance boundary equation and evaluating the performance /u. This 
has been illustrated for two test cases in the following: 
Case (i) 
Let P5U = 25 MW, P51 2 = 28 MW, P513 = P5i_4 = 20 MW, P5L5 = 30 MW and P6U = P61_2 
= 15 MW. 
Assuming P6i 3 = P&i_4 = Pei_5, from the performance boundary, P6i_3 = Pei_4 = Pei_5 = 14.06 
MW 




Let PÔI i = 25 MW, PÔI_2 = 18 MW, Pei_3 = 22 MW, P^i 4 = 25 MW, P&i 5 - 12 MW and 
P5 i_i = Psi_2 = Psi_3 = 22 MW. 
Assuming P51 4 = P515, from the performance boundary, P 5 1  4  =  P51 5 = 13.36 MW 
Performance /J upper bound for the above load levels = 1.022 which is again within the 
tolerance assumed. 
5.3.2.2 Results on WECC System 
The generation and load levels corresponding to the basecase operating condition are 
provided in Appendix C. For this operating condition, there are numerous oscillatory modes 
observed in the system. However there are three critical oscillatory modes, modes 1, 2 and 3, 
around frequencies 0.29 Hz, 0.88 Hz and 1.05 Hz respectively, that have been identified and 
shown in Table 4.3. The participation factors of different machines for these three modes 
have been shown in Table 4.4. As discussed in Section 4.8.2.1, the error signal that 
characterizes performance for the above operating condition has been selected as the inertia 
weighted average of the angular speeds of generators 8, 15, 17, 18 and 22. 
Tables 5.10 - 5.12 show the real parts of Eigen value sensitivities corresponding to 
modes 1, 2 and 3 respectively for different active power loads that are significantly sensitive 
to the critical modes. 
Table 5.10 Significant Eigen value sensitivities (real-parts) of load buses for Mode 1 
















Table 5.11 Significant Eigen value sensitivities (real-parts) of load buses for Mode 2 











Table 5.12 Significant Eigen value sensitivities (real-parts) of load buses for Mode 3 











Based on the above ranking of Eigen value sensitivities as well as the amount of load 
available for control, the following 10 loads have been selected for control: 50, 51, 55, 62, 
66, 109, 136, 143, 150 and 154. By trial and error, as discussed in the previous section, the 
following weighting performance weight is chosen. 
^-4X1.89 <534) 
This weight, when satisfied, is found to result in 2% damping for Mode 1 (1.82 rad/s), 1% 
damping for Mode 2 (5.53 rad/s) and 0.9% damping for Mode 3 (6.59 rad/s). The following 
different cases for the WECC system show the correctness of the analysis setup, as well as 
the correctness of the performance characterization and the weight besides demonstrating the 
robustness of the load modulation scheme being proposed. The fundamental motivation 
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behind these different results is the same as explained in Section 5.3.2.1 with respect to the 
Nordic system for a single mode. However, with WECC system, multiple oscillatory modes 
have been considered. 
5.3.2.2.1 Case -1 
Table 5.13 shows the nominal uncontrollable as well as the uncertain range for the 
controllable and total loads at the selected buses for this test case. 
Table 5.13 Nominal and uncertain range for selected loads for case - 1 (WECC system) 
Bus Uncontrollable load in MW 
Uncertain range of controllable 
load in MW (10% of total load) 
Uncertain range of total 
load in MW 
50 1056 [-149.6-149.6] [906.4- 1205.6] 
51 397 [-56.23 - 56.23] [340.71 -453.17] 
55 218 [-30.88 - 30.88] [187.06-248.81] 
62 724.5 [-102.64-102.64] [585.63-827.13] 
66 1104 [-156.4-156.4] [947.6-1260.4] 
109 95.85 [-13.58- 13.58] [82.27 - 109.42] 
136 240.38 [-34.04 - 34.04] [ 194.31 -274.44] 
143 710 [-100.59-100.59] [573.98-846.17] 
150 2175.6 [-308.2-308.2] [1867.3-2483.8] 
154 1113 [-157.68- 157.68] [955.35 -1270.7] 
Figure 5.15 shows the performance ju bounds for the above load levels. As can be 
clearly seen, performance // peaks above unity to comparable values at the following two 
frequencies: 1.82 rad/s, and 5.5 rad/s. In addition, performance n peaks to values less than 
unity at around 4 rad/s and 6.6 rad/s. There is also a small peak around 3.5 rad/s. Each of the 
above frequencies corresponds to an oscillatory mode of the system for the above operating 
conditions. Modes other than the ones with frequencies around 1.8 rad/s (mode 1) and 5.5 
rad/s (mode 2) are well-damped for the range of operating conditions for this case. In 
general, the modes around 4 rad/s and 3.5 rad/s have been found to be well-damped; these are 
non-critical modes and hence are not considered in subsequent analysis. 
Clearly for this case, the overall damping performance is not satisfied. Starting with 
the highest of the peaks of the performance // upper bound, i.e. 1.39, the uncertainty levels 
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Figure 5.15 Performance n bounds for Case - 1 (WECC system) 
The convergence of the supremum of performance // upper bound to unity is shown in Figure 
5.16. The peak of the performance // bound after executing five iterations is shown in Figure 
5.17. This peak of unity occurs around 1.8 rad/s. The corresponding load levels are shown in 
Table 5.14. 
The critical modes corresponding to the worst-case load levels in the uncertainty 
range shown above are presented in Table 5.15. Clearly the desired performance is more than 
satisfied for modes 2 and 3. For mode 1, the desired performance is exactly satisfied as 
performance /u upper bound is exactly unity at mode 1 frequency. 
Figure 5.18 shows the response of active power output of generator at bus # 79 for a 
50 ms three-phase fault at bus # 44. Mode 1 is clearly the dominant mode that determines the 
damping performance of the system. Nominal performance is superior than the performance 
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corresponding to worst-case load levels, which as explained in Section 5.3 is a requirement 
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Figure 5.17 Performance [i peak with desired performance satisfied 
Table 5.14 Maximum uncertain range for controllable and total load levels for case - 1 
(WECC system) 
Load Uncontrollable Maximum uncertain range Maximum uncertain 
bus load in MW of controllable load in MW range of total load in MW 
50 1056 [-95.69-95.69] [960.32- 1151.7] 
51 397 [-35.97 - 35.97] [360.97-432.91] 
55 218 [-19.75- 19.75] [198.19-237.69] 
62 724.5 [-65.65 - 65.65] [658.85-790.14] 
66 1104 [-100-100] [1004-1204] 
109 95.85 [-8.69 - 8.69] [87.16- 104.53] 
136 240.38 [-21.78-21.78] [218.6-262.17] 
143 710 [-64.34 - 64.34] [645.73-774.41] 
150 2175.6 [-197.13- 197.13] [1978.4-2372.7] 
154 1113 [-100.85- 100.85] [1012.2-1213.9] 
Table 5.15 Critical modes corresponding to worst-case load levels that satisfy desired 
Mode Eigen value Damping ratio in % 
1 -0.036 ±.11.80 2 
2 -0.076+J5.53 1.37 
3 -0.166 ±i6.72 2.47 
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Nominal load levels 
Worst-case load levels that satisfy desired performance 
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Figure 5.18 Response of active power output of generator at bus #79 for a 50 ms three-phase 
fault at bus # 44 
5.3.2.2.2 Case-2 
Following ten new controllable loads are selected: 2, 5, 106, 117, 137, 141, 145, 166 
and 167. The nominal and uncertain ranges of these loads for this test case are presented in 
Table 5.16. 
Table 5.16 Nominal and uncertain ranges for new set of selected loads for case - 2 (WECC 
system) 
Load Uncontrollable Uncertain range of controllable Uncertain range of total 
bus load in MW load in MW (15% of total load) load in MW 
2 1248 [-239.2 - 239.2] [1008.8- 1487.2] 
5 1310.4 [-251.16-251.16] [1059.2- 1561.6] 
106 102.92 [-19.73- 19.73] [83.195- 122.65] 
107 228.96 [-43.88-43.88] [185.08-272.84] 
117 773.38 [-148.23- 148.23] [625.15-921.61] 
137 151.2 [-28.98 - 28.98] [122.22-180.18] 
141 2757 [-528.43 - 528.43] [2228.6 - 3285.5] 
145 2388.7 [-457.83-457.83] [1930.8-2846.5] 
166 327.46 [-62.762 - 62.762] [264.69 - 390.22] 
167 159.84 [-30.64 - 30.64] [129.2- 190.48] 
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The generation levels at several buses have also been varied from their basecase values as 
shown in Table 5.17. 
Table 5.17 Modified generation levels for case - 2 (WECC system) 
Bus Basecase generation in MW Modified Generation in MW 
6 748 708 
65 2210 2610 
103 765 465 
116 594 294 
118 3267 2867 
140 3195 3295 
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Figure 5.21 Performance // peak around mode 3 frequency for case - 2 (WECC system) 
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Figures 5.19 - 5.21 above show the performance fx peaks around the three critical mode 
frequencies. 
Table 5.18 Maximum uncertain range for controllable and total load levels for case - 2 
(WECC system) 
Load Uncontrollable Maximum uncertain range of Maximum uncertain range 
bus load in MW controllable load in MW of total load in MW 
2 1248 [-94.02 - 94.02] [1154.98- 1342.0] 
5 1310.4 [-98.72 - 98.72] [1211.7-1409.1] 
106 102.92 [-7.76-7.76] [95.17-110.68] 
107 228.96 [-17.25 - 17.25] [211.71-246.21] 
117 773.38 [-58.26 - 58.26] [715.11 -831.64] 
137 151.2 [-11.39- 11.39] [139.81 - 162.59] 
141 2757 [-207.71 -207.71] [2549.3 - 2964.7] 
145 2388.7 [-179.95- 179.95] [2208.7 - 2568.6] 
166 327.46 [-24.67 - 24.67] [302.79-352.13] 
167 159.84 [-12.04-12.04] [147.8- 171.88] 
The final uncertainty range in controllable as well as the total load levels that satisfy the 
desired performance, obtained through the application of the proposed algorithm are 
presented in Table 5.18. Figure 5.22 below presents the convergence of performance fx bound 
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Figure 5.22 Convergence of performance n to unity for case - 2 (WECC system) 
The performance n bounds corresponding to the load levels that satisfy the desired 
damping performance are shown in Figure 5.23. The performance n bounds reach unity 
around mode 1 frequency. For the initial uncertainty, mode 2 is the dominant mode. That is, 
the damping performance corresponding to the worst-case load levels in the initial 
uncertainty shown in Table 5.16 is dominated by mode 2, with frequency around 5.5 rad/s. 
However, the damping performance in the new scaled down uncertainty, obtained through 
the application of the algorithm is dominated by mode 1. This can also be verified through 
non-linear simulation result shown in Figure 5.24. The response for the initial load levels is 
dominated by mode 2 (unstable), whereas for the new scaled uncertainty, the response is 
dominated by mode 1 (with 2% damping). 
The critical modes corresponding to the worst-case load levels in the above 
uncertainty range are shown in Table 5.24. Clearly the desired performance is satisfied for 
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Figure 5.23 Performance // peak with desired performance satisfied 
Table 5.19 Critical modes corresponding to worst-case load levels that satisfy desired 
performance 
Mode Eigen value Damping ratio in % 
1 -0.037+ J1.84 2.01 
2 -0.097 +15.54 1.75 
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Figure 5.24 Response of active power output of generator at bus # 30 for a 50 ms three-phase 
fault at bus # 44 
5.3.2.2.3 Case - 3 
The nominal and uncertainty ranges for the loads selected for control for this case are 
different from those presented in case 2. The generation levels at several buses have also 
been varied from the basecase values as shown in Table 5.20. For the above nominal and 
uncertain operating conditions, Figures 5.25 - 5.27 present the performance fx peaks around 
the three critical mode frequencies. Figure 5.28 shows the convergence of performance ft 
bounds to unity when applying algorithm I. The corresponding load levels that satisfy the 
desired damping performance are presented in Table 5.22. 
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Table 5.20 Modified generation levels for case - 3 (WECC system) 
Bus Basecase generation in MW Modified Generation in MW 
6 748 708 
11 1950 1650 
13 2090 1690 
103 765 465 
118 3267 2867 
138 682 282 
140 2895 3295 
144 1290 1990 
149 2200 2600 
159 1665 1265 
Table 5.21 Nominal and uncertain ranges for new set of selected loads for case - 3 (WECC 
system) 
Load Uncontrollable Uncertain range of controllable Uncertain range of 
bus load in MW load in MW (10% of total load) total load in MW 
2 1248.0 [-176.8-176.8] [1071.2- 1424.8] 
5 1310.4 [-185.64- 185.64] [1124.8-1496] 
106 317.96 [-45.05-45.05] [272.92-363.01] 
107 900.96 [-127.64- 127.64] [773.32 -1028.6] 
117 293.38 [-41.56-41.56] [251.81 -334.94] 
137 382.56 [-54.19-54.19] [328.36 - 436.76] 
141 2565.0 [-363.38 - 363.38] [2201.6-2928.4] 
145 1428.7 [-202.4 - 202.4] [1226.3- 1631.1] 
166 519.46 [-73.59-73.59] [445.87 - 593.05] 
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Figure 5.28 Convergence of performance n to unity for case - 3 (WECC system) 
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load in MW 
Maximum uncertain range of 
controllable load in MW 
Maximum uncertain 
range of total load in MW 
2 1248.0 [-67.43 - 67.43] [1180.6-1315.4] 
5 1310.4 [-70.79 - 70.79] [1239.6- 1381.2] 
106 317.96 [-17.18-17.18] [300.78-335.14] 
107 900.96 [-48.67 - 48.67] [852.28 - 949.64] 
117 293.38 [-41.56-41.56] [277.53 - 309.23] 
137 382.56 [-20.67 - 20.67] [361.89-403.23] 
141 2565.0 [-138.58- 138.58] [2426.4 - 2703.6] 
145 1428.7 [-77.19-77.19] [1351.5- 1505.9] 
166 519.46 [-28.06 - 28.06] [491.39-547.52] 
167 543.84 [-29.38 - 29.38] [514.46-573.22] 
The critical modes corresponding to the worst-case load levels in the above uncertainty range 
are shown in Table 5.23. Clearly the desired performance is more than satisfied for modes 1, 
and 3. For mode 2, the performance is exactly satisfied. This can also be inferred from 
Figure 5.29 as the performance // peak reaches unity around mode 2 frequency. 
Table 5.23 Critical modes corresponding to worst-case load levels that satisfy desired 
performance 
Mode Eigen value Damping ratio in % 
1 -0.053 ± j 1.81 2.92 
2 -0.054+J5.44 1.00 
3 -0.110 ± [6.60 1.67 
From non-linear simulation shown in Figure 5.30, the damping performance for the initial 
worst-case uncertainty can be seen to be dominated by mode 2 as well as mode 3. This 
correlates with the observed performance fx peaks for the initial uncertainty shown in Figures 
5.26 and 5.27. All three modes are adequately damped in the resulting new load levels after 
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Figure 5.29 Performance n peak with desired performance satisfied 
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Figure 5.30 Response of generator at bus # 79 for a 50 ms three-phase fault at bus # 44 
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5.4 Approach II - Determination of Worst-case 
Performance for Fixed Uncertainty 
The following are three fundamental aspects with respect to Approach II: 
i) Uncertainty could exist in load levels, generation levels or in any parameter of the 
system model 
ii) The system is required to satisfy the chosen performance specifications over the 
range of the uncertainty 
iii) Load modulation is performed based on sensitivities of critical Eigen values to 
controllable active power loads 
iv) Different loads have different sensitivities to the critical Eigen values and these 
sensitivities vary over operating conditions. The result is that the above load 
modulation process is iterative. It is performed until the worst-case performance 
satisfies the desired specifications 
To determine the worst-case performance for a given uncertainty, the magnitude of the 
perturbations A in Â defined in (5.11) is kept fixed (cr(A) < 1). That is, in the N-A setup, the 
skewed - n of N is evaluated by varying just the performance part of N. That is achieved by 
7 0 
defining Kn = 0 kj and iterating on kn until fi = 1. N 
( X-1 
MK(KnN) := min {â(A) : det(I-KnNA) = 0} (5.35) 
The worst-case performance for a given uncertainty thus obtained is then compared against 
the desired performance specification. Load modulation is resorted to in case the desired 
performance is not satisfied. 
The fundamental premise behind load modulation in this approach is a strong 
correlation observed between the performance upper bound peaking frequencies and the 
critical mode frequencies. For example, this has been demonstrated in Figures 5.6, and 5.10 
for the Nordic system and Figures 5.15, 5.19 - 5.21, and 5.25 - 5.27 for the WECC system. 
Thus by modulating loads to improve the damping performance of each of the critical modes 
individually, the overall system desired damping performance could be achieved. Eigen 
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value sensitivities corresponding to each critical mode from different active power loads are 
used as indices to perform load modulation. Depending on the participation of different 
generators in each of the critical oscillatory modes, as well as depending on the power flow 
pattern corresponding to system operating condition, the Eigen value sensitivities of different 
loads vary both in magnitude and sign. Also these sensitivities vary with changes in 
operating conditions. Thus as loads are modulated, these sensitivities need to be reevaluated 
and further modulation of loads will have to be performed based on the updated sensitivities. 
The result is that the overall load modulation process is iterative. 
5.4.1 Algorithm for Approach II 
Following is the algorithm for Approach II - Determination of Worst-case 
performance for fixed uncertainty. 
Given the uncertainty in load, generation or any physical parameter, form a 
reasonably dense grid of operating points in terms of the uncertainty. It has been verified that 
consideration of three points (minimum, nominal, and maximum) in the uncertainty range is 
sufficient. 
i) Execute powerflows corresponding to different combinations of minimum, 
nominal and maximum operating points in the uncertainty range. 
ii) Form the linear model (A and B matrices) for each operating point in the grid. 
iii) Calculate linear curve-fitting coefficients for each varying element of the A and B 
matrices, to be expressed in terms of the underlying uncertainties. 
iv) Express the uncertain system in N-A framework for robust performance analysis 
by characterizing the uncertainty in LFT form and characterizing performance 
through weighted error signals, as explained in section 4.8. 
v) Calculate the worst-case performance for the above uncertainty. If desired 
performance is not satisfied, then execute (a) - (d) below followed by repetition 
of steps (i) - (v), else stop. 
a. Calculate Eigen value sensitivities for different controllable active power 
loads. The sign of the real-part of the sensitivity is used to decide an increase 
or decrease of load at the bus for improving the damping performance. 
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b. For each critical oscillatory mode, rank the loads in the increasing order of the 
magnitude of the real-parts of the Eigen value sensitivities. 
c. Select the number of loads to be modulated for each critical mode. 
d. Perform load modulation based on the ranking obtained in step (b) for the 
above selected loads. 
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Figure 5.31 Flowchart of the algorithm for approach II - Determination of worst-case 
performance for given uncertainty 
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5.4.2 Approach II - Numerical simulations and results 
Generation levels corresponding generators at buses 140 and 144 are assumed to be 
uncertain. The uncertainty range has been assumed to be 8% of the nominal generation levels 
in each of the following cases. In each of the following cases, similar to the results shown for 
Approach I, the nominal load as well as the generation levels have been varied drastically. It 
has then been shown that when loads are modulated to satisfy the performance p. bound to 
unity, the desired performance is exactly satisfied for each of these different cases. The 
correctness of the algorithm as well as the robustness of the approach is thereby 
demonstrated. 
5.4.2.1 Approach II - Case 1 
The nominal load and generation levels corresponding to this test case is shown in 
Appendix C. The uncertainty in generation levels are shown in Table 5.24. 
Table 5.24 Uncertainty in generation at bus # 140 and bus # 144 for case 1 - Approach II 
(WECC system) 
Bus Nominal generation in MW Uncertainty in generation levels in MW 
140 3195 [2939.4 - 3450.6] 
144 1290 [1186.8- 1393.2] 
For the above nominal operating condition and uncertainty ranges, in addition to 
modes 1, 2 and 3 identified earlier, two other oscillatory modes with frequencies around 3.4 
rad/s and 4.7 rad/s have been observed. All modes except mode 1 are sufficiently damped 
over the range of operating conditions. 
The error signal characterizing performance has been chosen as the inertia weighted 
average of the angular speeds of generators 8, 15, 17, 18 and 22, by following the procedure 
explained in Section 4.8. By trial and error, the following weighting function is chosen: 
W„erf = —, ^ . The above weight, when satisfied, has been verified to result in a 
6s +215 + 189 
damping ratio of 2% for mode 1 which is the critical mode for this case. As can be verified 
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from Figure 5.32, for the above nominal operating point and the uncertainty ranges, mode 1 
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Figure 5.32 Performance n bounds for case 1 - Approach II (WECC system) 
Table 5.25 Load buses with high Eigen value sensitivities (real-parts) for Mode 1 

















For the nominal operating condition, Table 5.25 above shows the load buses that have 
the highest Eigen value sensitivities for mode 1. 
Based on the ranking as well as the amount of load available for modulation, the 
following 10 loads are selected for modulation: 2, 5, 16, 17, 51, 136, 139, 141, 143 and 152. 
At each of the above load buses, 5% of the active power load is modulated as shown in Table 
5.26. 
Table 5.26 Load modulation levels for case 1 - Approach II (WECC system) 
Bus Load in MW before modulation New load in MW 
2 1098.00 1153.00 
5 1345.00 1412.00 
16 454.06 478.06 
17 456.00 478.80 
51 373.48 392.48 
136 630.40 662.40 
139 732.07 768.07 
141 2494.90 2619.00 
143 309.66 324.66 
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Figure 5.33 Performance fx bounds after 5% load modulation for case 1 - Approach II 
(WECC system) 
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The resulting performance fi bounds are shown in Figure 5.41. As desired performance is not 
satisfied, further modulation needs to be performed. The Eigen value sensitivities are 
reevaluated and load buses are ranked for modulation as shown in Table 5.27. 
Table 5.27 Load buses with high Eigen value sensitivities (real-parts) for Mode 1 after load 
modulation 
















As can be seen from Tables 5.26 and 5.27, the Eigen value sensitivities have not changed 
much after modulation of 5% of load at each of the above 10 buses. The same set of load 
buses has been considered for further modulation to satisfy desired performance for the 
system and load modulation is performed iteratively. 
With each of the above loads modulated by 8.7% of the original value (Table 5.28), 
the desired performance is exactly satisfied as shown by the performance // bounds in Figure 
5.34. The Eigen value of the linear model corresponding to the worst-case perturbation in 
generation levels is -0.0377+J1.885 and the corresponding damping ratio is 2%. 
Figure 5.35 shows non-linear time-domain simulation of active power output of 
generator at bus # 65 for a 50ms three phase fault at bus # 44. As can be seen, the response is 
dominated by mode 1. The system is actually unstable for the worst-case generation levels 
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and the original load levels. However, with loads modulated as in Table 5.28, the system 
satisfies the desired overall damping performance. 
Table 5.28 Load levels that satisfy chosen performance for case 1 - Approach II 
(WECC system) 
Bus Load in MW before 
modulation 
Final load levels after 
modulation in MW 
2 1098.00 1193.50 
5 1345.00 1463 
16 456.00 496 
17 454.06 494 
51 373.48 406 
136 630.40 685.25 
139 732.07 796.07 
141 2494.90 2712 
143 309.66 336.6 
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Figure 5.34 Peformance [i bounds with desired performance exactly satisfied for case 1 -
Approach II (WECC system) 
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Figure 5.35 Response of active power generated in MW at bus # 65 for three-phase fault at 
bus # 44 for different load levels 
5.4.2.2 Approach II - Case 2 
The nominal load and generation levels for this case is different from those of case 1 
and are provided in Appendix C. The uncertainty in generation levels are shown in Table 
5.29. 
Table 5.29 Uncertainty in generation at bus # 140 and bus #144 for case 2 - Approach II 
(WECC system) 
Bus Nominal generation in MW Uncertainty in generation levels in MW 
140 3195 [2939.4 - 3450.6] 
144 1290 [1186.8- 1393.2] 
Figure 5.36 shows the performance ^ bounds for the above nominal operating 
condition and the uncertainty levels in generation. As can be clearly seen from Figure 5.36, 
the three oscillatory modes identified earlier are the critical modes. The performance /u peaks 
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above unity at frequencies corresponding to these critical modes. The error signal 
characterizing performance has been chosen as the inertia weighted average of the angular 
speeds of generators 8, 15, 17, 18 and 22, by following the procedure explained in Section 
4.8. The weighting function shown for the previous case has been maintained for this case as 
well: 
n 7ic2 Wpeif= 
6sz + 21^ + 189 
4 5 
Frequency in rad/s 
Figure 5.36 Performance n bounds for case 2 - Approach II (WECC system) 
Tables 5.30 - 5.32 below present the ranking of Eigen value sensitivities of different 
loads for each of the critical modes. 
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Table 5.30 Ranking of loads based on Eigen value sensitivities for mode 1 
















Table 5.31 Ranking of loads based on Eigen value sensitivities for mode 2 

















Table 5.32 Ranking of loads based on Eigen value sensitivities for mode 3 
















Following set of 10 loads have been selected for modulation, based on their 
sensitivities for different critical modes as well as the amount of load available for 
modulation: 2, 5,17, 19, 50, 51, 55, 141,143, 145. 
The above loads are modulated by 3% of their nominal levels. Table 5.33 presents the 
nominal as well as the modulated load levels. 
Table 5.33 Load modulation levels for case 2 - Approach II (WECC system) 
Bus Load in MW before modulation New load in MW 
2 1170 1228.50 
5 1237 1299.50 
17 455.4 477.70 
19 504.5 529.50 
50 1413 1342.3 
51 504.48 478.48 
55 250.02 275.02 
141 3098.0 2943.10 
143 813.66 772.35 
145 2869.20 2725.20 
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Figure 5.37 shows the performance // bounds corresponding to the new nominal load levels 
for the assumed uncertainty in generation levels. 
As can be seen, the desired performance is not satisfied. Load modulation is 
performed iteratively and the desired performance specifications have been found to be 
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Figure 5.37 Performance n bounds after 3% load modulation for case 2 - Approach II 
(WECC system) 
Table 5.34 presents the final modulated load levels for which the desired performance 
is satisfied. Figure 5.38 shows the corresponding performance n bounds, and as can be seen, 
desired performance is exactly satisfied. Table 5.35 shows the Eigen values of the linear 
model corresponding to the worst-case perturbation in generation for the new load levels 
after modulation. The desired performance requirement corresponding to modes 1 and 2 are 
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exactly satisfied. This is also verified through non-linear time domain simulation for different 
load levels presented in Figure 5.39. The response can be seen to be comprised of the 
dynamics of modes 1 and 2. 
Table 5.34 Load levels that satisfy chosen performance for case 2 - Approach II 
(WECC system) 
Bus Load in MW before modulation Final load levels after modulation in MW 
2 1227.6 1300 
5 1296.5 1373 
17 476.86 505 
19 529.08 560.3 
50 1336.9 1258 
51 468.1 440.48 
55 233.82 220.02 
141 2920.2 2747.90 
143 759.47 714.66 
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Figure 5.38 Performance ju bounds with desired performance exactly satisfied for case 2 -
Approach II (WECC system) 
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Table 5.35 Critical modes corresponding to worst-case generation levels in uncertainty range 
after load modulation 
Mode Eigen value Damping ratio in % 
1 -0.0378 ± jl.89 2.00 
2 -0.0554 ± j5.54 1.00 
3 -0.0793 ± j6.61 1.19 
2280 
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Figure 5.39 Response of active power generated in MW at bus # 65 for three-phase fault at 
bus # 44 for different load levels 
5.4.2.3 Approach II - Case 3 
The nominal generation and load levels for this case are different from those of cases 
1 and 2 presented above and are provided in Appendix C. The uncertainty in generation 
levels are shown in Table 5.36. 
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Table 5.36 Uncertainty in generation at bus # 140 and bus # 144 for case 3 - Approach II 
(WECC system) 
Bus Nominal generation in MW Uncertainty in generation levels in MW 
140 2895 [2663.4-3126.6] 
144 1690 [1554.8- 1825.2] 
Figure 5.40 shows the performance n bounds for the above nominal operating condition and 
the uncertainty levels in generation. 
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Figure 5.40 Performance fi bounds for case 3 - Approach II (WECC system) 
As can be seen, the performance n peaks above unity at frequencies corresponding to the 
three critical modes around 1.8 rad/s and 5.5 rad/s and 6.7 rad/s respectively . The same 
performance error signal and the weight considered in previous cases have been maintained 
for this case as well. 
Tables 5.37 - 5.39 below present the loads that exhibit high Eigen value sensitivities 
for critical modes and the corresponding Eigen value sensitivities. 
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Table 5.37 Ranking of loads based on Eigen value sensitivities for mode 1 
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Table 5.38 Ranking of loads based on Eigen value sensitivities for mode 2 

















Table 5.39 Ranking of loads based on Eigen value sensitivities for mode 3 
















Based on the ranking above, as well as the amount of load available for control, the 
following load buses have been selected for control: 2, 5, 10, 17, 51, 59, 62, 109, 150, and 
154. 
Each of the above loads is modulated by 10% as shown in Table 5.40. Figure 5.41 
shows the performance /u bounds corresponding to these new nominal load levels and the 
uncertainty in generation. 
Table 5.40 10% Load modulation levels for case 3 - Approach II (WECC system) 
Bus Load in MW before modulation New load in MW 
2 1092 1201.2 
5 1340 1474 
10 264.87 291.36 
17 464 517.3 
19 466.3 516.56 
51 415.58 374.02 
59 715.3 643.77 
109 737.34 663.61 
150 2452.59 2207.3 
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Figure 5.41 Performance p bounds after 10% modulation of loads for case 3 - Approach II 
(WECC system) 
As can be seen from Figure 5.41, with 10% of each of the above loads modulated, the desired 
performance is more than satisfied. 
However, when each of the above loads is iteratively modulated to 7.6% as shown in 
Table 5.46, the desired performance is exactly satisfied for both modes 1 and 2. This can be 
inferred from the performance n bounds shown in Figure 5.50. The critical Eigen values 
corresponding to worst-case generation perturbations after load modulation is shown in Table 
5.42. Performance requirement corresponding to modes 1 and 2 are exactly satisfied. 
As can be seen from the non-linear simulation for a 50 ms three-phase fault at bus # 
44 in Figure 5.43, the response of the system corresponding to worst-case uncertainty after 
load modulation is dominated by all three modes of oscillations. 
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Table 5.41 Load levels that exactly satisfy desired performance for case 3 - Approach II 
(WECC system) 
Bus Load in MW before modulation Final Load levels after modulation in MW 
2 1092 1175 
5 1340 1442 
10 264.87 285 
17 470.27 506 
19 469.6 505.30 
51 415.58 384 
59 715.3 660.93 
109 737.34 681.3 
150 2452.59 2266.20 
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Figure 5.42 Performance fx bounds with desired performance satisfied for case 3 - Approach 
II (WECC system) 
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Table 5.42 Critical Eigen values corresponding to worst-case generation levels after load 
modulation for case 3 - Approach II (WECC system) 
Mode Eigen value Damping ratio in % 
1 -0.0377 ±11.88 2.01 
2 -0.0556 ± J5.55 1.00 
3 -0.0763 ± Î6.61 1.15 
2260 After modulation of load 














Time in seconds 
Figure 5.43 Response of active power generated in MW at bus # 65 for three-phase fault at 
bus # 44 for different load levels 
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6 LOAD CONTROL ALGORITHMS 
This chapter deals in detail with different algorithms for real-time modulation of loads. 
Having obtained the load levels that satisfy the desired damping performance, either as a 
performance load level boundary or as the total amount of load to be modulated at the 
transmission level, the problem of modulating different types of loads over a period of time 
in order to satisfy the above load level requirement is addressed in this chapter. Specialized 
algorithms have been developed for different types of loads for real-time load modulation. In 
developing these algorithms, certain recent developments in enabling technologies such as 
load control systems and communication infrastructure have been taken into account. This 
chapter starts with a brief background of these recent developments and the impact of these 
developments on load control programs. An optimization framework for performing Monte 
Carlo simulations for the study of load control is then developed. Two Dynamic 
Programming-based algorithms and a decision-tree based algorithm for air-conditioner and 
water-heater loads have been developed for this study. A variety of results that demonstrate 
the impact of different types of constraints in the algorithms as well as different parameters 
in the model have been presented. 
6.1 Background 
6.1.1 Brief historical overview of load control technology 
For many years, utilities have developed load management programs for the 
commercial and industrial sectors. More recently, utility as well as ISO interest has focused 
on the potential of demand response in the residential and small commercial sector. 
Residential demand for heating and cooling tends to be the major contributor to system 
peaks. These sectors are more capable of reducing their loads—by bigger amounts and with 
more flexibility—than large commercial customers. At the same time, as the interest in 
demand response for the residential and small commercial sectors grew, a few manufacturers 
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have made impressive strides in metering and load control technologies in the residential and 
small commercial sectors. These new developments enable the utility to maintain a 
continuous two-way communication with its customers' appliances, in real time. These 
developments facilitate consideration of several newer objectives in load management 
programs besides the ones traditionally considered. 
As discussed in the literature survey in Chapter 2, traditional objectives in load 
management programs have been two fold: Improvement of economics of operation and 
improvement of reliability through peak load management. In considering these objectives, 
very little attention was given to customer discomfort. This could be attributed to the non­
availability of economically viable technology to implement distributed load control with 
minimum disruption. 
The first generation of load control, executed in 80's and early 90's was one-way: 
during a crisis, the utility would shut off customer equipments to lower demand. The second 
generation of load control was improved, utilizing controllable thermostats, but it was still 
one-way. However, in one-way systems, because of the possibility of overriding the control 
from utility by the customer, the amount of load controlled was always more than necessary. 
This suboptimal as well as disruptive form of direct load control often created considerable 
discontent. 
6.1.2 Telecommunications reform act of 1996 
In the first and second generation of load control, utilities relied mostly on their own 
power distribution infrastructure. This was because utilities did not have rights to other 
communication modes. The most appealing technology was power line carrier 
communication. Ripple control by means of radio links and radio receivers was another 
popular technology. In both these technologies, bandwidth, i.e. speed and detail of 
information capability, is limited and two-way communication, although possible, is very 
complicated. Thus there were very few two-way communication systems between utilities 
and customers with the exception of some large (mostly industrial) customers. In 1996, the 
telecommunications reform act was passed to encourage competition in all aspects of 
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telecommunication services and carriers. This was a landmark legislation in the 
telecommunication sector and it provided utilities the rights to other modes of 
communication. This paved the way for cost-effective technologies for two-way 
communication with customer sites. Fiber-optic system, data cable, which is a hybrid fiber­
optic and coaxial cable system, phone lines for high-speed data transfer, cellular phone 
systems, paging systems, are some of the different communication systems that are being 
considered today for direct load control technology. 
6.1.3 Developments in Load control systems 
Breakthroughs in communication and sensor technologies and the drive for energy 
efficiency have resulted in the availability of programmable thermostats. These are 
thermostats that combine a communication module with a conventional setback thermostat. 
Using the communications module, the host energy provider can raise or lower the 
thermostat to impact device operations. Several manufacturers have recently begun offering 
this new generation of technology in space-heating equipments. The prevailing level of 
interest in two-way communicating "smart thermostat" products is quite substantial and 
growing. A half dozen thermostat suppliers are now vying to participate in this market, 
prominent among them are United Technologies' Carrier, Honeywell, Invensys, Comverge 
technologies, White Rodgers etc. 
Figure 6.1 shows a screen shot of Carrier's Em/ thermostat applied in some of the 
recent pilot programs. This is a two-way communication enabled thermostat whose settings 
can be accessed over the internet by the utility as well as the customer. The customer at any 
point of time during the control period can override the utility control either directly or 
remotely through the internet. The utility can monitor the Em/ responses and the customer 
overrides. The customer can access or program the thermostat through the web interface and 
the utility when cycling the air-conditioners would try to adhere to customer setting. 
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Figure 6.1 Screenshot of Carrier's Em/ thermostat 
Figure 6.2 shows a screenshot of another popular thermostat, ExpressStat™, a product of an 
alliance between Cannon Technologies and Honeywell. Motorola FLEX paging is underlying 
the communication technology. 
ExpressStat 
ExpressStam Programmable Demand 
Response Thermostat 
pe**ei| i Jl The ExpressStat Programmable Demand Response 
™ Thermostat contains a Cannon Technologies demand 
: ; I response paging module. This module allows a utility 
! | company to communicate with the thermostat and initiate 
• , —— « demand reduction programs. 
Features 
The ExpressStit thermostat includes the following features: 
Easy-to-use programming 
• Energy savings and comfort with four selectable periods per weekday, Saturday, and Sunday 
'*> Utility control of temperature setback, setpoint, or compressor cycling 
W Utility control status indicator 
B Motorola FLEX® paging 
• Redundant nationwide paging providers 
• Compatible with conventional one-stage heating and cooling equipment and multi-stage heating 
and cooling heat pumps 
# 100 day logging for load research and troubleshooting 
• Applicable to price responsive or critical peak pricing programs 
Energy Saving Programs 
The ExpressStat Demand Response thermostat allows consumers to participate in the following energy 
saving programs: 
Figure 6.2 Screenshot of Honeywell's ExpressStat® air-conditioner 
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6.1.4 Some recent applications of the above technologies 
6.1.4.1 LIPAedge Program 
The Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) is completing its third year of LIPA Edge 
(http://www.lipaedge.com), the largest residential and small commercial direct load control 
(DLC) program in the United States using a two-way communications system. There are over 
25,000 participants, of which 3,200 are small commercial accounts. Carrier's Emz thermostat 
was applied on Itron's communication platform, the overall system called ComfortChoice™. 
The system offers some unique features, combining all the functions of a programmable 
thermostat with the ability of customers to control their thermostat over the Internet. 
LIPAEdge was originally started in the summer of 2002 as a pilot program to test the 
feasibility of supplying spinning reserves using responsive loads on "critical" days when the 
import of power into Long Island is severely limited. 
6.1.4.2 Myappliance.com Program 
MyAppliance.com is the first system in the industry to offer web-enabled and WAP 
(Wireless Application Protocol) phone technology enabled air-conditioner 
(http://www.myappliance.com). Beginning with a pilot program to be offered this summer in 
Europe, this "smart" air conditioner is equipped with a wireless communication device that 
enables real-time two-way communication. Any service technician can also communicate 
with the equipment via a hand held device or desktop computer. For the end-user, the 
service-oriented, interactive web site called allows connected users access to the controls of 
their air conditioning equipment. 
6.1.4.3 Automated Demand Response Systems (ADRS) - Invensys Good Watts 
This new load management technology, known individually as automated demand 
response systems (ADRS) solves many of the problems that limited the older generation of 
load control. ADRS continuously control the temperature of the home within the comfort 
zone defined by the customer, and provide the utility with real-time on load reduction, so just 
the right number of homes are controlled. Invensys's GoodWatts technology—a system 
whereby homeowners and their utilities can communicate with and remotely control major 
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home appliances via the Internet—combines clear market signals and efficiency to add 
reliability to local and regional grids, as well as to shave off unnecessary kilowatts for 
consumers (http://www.invensysnetworks.com). GoodWatts is a sophisticated home energy 
management system that employs an "always on" broadband connection to allow utilities and 
customers to engage in two-way communications to automatically control a customer's home 
energy loads in real time. This system has been successfully applied recently at PECO 
Energy in Pennsylvania, Nevada Power, and all three major California utilities. 
Today's technology allows finer and more discrete control of several distributed loads 
almost in real-time. The possibility of cost-effective, continuous two-way communication 
with the end-user resources allows consideration of customer discomfort when executing 
control. It is possible to minimize the discomfort caused as a result of control through 
effective cycling of loads. This chapter develops an optimization framework in order to study 
the impact of different parameters as well as constraints on effective cycling of loads. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, one of the major issues associated with control of thermostatically 
driven loads is that of cold-load pickup. Cold load pickup significantly impacts the 
effectiveness of control. Any control action at a given instant of time will result in an 
uncertain load pickup at a later instant when supply is reestablished. The amount of load 
pickup would typically depend on several factors including the initial states of the individual 
thermostats, the initial distribution of internal temperatures, ambient temperature variations, 
and the control duration. In order to maintain the loads at the desired level by means of 
continuous control, the amount of load pickup needs to be predicted for every control action 
by modeling the phenomenon of cold load pickup. The optimal control sequence over the 
control duration would then need to be identified with the objective of minimizing the 
amount of load controlled so that the actual load levels are as close to the desired load levels. 
This forms the primary objective of the optimization problem. A related objective is to 
distribute the effect of control among different circuits available for control, which as 
explained in the subsequent sections has been handled through artificial constraints. 
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6.2 Air-conditioner Load Control - Optimization 
Framework 
6.2.1 Air-conditioner Load Model 
Analysis of the impact of cold load pickup phenomenon necessitates modeling of load 
equipments based on their physics of operation. As discussed in Chapter 2, the literature is 
rich with different physical models for studying cold load pickup. The model considered in 
this research for air-conditioner loads is one of the earliest models proposed for this purpose 
[91]. This model is simple and has been proven to capture the behavior of thermostatic loads 
accurately. This model has been applied in several other works on direct load control from 
the viewpoint of predicting cold load pickup caused as a result of air-conditioning and space-
heating loads. The original model proposed in [91] is a dynamic model for the internal 
temperature of a house having a heater that is regulated by a thermostat. The model is as 
follows: 
dT T -Tf ~wTg 
dt t 
r = effective thermal time constant of the house 
T = internal temperature of the house 
Tf= ambient temperature 
Tg = temperature gain of air-conditioner 
w = 0 or 1, specifies the state of the thermostat; 0 - Off, 1 - On 
In [92], this model has been converted into a sample-data form by discretizing time. The 
differential equation is thus converted into a difference equation. The solution for the 
difference equation is then derived as 
T[(n+l)h] = aT(nh) + (\-a)[Tf- Tg w(nh)] 
where a = exp(-h/r), the sampling interval is h and n is the number of the sampling instant. 
The operating logic of the air-conditioner is described as follows: 
Let Tslat be the thermostat setting. 
If the thermostat is off, it is switched on when T>Tstat 
(6.1) 
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If the thermostat is on, it is switched off when T < Tstat - A 
If the thermostat is off (on), it remains off (on) as long as as Tsta, - A < T < Tstat 
6.2.2 Basic Setup for the Optimization Problem 
The basic setup for the optimization problem makes the following assumptions: A 
circuit or feeder is assumed to supply several groups of air-conditioner loads. A group of air-
conditioner load is an aggregation of several individual air-conditioners. Alternatively, a 
feeder could also be thought of as supplying several large load centers, for example, large 
buildings that are centrally air-conditioned. Control, in the context of the dynamic 
programming optimization, is assumed to be executed through switching in and out all 
groups together, i.e. the feeder as a whole. Figure 6.3 shows a schematic overview of the 
above setup. 














Figure 6.3 Basic setup for air-conditioner load control optimization framework 
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As explained in the previous section, in addition to the objective of minimizing the 
amount of load controlled, the objectives of reducing the discomfort as well as distribution of 
control among different circuits through effective cycling have also been considered in the 
optimization problem. It is possible to minimize the amount of load controlled while causing 
severe discomfort, if effective cycling of the controllable loads is not performed and hence 
the need for these additional objectives. 
6.2.3 Dynamic Programming based Optimization Objective 
The primary objective of the optimization problem is to minimize the deviation of the 
actual total load from the desired load levels. 
Nfeeders 
Minimize £ +/Le., ~ Pnn,e,des (6.2) 
time 1=1 
where fL and Pt are the uncontrollable load and controllable air-conditioner load in UKtime,i Ktime,i 
feeder i at the time interval under consideration, and Ptime>des is the desired load level. Nfeeders 
is the total number of feeders available for control. 
6.2.4 Dynamic Programming based Optimization Constraints 
In addition to the primary objective, it is also desired to distribute the effect of control 
effectively amongst different circuits available for control, that is, to minimize the difference 





XK - IK 
*=i k=\ I k  > U j — 1> > Nfeeders (6.3) 
where A7^ is the temperature deviation of group k in feeder i from the mean thermostat set-
point of the group and Ngi is the number of groups of air-conditioner loads being supplied by 
feeder i. However, the above objective cannot be directly dealt with in the optimization 
problem. This is on account of the difficulty in the availability of telemetered data such as 
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internal temperatures as well as thermostat set-points that are essential in modeling the 
objective in the optimization problem. The approach taken is to add artificial constraints that 
indirectly deal with the objective of distributing the effect of control. 
Two different artificial constraints have been tried in the following algorithms: 
A) Maximum off-time and minimum on-time constraint 
B) Constraint on temperature excursion 
6.2.4.1 Maximum off-time and minimum on-time constraints 
6.2.4.1.1.1 Maximum off-time constraint 
A circuit is assumed to supply several air-conditioner loads. Once a circuit is 
switched off either through on/off control or through coordinated thermostat set-point 
control, resulting in all air-conditioners supplied by that circuit being turned off, the circuit is 
not allowed to remain off beyond a pre-specified duration called the maximum off-time. 
6.2.4.1.1.2 Minimum on-time constraint 
Once a circuit that had earlier been switched off for load control is switched on, it 
should remain on i.e. the air-conditioners are allowed to operate under natural cycling, for at 
least the duration of the minimum on-time specified apriori, before it can be considered for 
control again. 
6.2.4.2 Constraint on temperature excursion 
Each circuit has a pre-specified maximum average internal temperature excursion, 
which if exceeded the circuit is switched on if it was off, through coordinated thermostat set-
point control. Once on, the air-conditioners are allowed to operate under natural cycling until 
the average internal temperature excursions decrease below the threshold. No constraint is 
imposed on the switching times in this case. The maximum average internal temperature 
excursion is the average of the individual temperature excursions of different groups of air-
conditioners supplied by the circuit. A similar approach towards effective cycling of air-
conditioners has been attempted in the LIPAEdge program discussed earlier. 
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To contrast the above two constraints, in the former the temperature excursion is 
controlled indirectly through control of on and off times of load circuits. The total number 
and time of disruption is a measure of discomfort. In the latter, the temperature excursions 
are controlled directly. Conceptually, both these constraints attempt effective cycling among 
the different circuits of loads available for control. 
6.2.5 Dynamic Programming Algorithm Parameters 
A strategy in the DP is the combination of on/off states of different circuits. The DP 
algorithm parameters given in (Figure 6.4) include: 
a) Number of strategies to search for each time instant (q) 
b) Number of strategies to store for each time instant (qsi) 
c) Time period considered for direct load control 
6.2.6 Assumption of uncertainties for Monte Carlo simulations 
In the results that are presented in the subsequent sections of this chapter, Monte 
Carlo simulation is extensively applied in analyzing the effect of different parameters as well 
as constraints in the load control algorithms. This strategy has been adopted from the 
viewpoint of generating test scenarios that approximate realistic operating conditions. By 
assuming uncertainties in different model parameters and external variables that closely 
resemble real-life operating conditions, Monte Carlo simulations are performed through 
repeated sampling of uncertain variables. This repeated sampling generates several test cases 
within the uncertainty ranges. The algorithms are tested for each of the above cases. Their 
success rates in finding feasible solutions thus enable drawing conclusions about the overall 
operating scenario. The results of these Monte Carlo simulations also enable analyzing the 
effect of different parameters and variables on the overall effect of control. 
For the purpose of Monte Carlo simulations, uncertainties have been assumed in the 
following parameters and variables: 
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i) Initial internal temperature distribution for the air-conditioners in each circuit 
available for control 
ii) Thermostat set-point distribution for air-conditioners 
iii) Air-conditioner parameters - a, Tg, x, A - these generate diversity among air-
conditioner equipments available for control; the amount of uncertainties could be 
altered thereby reflecting closely real-life scenarios 
All the above uncertainties introduce diversity in the duty cycles of air-conditioners 
available for control. 
6.2.7 Initialization of Scenario 
In order to introduce diversity in the duty cycles of air-conditioners, the initial inside 
temperatures and thermostat set-points for different groups of air-conditioner for 
optimization problem are initialized with pre-specified probability distributions. The above 
scenario is simulated without load control for a sufficiently long duration so that the initial 
dynamics settle down and the air-conditioners enter their natural cycling [91]. This is 
illustrated in Figure 6.5 with the following parameters: 
Number of groups of air-conditioners (or large air-conditioner loads) = 10000 
Initial internal temperatures: Normal distribution with mean = 72 F and standard deviation = 
12 F i.e. N(72,12) 
Air-conditioner model parameters: r - N(64, 5), Tg = N(30,10) 
Thermostat set-point: N(72,4) 
Ambient temperature variation: 1 to 100 min - 80 F and 101 to 160 min - 85 F 
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State 1 
State 2—• Stored State 1 
State k—• Stored State 2 
State fc+l 
State k+2 
State 2k —• Stored State m+1 
Stored State qs  n+I 
State q 
"V 
Interval n Interval n+1 
Figure 6.4 Dynamic Programming solution parameters 
As can be seen from the following simulation in Figure 6.5, the air-conditioners when 
initialized with the above parameters enter into natural cycling after 60 minutes as can be 
inferred from the distribution of the internal temperatures shown in Figure 6.5. The scenario 
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Figure 6.5 Simulation of internal temperature distributions 
6.2.8 Small-signal Stability Performance Boundary 
The proposed algorithms for load control at distribution level of the system have been 
illustrated using the small-signal performance boundary obtained in Section 5.3.2.1.5 for the 
augmented Nordic system reproduced below: 
0.50953 (P51_l + Psi_2 + Psi_3 + Psi_4 + P51_5) 
= 100 - 0.51715 (Pôi_I + Pei_2 + Pei_3 + Pei_4 + Pei_5) 
This boundary has been obtained for the Nordic system augmented with 10 distribution 
feeders with a damping requirement of 2 % for the least damped inter-area mode in the 
system. As explained in the results for this boundary in Section 5.3.2.1.5, as long as the load 
levels in the different feeders are maintained such that the boundary is exactly satisfied, the 
overall system damping would at least be 2% ± 0.03%; 0.03% was the tolerance assumed in 
deriving the above boundary. 
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It is to be noted that the proposed algorithms could also be applied with analysis for 
load modulation performed only at the transmission level of the system. In this case, the 
amount of load modulation obtained at the transmission level load buses would actually be 
modulated at the distribution level among available feeders through the application of the 
proposed algorithms. 
6.2.9 Monte Carlo Simulation Results with On/off time Constraints 
The data shown below correspond to the operating conditions assumed for the 
optimization problem: 
Number of feeders = 10 (corresponding to D51_l - D51_5 and D61_l - D61_5 in Figure 5.5 
of the augmented Nordic system) 
Number of groups of air-conditioners in each feeder = 100 
Rating of each group = 120 KW 
Total maximum controllable load in each feeder =12 MW 
Uncontrollable load in each feeder = 13.6 MW 
Initial internal temperatures: Normal distribution N(79,12) 
Air-conditioner model parameters: r - N(64, 10), TG = N(30,5) 
Thermostat set-point: N(72,4); A = 1.5 F 
Ambient temperature variation: 1 to 100 min - 89 F ; 101 to 150 min - 95 F; 
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Figure 6.7 Desired small-signal stability performance boundary violation with no load 
control 
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Performance boundary considered is the boundary obtained for the Nordic system in Section 
5.3.2.1.5. 
0.50953 (Psi_i + P5i_2 + Psi_3 + Psi_4 + Psi_s) 
= 100-0.51715 (Pei_i + Pei_2 + Pôi_3 + Pei_4 + P6i_5) 
DP algorithm parameters: Number of strategies to search at each time instant - 128 
Number of strategies to store at each time instant - 3 
In all of the following results, the scenario corresponding to 50 minutes is used as the 
initial scenario for the DP-based optimization algorithm. 
For the above operating conditions, the air-conditioner cycling in all circuits is 
simulated, and thereby the total air-conditioner load levels are calculated at each time instant. 
This is essentially a very short-term load forecast considering only air-conditioner loads. The 
performance boundary violation is then evaluated using the total load levels at each time 
instant. This is shown in Figure 6.7. The desired performance boundary is continuously 
violated for the above operating conditions, thereby resulting in inferior damping 
performance. Thus, load modulation needs to be performed in order to satisfy desired 
damping specifications as defined by the performance boundary. 
6.2.9.1 Effect of cycling time constraints on the effectiveness of control 
Maximum off time =4 minutes; Minimum on time = 2 minutes 
Figure 6.8 shows representative Monte Carlo simulation results of performance 
boundary violation for the above case. As can be seen from Figure 6.8, the load levels that 
result from the DP based optimization algorithm are close to the desired performance 
boundary and there is no violation of the desired load levels defined by the boundary at any 
time instant for the above operating conditions and algorithm constraints. 
However, as these constraints are made more stringent by reducing the difference 
between maximum off-time and minimum on-time, the algorithm fails to find feasible 
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Figure 6.8 Monte Carlo simulation results for maximum off-time - 4 min, minimum 
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Figure 6.9 Representative perf. boundary violation for maximum off-time - 4 min, minimum 
on-time - 2 min 
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6.2.9.2 Effect of cycling time constraints on the effectiveness of control 
Maximum off-time = 2; Minimum on-time = 2 minutes 
CL 
150 Number of runs 2 100 
Time in minutes 
Figure 6.10 Monte Carlo simulation results for maximum off-time - 2 min, minimum 
on-time - 2 min 
14 
Time in minutes 
Figure 6.11 Representative perf. boundary violation for maximum off-time 
minimum on-time - 2 min 
- 2 min, 
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As can be seen from Figures 6.10 and 6.11, with more stringent cycling time 
constraints, the load levels obtained with DP algorithms are such that the performance 
boundary is violated over a time interval, although not continuously. This implies that, with 
any small disturbance occurring in the system, the damping performance desired would not 
be satisfied even with cycling of air-conditioners. 
As mentioned earlier, the significance of the constraints on the cycling times of air-
conditioners lies in the distribution of control among different feeders available for control. 
This is demonstrated in the following results. 
6.2.9.3 Effect of cycling time constraints on distribution of control effect 
In order to illustrate the distribution of control with and without cycling time 
constraints, the diversity in the initial temperature distributions as well as in the thermostat 
set-point distributions for different circuits are reduced as shown below. 
Initial internal temperatures for each circuit: N(79,4) 
Thermostat set-point distribution in each circuit: N(72, 2) 
Also, all air-conditioners have been assumed to be identical with the parameters of the model 
equal to the mean values presented for cases (i) and (ii) above. 
Figures 6.12, 6.13, and 6.14 show the distribution of temperatures at the end of the 
control duration of 200 minutes for each of the 10 circuits, for three different cases of cycling 
time constraints. 
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Figure 6.12 Distribution of internal temperatures at t=200 min with maximum off-time 
min, minimum on-time = 2 min 
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Figure 6.13 Distribution of internal temperatures at t=200 min with maximum off-time 
min, minimum on-time =2 min 
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Figure 6.14 Distribution of internal temperatures at t=200 min with no cycling time 
constraints 
As can be clearly seen from the above results in Figures 6.12 - 6.14, the lesser the 
difference between the maximum off-time and minimum on-time, the better is the 
distribution of the effect of control among available circuits for control. This is on account of 
effective cycling of different circuits through the enforcement of on and off times. With no 
cycling time constraint, some circuits are cycled better than the rest depending on the initial 
scenario, with the result that the effect of control becomes unbearable on the ones that are not 
effectively cycled. This is seen from Figure 6.14 as well as in Figure 6.17. 
Figure 6.15 below shows the change in the internal temperatures during the course of 
control for circuit 5 corresponding to maximum off-time of 3 minutes and a minimum on-
time of 2 minutes. As can be seen, as the ambient temperature increases, the internal 
temperature excursions also increase, however they settle down at around 78 F. The effect of 
fast cycling is clearly seen in the change in the internal temperature excursions. Other circuits 
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Figure 6.15 Internal temperature excursions during control for circuit 5, with maximum off-
time = 3min, minimum on-time = 2 min 
Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show the change in internal temperatures for circuit 4 and 6 
corresponding to the case with no constraint on cycling times. 
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Figure 6.17 Internal temperature excursions for circuit 6 with no constraints 
As can be seen, circuit 4 is better cycled than circuit 6, with the result that the internal 
temperatures of most of the air-conditioners in circuit 4 are close to their thermostat set-
points during the course of control. In fact, most air-conditioners in circuit 4 are very close to 
their natural cycling. However, internal temperatures corresponding to circuit 6 rise to 
unacceptable levels during the control duration. 
6.2.9.4 Effect of different cycling time constraints for different circuits 
The number of groups of air-conditioners has been assumed to be 500 in each circuit, 
of rating 24 kW each. The maximum off-time and minimum on-time for circuits 1 - 9 are 3 
minutes and 2 minutes respectively. Circuit 10 does not have on/off time constraints. Figure 
6.18 shows the performance boundary violation without control. Thus without control, for 
the above operating condition, simulated load levels result in violation of desired damping 
performance load levels defined by the boundary. The result is inferior small-signal stability 
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Figure 6.18 Representative performance boundary violation without control 
Figure 6.19 shows the result after load modulation. As can be seen, the load levels obtained 
with DP algorithm with the above constraints for the cycling times satisfy the desired 
damping performance load levels closely. 
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Figure 6.19 Representative load levels obtained with DP-based control 
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Figure 6.22 Internal temperature excursions for circuit 10 during control 
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Circuits 1 - 9 are cycled effectively, and therefore the internal temperatures are 
very close to their thermostat set-points. However, the internal temperatures for circuit 10 
reach unacceptable levels by the end of control duration. This can also be verified from 
Figures 6.21 and 6.22 that show the change in the internal temperature for circuits 7 and 10 
during the control duration. The above result shows that through prudent selection of on/off 
time constraints, the internal temperature excursions can be indirectly controlled individually 
for each circuit. 
As discussed earlier, one of the major motivating factors for continuous control is the 
phenomenon of cold load pickup, which is essentially caused as a result of loss of diversity 
among thermostatically driven loads. The following results show the effect of increase in the 
diversity of different parameters on the effectiveness of control. 
6.2.9.5 Effect of diversity of internal temperatures on the effectiveness of control 
Figure 6.23 shows Monte Carlo simulation results with initial temperatures and 
thermostat setpoints in each circuit normally distributed as follows: Initial temperature 
distribution: N(79,4); Thermostat set-point distribution N(72,2) with À = 2 F. Maximum off-
time is 3 min and minimum on-time is 2 min for each circuit. Each circuit is assumed to have 
500 groups of air-conditioners with rating of 24 kW each. 
As can be seen, with the above initial temperature and thermostat set-point 
distributions, the chosen on/off time constraints are too stringent. 
The standard deviation of initial temperature distribution is increased to N(79,20) 
while maintaining the same distribution for the thermostat set-points. With the maximum off-
time and minimum on-time same as above, Monte Carlo simulation results are shown in 
Figure 6.24. It can be inferred that an increase in the diversity of the initial temperature 
distribution does not have a significant effect on the effectiveness of control as performance 
based load levels are still not satisfied over the time interval. This could be attributed to the 
initial scenario used for the optimization algorithm. Although the initial temperatures are 
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Figure 6.24 Representative Monte Carlo simulation results with initial temperature 
distribution N(79,20) 
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because the air-conditioners are simulated until they reach the natural cycling, which is then 
used as the initial scenario for the control. However, any increase in the diversity of the 
parameters that affect the entire control duration will have a positive effect on control as has 
been demonstrated in the following results. 
6.2.9.6 Effect of diversity of thermostat set-points on the effectiveness of control 
The following result shows the effect of an increase in the standard deviation of 
thermostat set-point distributions in all circuits. Maximum off-time and minimum on-time for 
all circuits are maintained at 3 minutes and 2 minutes respectively. With the initial 
temperature normally distributed with N(79,4), an increase in standard deviation of 
thermostat set-point distributions from N(72,2) to N(72,5) with A maintained as 2 F for all 
air-conditioners results in the above cycling time constraints being satisfied as shown in 
Figure 6.25. 
Time in minutes 




Figure 6.25 Representative Monte Carlo simulation results with initial temperature 
distribution N(79,4) and thermostat set-point distribution N(72,5) 
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Thus, a moderate increase in the diversity of thermostat set-point distributions is quite 
effective, with damping performance based load levels being satisfied closely. This could be 
attributed to the fact that unlike the initial temperatures, when diversity of thermostat 
distributions is increased, it is maintained at every time instant during the control duration. 
This has a negative effect on cold load pickup all through the control duration, thereby 
making it possible to satisfy more stringent cycling time constraints. 
6.2.9.7 Effect of diversity of tolerance A on the effectiveness of control 
An increase in the diversity of tolerance A for each air-conditioner also has a positive 
effect as shown in Figure 6.26. In the following result, the initial temperature distributions in 
each circuit are maintained the same as in the previous case, thermostat set-point 
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Figure 6.26 Representative Monte Carlo simulation results with diversity in A 
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Similar to thermostat set-points, an increase in the diversity of tolerance A also is maintained 
at each time instant during the control duration, thereby reducing the effect of cold load 
pickup. 
6.2.10 Monte Carlo Simulation Results with Constraints on 
Temperature Excursions 
Following results demonstrate the effect of constraints on the internal temperature 
excursions. Following are the data corresponding to operating conditions assumed: 
Number of feeders = 10 (corresponding to D51_l - D51_5 and D61_l - D61_5 in Figure 5.5 
of the augmented Nordic system) 
Number of groups of air-conditioners in each feeder = 100 
Rating of each group = 120 KW 
Total maximum controllable load in each feeder =12 MW 
Uncontrollable load in each feeder =13.6 MW 
Initial internal temperatures: Normal distribution N(79,10) 
Air-conditioner model parameters: r - N(64, 10), TG = N(30,5) 
Thermostat set-point: N(72,4); A = 1.5 F 
Ambient temperature variation: 1 to 100 min - 89 F; 101 to 150 min - 95 F 
151 to 200 min - 90 F; 201 to 250 min - 85 F 
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Figure 6.27 Representative Monte Carlo simulation results with no control 
Figure 6.27 above shows representative Monte Carlo simulation results for the above 
scenario without control. As can be seen, the simulated load levels are well above the desired 
performance based load levels over the entire duration considered for control. 
6.2.10.1 Average temperature constraint 
Each circuit has a pre-specified maximum average internal temperature excursion, 
which if exceeded the circuit is switched on. The air-conditioners are operated under natural 
cycling until the average internal temperature excursion for the circuit is below a certain 
threshold. 
Figures 6.28 and 6.29 show Monte Carlo simulation results with two different average 
temperature constraints. 
6.2.10.1.1 Case -1 
Average temperature constraint - 78 F for all circuits 
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Figure 6.28 Representative Monte Carlo simulation results with avg. temperature constraint 
78 F for all circuits 
Through repeated simulations by varying the average temperature constraint at different time 
instants, the lowest average temperature that results in satisfying the desired performance 
based load levels has been found to be 78 F at all time instants. 
6.2.10.1.2 Case-2 
Average temperature constraints 1 min to 50 min - 75 F for all circuits 
51 min to 100 min - 78 F for all circuits 
100 min to 150 min - 77 F for all circuits 
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Figure 6.29 Representative Monte Carlo simulation results with more stringent avg. 
temperature constraints 
Figure 6.29 shows Monte Carlo simulation results for relatively more stringent constraints on 
average temperature excursion. The algorithm fails to satisfy the above constraints. The 
effect of these constraints on load pickup can be inferred by comparing Figures 6.27 and 
6.29. 
6.2.10.2 Individual temperature constraint 
Each group of air-conditioner supplied by a circuit has a maximum pre-specified 
internal temperature excursion which if exceeded the entire circuit is switched on. This 
constraint does not allow any individual group or load center supplied by the circuit to 
exceed its maximum internal temperature. This is in contrast to the average temperature 
constraint, in which individual internal temperatures do not have a threshold. This has been 
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Figure 6.30 Internal temperature excursions during control for circuit 4, with average 
temperature constraint 
Through repeated Monte Carlo simulations by varying individual maximum internal 
temperature constraint, it has been found that the lowest maximum internal temperature 
constraint corresponds to 82 F for all circuits. 
Figure 6.30 shows the change in internal temperatures during the control duration for 
circuit 4 with average internal temperature constraint of 78 F for the entire duration. Figure 
6.31 shows the change in internal temperatures with individual maximum internal 
temperature constraint of 82 F. As can be seen from Figure 6.30, individual internal 
temperatures reach levels well above the chosen threshold for the entire circuit. However, 
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Figure 6.31 Internal temperature excursions during control for circuit 4, with individual 
maximum temperature constraint 
6.2.10.3 Effect of increase in uncontrollable load on internal temperature excursions 
The above DP algorithm with internal temperature excursion constraints provides a 
framework to study the effect of increase in uncontrollable load on internal temperature 
excursions. 
With the maximum individual internal temperature excursion assumed the same for 
all circuits, the following result in Figure 6.32 shows the optimum increase in internal 
temperature excursions with uncontrollable load levels in different circuits. For the same 
performance based boundary, as uncontrollable load levels are increased, the maximum 
internal temperature excursion constraints need to be relaxed in order to be able to satisfy the 
boundary load levels. The maximum internal temperature excursion shown in the figure is 
percentage of the mean of thermostat distribution assumed for each circuit. As the 
uncontrollable load increases, the optimum percentage increase in thermostat set-point for 
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Figure 6.32 Optimum increase of internal temperatures with increase in uncontrollable load 
levels 
6.2.10.4 Equivalence between cycling time constraints and temperature excursion 
constraints 
The following result shows the equivalence between on/off time constraints and 
average internal temperature constraint for the operating conditions assumed earlier in the 
beginning of this section. 
Average temperature constraint for all circuits of 78 F is satisfied as shown by a 
representative result of load levels after control in Figure 6.33. With the above constraint, 
Figures 6.34 - 6.36 show the distribution of internal temperatures at three different time 
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Figure 6.33 Representative load levels after control with avg. temperature constraint 
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Figure 6.36 Internal temperature distribution at t=150 min (Avg. temperature constraint) 
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With maximum off-time of 3 min and minimum on-time of 2 min, Figure 6.37 shows a 
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Figure 6.37 Representative load levels after control with on/off time constraints 
With the above operating conditions and cycling time constraints, Figures 6.38 - 6.40 show 
the distribution of internal temperatures at 50 min, 100 min and 150 min during the control 
duration. 
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Figure 6.38 Internal temperature distribution at t=50 min (on/off time constraints) 
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Figure 6.40 Internal temperature distribution at t=150 min (on/off time constraints) 
The equivalence between circuit on/off time constraints and the temperature excursion 
constraint could be inferred by comparing the internal temperature distributions plots for 
corresponding time instants, Figures 6.34 and 6.38, Figures 6.35 and 6.39 and Figures 6.36 
and 6.40. As can be seen, the distributions at different time instants during the control 
duration match closely 
6.2.11 Qualitative Discussion of Results with Air-conditioner 
Control Algorithms 
With the assumption of uncertainties that represent realistic operating scenarios, 
several different results were presented in the previous sections through the application of 
Monte Carlo simulation technique. Two different algorithms for cycling of air-conditioning 
equipments for load modulation have been proposed. The objective of both these algorithms 
is modulation of air-conditioner load levels over a time interval to match the desired damping 
performance boundary. However, these two algorithms differ in the way constraints have 
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been introduced in order to ensure distribution of control among available circuits. Both of 
these algorithms have been motivated by recent utility practices and experience in direct load 
control. The different results presented above evaluated the impact of these two different 
constraints attempted as well as the effect of different model as well as external parameters 
upon the effectiveness of control. Specifically, the following conclusions could be drawn: 
With respect to the constraints on the cycling times of air-conditioners, the lesser the 
difference between the maximum off-time and minimum on-time for circuits, the better the 
distribution of the effect of control on different circuits is. Besides, by prudently setting 
cycling times for circuits, the distribution of control among different circuits could be 
controlled. The effect of an increase in the diversity of thermostat set-points results in 
minimizing the effect of cold load pickup thereby satisfying more stringent cycling time 
constraints. However, an increase in diversity of initial temperature distributions fails to have 
a positive effect on control. This is on account of the fact that the initial scenario considered 
for control corresponds to natural cycling of air-conditioners and hence the diversity of initial 
temperatures is not perceivable during the control duration. On the other hand, an increase in 
the diversity of air-conditioner model parameters has a lasting effect throughout the control 
duration and hence has a positive effect on the effectiveness of control. 
With regard to internal temperature excursions constraints, two different constraints 
are possible, namely, an average temperature excursion constraint for the feeder and a 
maximum temperature excursion constraint for each group in a feeder. Both of these 
constraints have been demonstrated along with their distinguishing effects. The modeling of 
temperature excursion constraints in the DP algorithm provides an optimization framework 
to study the effect of an increase in load levels on the discomfort caused as a result of internal 
temperature excursions. This has been demonstrated with the small-signal stability 
performance boundary obtained for the augmented Nordic system. Finally, the equivalence 
between the cycling time constraints and the temperature excursion constraints has also been 
demonstrated. Thus, although these two constraints are conceptually different in their 
implementation, both attempt effective cycling of air-conditioners and their equivalence has 
been established. 
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6.3 Water-heater Control - Optimization Framework 
6.3.1 Model of a Domestic Water-heater 
The concepts behind the model proposed in [103] for a domestic water-heater form 
the foundation of the algorithm proposed for water-heater control. Following is an overview 
of the water-heater model. 
The development of the model is based on the usage characteristics of domestic 
water-heaters represented in a histogram as shown in Figure 6.41. The histogram shows the 
number of hot water usage events by a certain population of customers during a time interval. 
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Figure 6.41 Example histogram of usage of domestic water-heaters 
The following assumptions are made with respect to the above histogram in the 
development of a model for the water-heater. 
i) Every usage event is recorded for a different water-heater 
ii) A fixed amount of water is drawn every time 
The above two assumptions make it possible to calculate how long a representative water-
heater would remain on before the water that refilled the storage vessel is heated. The amount 
of energy that must be added to the storage vessel is 
Q= m.C. AT Joules (6.4) 
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where m is the mass of water in kg (or volume of water in liters since 1 liter of water weighs 
1 kg), C is the specific heat of water and AT is the required temperature rise of the added 
water in °C. 
The time for which the water heater element must be maintained on to add this amount of 
energy is 
ton = <2/(60 Pe) min (6.5) 
where Pe is the power rating of the water heater element in kW. 
Let Pe = 3 kW, AT = 40 °C, m = 65 kg, C = 4200 J/kg/°C 
Then, ton = 60 min 
Thus every storage water-heater from which water is drawn during a certain 20 minutes' 
interval in Figure 6.41 will remain on for that time interval and following two consecutive 20 
minute intervals. Thus, corresponding to the usage pattern shown in Figure 6.41, Figure 6.42 
shows the cumulative number of water-heater usage at each time interval. The units of the y-
axis can be easily converted to kW simply by multiplying with the average rating of water 
heaters. 
6.3.2 Cold Load Pickup with Water-heater Control 
When load control is applied, load pickup occurs once supply is restored. When control 
on a group of water heaters is released, the number of water heaters that is switched is the 
sum of the following: 
i) All water heaters that were supposed to be on during the control period will be 
switched on as soon as control is released and will remain on for ton 
ii) Water heaters that were switched on before control was applied will be on when 
control is released and will continue to remain on for the remaining of ton 
iii) Water heaters that would normally have switched on at the time control is 
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Figure 6.42 Cumulative water-heater usage at each time interval 
6.3.3 Decision-tree based Water-heater Control Algorithm 
6.3.3.1 Data requirements for executing real-time control of water-heaters 
In order to model and thereby predict and control cold load pickup when executing 
control, it is essential to determine the number of water-heaters in the group that are switched 
on at discrete intervals of time, say of 20 or 30 minutes' duration. Following are two different 
approaches towards the determination of the above. 
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6.3.3.1.1 Approach I 
With the average value of the active power load profile during an interval known, 
reference [103] presents a methodology to calculate the number of water-heaters that are 
switched on during the interval. The average value of the active power load could be 
obtained through a very short-term load forecast. 
Let a day be divided into M time intervals (For 20 minutes' time intervals, 
M=24x60/20= 72). Let P, be the average value of the load profile for the i'h time interval in 
watts. The amount of energy equivalent is 
Qi = Pi. r. 60 Joules (6.6) 
where r is the time interval in minutes. 
Let Qtot be the amount of energy represented by the entire load profile for the day. 
M 
Qm= ^6'Joules (6.7) 
i 
The average amount of energy Qavg consumed by each usage event is then obtained from 
(6.4) as follows: 
Qavg= m.C. ATavg Joules (6.8) 
Average inlet temperature and thermostat settings are used to calculate ATavg. Having 
obtained Qavg, the average number of usage events per day is calculated next as 
Favg = M^'n (&9) IS tot (gJavg 
Pi = Q/Qtot is the normalized probability of a water heater being switched on at during the i,h 
M 
time interval (^/?/ = 1 ). Every usage event will result in the water-heater remaining in the 
i 
on state for N intervals (=ton minutes). Then the portion of water-heaters that are on during 
the i'h interval is 
Qi = Pi + Pi-l + Pi-2 + + Pi-(N-L) (6.10) 
The number of water-heaters that will be on during the i'h time interval is 
Non i — Ntot Qi Favg (6.11) 
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6.3.3.1.2 Approach II 
Alternatively, reference [100] assumes a Gaussian probability distribution for the number of 
households n that use hot water at time t 
n(t) — N,c 1 -;hr 
CJyfï;T 
(™T (6.12) 
where Nto, is the total population, a is the measure of the width of the distribution in minutes, 
and to is the time at which most people use hot water. 
The number of hot water cylinders which have been switched on by time tj is the area 
under the probability curve up to time tj. 
1 "ïhr 
crjlîr 
m dt À Ntoi erf ti—to 
V O 
(6.13) 
The number of water heaters turned on at time t\, N(f,), is the sum of all water heaters turned 
on between tj - ton and tj. This is because the heaters switched on before t} - ton would have 
a l r e a d y  s w i t c h e d  o f f  a t  t i m e  t j .  
Therefore, 
N(tj) = Nm erf ti-to -erf ^ t\~ tO~ to ^ 
The total power consumed by the cylinders that are on is 
Ptot{ti)—P eN(ti) 
Power per hot water cylinder is 
P(tl) — PtoM/Ntot 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
= Pi erf -erf 11 — tO — ton (6.16) 
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6.3.3.2 Control algorithm 
Basic setup 
• The entire time period during which significant usage of water heaters is observed (it 
could be morning or evening depending on the lifestyle, climatic and several other 
conditions) is divided into several intervals, say of 20 minutes' duration. 
• There are several groups or circuits of water heaters supplied, say one by each 
distribution feeder. Each group of water heaters has its own usage pattern. 
• Control is executed on the group as a whole. 
• At each time interval, electrical load is the sum of the following: uncontrollable load 
and controllable water heater load. 
• The number of water heaters that are on during any time interval t is the sum of water 
heaters that are switched on during interval t and those that are switched on between 
intervals t-ton+l and t-1 (on account of on-time for water heaters). 
At the highest level, the algorithm consists of checking one time interval ahead from the 
current interval as to whether the performance boundary would be violated as a result of 
water heater load during that interval. There are two possible actions based on the outcome: 
1. If the performance boundary would be violated, water heaters that would be newly 
switched on at that interval are not allowed to switch on. If violation of the boundary 
persists, water heaters that have been previously switched on and those that contribute 
to the load during the time interval under consideration (on account of their on-time) 
are switched off starting with the current interval and proceeding in descending order 
of time intervals. This is repeated until the load level one interval ahead is such that 
the point of operation is within the performance boundary. 
2. If there is no performance boundary violation for the time interval ahead, it is 
attempted to increase the load level by switching on water heaters that were 
previously switched off as a result of control. Switching on is performed in ascending 
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order of time. For a particular time, the order in which the water heaters are switched 
on is the reverse of the order in which they were switched off. This ensures continuity 
of supply for a group when switched on. 
This step is repeated until the loading is at a level such that further increase by 
switching on previously off water heaters would cause the performance boundary to 
be violated. 
The algorithm is based on a decision-tree search approach as shown in Figure 6.43 below. 
The steps are as follows: 
Step 1: At time t, calculate total load at time t+l and check for violation of small-signal 
performance boundary. If there is no violation, proceed to step 4. 
Step 2(i): Arrange the circuits in ascending order of the total number of water heaters that 
would be switched on at time t+l. 
Step 2(ii): Calculate load and small-signal performance boundary by shutting down water 
heaters that are supposed to be switched on at t+l in the order established in Step 2(i). 
Repeat this step until either the load at time t+l has reduced to a level such that the small-
signal performance boundary is not violated or all water heaters supposed to be switched on 
have been switched off. If boundary violation persists after this step go to step 2(iii). Else go 
to step 2(iv) 
Step 2(ni): The load at t+l is also due to water heaters that are switched on between t-ton+l 
and t-1. This is because each water heater switched at any time remains on for duration equal 
to its on-period. Starting at t-1 time interval and proceeding to t-ton+l by decrementing by 
one interval, arrange circuits of water heaters in ascending order of the number of water 
heaters that are on at each time interval. 
Step 2(iv): Calculate load and small-signal performance boundary by shutting down water 
heaters that are already on (and contribute to load at t+l) in the order established in step 
2(iii). 
Step 2(v): Repeat steps 2(iii) and 2(iv) until load at time t+l has reduced to a level such that 
the small-signal performance boundary is not violated. Go to Step 7. 
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Step 3: Go to step 4 if water heaters were previously switched off at any time prior to t+l on 
account of control. Else go to step 7. 
Step 4: Start at the first time interval during which control is executed. 
Step 5: Switch on water heaters at t+l in the reverse order in which they were switched off 
for that interval under consideration (Reverse order ensures continuity of supply to a group of 
water heaters once switched on). 
Step 6: Repeat step 5 by incrementing by one interval until one of the following outcomes is 
reached: Either load at t+l is such that further increase would result in violation of 
performance boundary or all previously switched off water heaters have been switched on. 
Step 7: Increment t and go to step 1. 
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Figure 6.43 Decision-tree based search algorithm for water-heater control 
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6.3.3.3 Numerical result and simulation 
Number of feeders = 10 (corresponding to D51_l - D51_5 and D61_l - D61_5 in Figure 5.5 
of the augmented Nordic system) 
Rating of each water-heater = 4 kW 
Total maximum controllable load from water-heaters in each feeder =12 MW 
Uncontrollable load in each feeder = 11 MW 
Identical usage patterns have been assumed for all feeders. This corresponds to the worst-
case because the peak loads occur at the same time. 
Table 6.1 shows the usage pattern and the corresponding controllable load levels 
similar to the data available in [103]. 
Table 6.1 Usage pattern and water-heater load levels 
Time interval Water-heater usage Cumulative usage Water heater 
(in minutes) (in Numbers) with ton(- 60 mins) load in MW 
0-20 0 0 0 
20-40 0 0 0 
40-60 400 400 1.6 
60-80 600 1000 4 
80-100 750 1750 7 
100-120 900 2250 9 
120-140 1000 2650 10.6 
140-160 850 2750 11.0 
160-180 800 2650 10.6 
180-200 600 2250 9 
200 - 220 480 1880 7.52 
220 - 240 200 1280 5.12 
240 - 260 0 680 2.72 
260 - 280 0 200 0.8 
280 - 300 0 200 0.8 
Corresponding to the above controllable and uncontrollable load levels, the performance 
boundary violation is shown in Table 6.2. Control is initiated at t = 100 min and is executed 
until t = 280 min. Figure 6.44 shows the performance boundary violation with and without 
control. 
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Time interval (in Performance Performance 
minutes) boundary boundary 
violation in MW violation in MW 
before control with control 
0-20 -40.8 -40.8 
20-40 -40.8 -40.8 
40-60 -32.56 -32.56 
60-80 -20.2 -20.2 
80-100 -4.75 -4.75 
100 -120 5.55 •1.79 
120 -140 13.79 -0.57 
140 -160 15.85 •1.66 
160 -180 13.79 -1.03 
180 - 200 5.55 -0.57 
200 - 220 -2.07 -0.24 
220 - 240 -14.43 -3.01 
240 - 260 -26.79 -1.72 
260 - 280 -36.68 -0.24 
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Figure 6.44 Performance boundary violation with and without control 
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6.4 Direct Load Control as a Planning and an Operational 
Tool 
With the approaches for analysis of load modulation and the algorithms for real-time 
modulation of loads developed in this research, direct load control lends itself as both a 
planning tool and an operational tool for stability enhancement. The algorithm for the first 
approach for analysis of load modulation discussed in Section 5.3 can be applied as an 
effective planning tool in arriving at load levels at selected buses that result in satisfying 
desired performance in the system. In practice, the approach that could be adopted is to 
examine the system dynamic performance at variety of off-peak operating conditions, and 
choose certain reasonable damping requirement that is less stringent than one of those off-
peak operating conditions. The corresponding uncontrollable load level in the system could 
then be chosen as the nominal load levels. Around this nominal load level, uncertainty could 
be assumed for the controllable load levels, with the controllable loads modeled with their 
appropriate load models. Robust performance analysis following the proposed approach 
would then yield the worst-case uncertainty in the controllable as well as the total load at the 
selected buses that would satisfy the chosen performance. These load levels could be used in 
preventive modulation. Through repeatedly executing robust performance analysis for 
different nominal as well as uncertain ranges for the controllable load levels, however with 
fixed performance weight, a performance boundary could be obtained in terms of system 
load levels at buses selected for control. This boundary would define different combinations 
of operating load levels that would result in same dynamic performance for the 
interconnected system. This has been demonstrated with the Nordic system in Section 
5.3.2.1.5. This boundary could be used in executing load control preventively. When 
uncertainty exists in generation levels, loads or in any model parameter and the system is 
required to satisfy the desired performance in the presence of uncertainties, the second 
approach for analysis discussed in Section 5.4 is particularly suitable. With the preventive 
load levels obtained a priori, the algorithms discussed in this chapter could be applied in 
scheduling the operation of thermostatic loads in real-time. 
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The effectiveness of direct load control as an operational tool for stability enhancement 
would depend on the effect of the contingency, time interval available to act in response to 
the disturbance and the computational efficiency in determination of load levels through the 
analysis approaches. Upon occurrence of disturbance, the load levels that satisfy desired 
performance would have to be evaluated for the post-disturbance operating condition. The 
loads would then be operated to satisfy the above determined levels through the application 
of load control algorithms. As the operating conditions change, the load levels would have to 
be reevaluated using one of the two analysis approaches depending upon the uncertainty that 
exists in the system. 
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Figure 6.45 High-level overview of direct load control implementation 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Conclusions 
In this research, the application of direct load control to enhance oscillatory stability in 
power systems has been investigated. This research has been motivated mainly by the 
following aspects: need for robust measures for stability performance enhancement, recent 
increased interest in treatment of loads as system resource, the developments that have taken 
place in some of the enabling technologies for direct load control and the changing utility 
business model under deregulation that facilitates participation of loads in supplying some of 
the reliability services. Within the broader objective of reliability enhancement through direct 
load control, this research has focused on enhancing small-signal stability performance 
through direct non-disruptive control of selected active power loads. Two main contributions 
of this research are the following: Development of analysis framework and two conceptually 
different analysis approaches for load modulation to enhance oscillatory stability and the 
development and study of algorithms for real-time modulation of certain selected loads based 
on the results from the analysis. The specific contributions of this dissertation can be 
summarized as follows: 
1. Development of a linear model for the problem of direct load control - This linear 
model is the basis for the analysis framework. This linear model has been applied in 
selecting the optimal locations for load modulation through a comprehensive modal 
analysis. The important differentiating characteristic of the linear model for direct 
load control from those used in other power system control designs is based on the 
principle that the load available for control at a bus is modeled as an input to the 
system. This allows the use of different load models for controllable load at each load 
bus and is essential to characterize the uncertainty in the controllable part of the load. 
Besides, this is also important for modal analysis, especially in calculating Eigen­
value sensitivity for active power loads, and in the determination of controllability of 
selected modes from load inputs. 
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2. Development of an analysis framework for load modulation through the application 
of robust performance theorem, one of the fundamental theorems related to Structured 
Singular Value concept - The above framework for analysis has been developed by 
casting the linear model developed for direct load control into a form suitable for the 
application of robust performance theorem. The uncertainty in the operating 
conditions in terms of load levels or generation is real-parametric uncertainty and 
could be represented in a structured form thereby making it possible for SSV-based 
analysis. A framework for robust performance analysis is developed from a Linear 
Fractional Transformation (LFT) representation of uncertainty in the state-space 
model and the damping performance specifications in terms of the MIMO norm. 
• A simulation-based approach using SLMGUI within Matlab's MU tools has been 
developed for the purpose of selection of damping performance specifications. 
3. Development of analysis approaches for load modulation - Two fundamentally 
different approaches to analysis of the amount of load modulation for desired stability 
performance have been developed. 
a. Approach I: Determination of worst-case uncertainty for a given performance 
specification - In this formulation of the problem, active power load at each 
load bus selected for control is assumed to be the sum of controllable and 
uncontrollable parts. Uncertainty is assumed to exist in the controllable part of 
the loads. The analysis then proceeds to determine the maximum uncertainty 
range for the controllable as well as the total load levels that satisfies the 
damping performance specifications. Essentially, in this approach, the 
uncertainty in load levels is the control variable that is varied until the 
performance criterion is satisfied. 
• Analytical proof of the concept - It has been analytically shown that 
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with the above uncertainty characterization and the criterion for 
performance specification satisfied, it is always possible to determine 
the maximum uncertainty range in load levels that would satisfy the 
chosen performance conditions. 
b. Approach II: Determination of worst-case performance for a given uncertainty 
range - This is a fairly general formulation of the problem and it allows 
uncertainty to exist not only in load levels, but in generation levels as well as 
in any parameter of the system. Eigen value sensitivities have been used in the 
selection of load buses for control implementation is based on the Eigen value 
sensitivity of active power loads. Essentially, in this approach, the nominal 
load levels at certain load buses are the control variables and they are varied 
until the worst-case performance for the fixed uncertainty range is satisfied. 
c. Both the above formulations are skewed - fi formulations in the context of 
SSV theory. The first approach is applied with variable load uncertainty 
bounds and the second approach is applied with uncertainty in load, 
generation or in any other system parameter, however with fixed bounds. 
4. Both the approaches have been tested on two different fairly large and complex 
systems: CIGRE Nordic test system and the Western Electric Coordinating Council 
(WECC) test system. The robustness of the analysis approach, as well as the 
correctness of the performance characterization and the overall analysis framework 
have been demonstrated with multiple results on these two different systems. 
• In the determination of load levels that satisfy the chosen damping performance 
conditions, the analysis could be done at the transmission level of the system. The 
amount of load to be modulated at the transmission level could then be divided 
amongst multiple feeders that connect at the transmission level load bus. 
Alternatively, the system at transmission voltage level could be augmented with 
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sub-transmission and distribution systems and the determination of the amount of 
load to be modulated could be done at the distribution level. Both these 
approaches have been illustrated. 
• The CIGRE Nordic system has been augmented with sub-
transmission/distribution feeders at selected load buses. A desired stability 
performance boundary has then been obtained through repeated application of 
robust performance analysis using approach I. On the other hand, analysis is 
performed at transmission level on the WECC system. 
5. Development and detailed study of algorithms for real-time modulation of 
controllable thermal loads - air conditioners and water heaters - based on the results 
of the analysis described above. Air-conditioners and water-heaters are the loads that 
have traditionally been controlled in load management programs. In controlling 
groups of thermostatically driven loads, the phenomenon of cold load pickup needs to 
be modeled and taken care of. The primary objective is to operate loads as close as 
possible to the desired load levels obtained from analysis through either of the two 
approaches. Recent developments in two-way communication as well as in load 
control systems enable direct load control with minimum discomfort. However, the 
necessary algorithms and study of the impact of different parameters and variables are 
lacking. In this research, an attempt has been made to develop and study algorithms 
for load control with minimum disruption. Thus, besides the objective of minimizing 
the amount of load controlled, the objective of performing effective cycling of 
controllable loads is also taken into account. The above problem has been formulated 
as an optimization problem. Different artificial constraints have been modeled in the 
optimization problem in order to take care of effective cycling of loads. 
6. Two different algorithms based on Dynamic Programming with different sets of 
constraints have been proposed for air-conditioner loads, while a decision-tree based 
search algorithm has been proposed for water-heater loads. The development of these 
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algorithms is in line with some of the most recent load management programs 
executed. The different constraints that have been attempted are cycling (on/off) time 
constraints and temperature excursion constraints. 
7. An optimization framework has thus been developed employing the above 
algorithms. Using this framework, numerous Monte Carlo simulations have been 
performed with uncertainties modeled in different parameters corresponding to the 
models as well as external variables that appear in the models. The objective of these 
simulations is to study in detail the effect of different constraints as well as 
parameters on the effectiveness of control. Variety of results have been obtained with 
realistic assumptions of operating conditions and model parameters. Several 
important conclusions have been drawn from these results concerning control of 
thermostatically driven loads with minimum disruption. 
Broadly, this research has focused on issues involved in utilizing direct load control 
for dynamic security enhancement. The work presented in this dissertation has studied the 
type of loads to be controlled, issues involved in controlling selected loads in real-time and 
algorithms for performing real-time load modulation. The necessary framework and 
approaches for analyzing the amount of load modulation have also been developed through 
the application of Structured Singular Value theory. 
The primary results of this research clearly demonstrate a great potential for 
the application of direct load control for small-signal stability performance enhancement. The 
efficacy as well as the robustness of the scheme has been demonstrated over a range of 
operating conditions on different test systems. Incorporating direct load control through 
modulation of a fraction of the total load in the system can significantly enhance system 
security. Through proper selection of type of loads as well as their locations for control 
implementation, and through optimizing the duration of control action, it is possible to 
execute control with minimum disruption/discomfort. Modern sensor and communication 
technology facilitates such an approach. The conclusions drawn from this research strongly 
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advocate direct load control for stability enhancement from the perspectives of effectiveness 
of control, robustness of the scheme, economic viability of the technology, and fast 
availability of the institutional framework for the participation of loads in providing system 
reliability services. 
7.2 Future Work 
The diverse nature of the topic as well as the nascency of the concept of direct 
load control for reliability enhancement opens up several possibilities for future work in 
widely different, however very relevant areas. Some of them have been summarized in the 
following: 
Techniques to speed-up the analysis of load modulation: Load modulation for stability 
enhancement is being proposed as an online tool and hence timely execution of analysis is 
very critical. Although robust control tools and techniques are very powerful for analysis and 
design of control structures in the presence of uncertainties, the algorithms are 
computationally highly intensive. However, enhancement of computational techniques in the 
area of robust control is one of the most active areas of research within modern control 
systems. These advancements could be usefully exploited. In particular, certain 
characteristics unique to power system computation could be utilized in significantly 
reducing computational burden involved in the analysis. One such technique was illustrated 
in Section 5.3.1 with regard to updating the linear curve-fitting coefficients. Also, for large 
systems sparsity based computational techniques will offer significant reduction in the 
computational time. 
Power system modeling using Prony analysis: The approach adopted in this research for 
the development of a power system linear model for direct load control is a component based 
approach. The order of the model depends on the number of dynamic devices, which for 
large systems could become intractable. Prony analysis based modeling is a promising 
alternative to component-based model construction and has been successfully applied in 
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several recent researches. It is a signal processing methodology that extends Fourier analysis 
and makes it possible to estimate the model from transient stability program simulations. The 
numerical advantages of Prony analysis make it well suited for approximating higher order 
signals with an optimum low order model. The model order is dependent on desired 
accuracy. However, uncertainty modeling with such a model obtained through Prony 
analysis, in which the model parameters do not directly correspond to system components 
and parameters, will have to be explored. 
Selection of weighting functions: In this work, weighting functions for performance 
characterization are selected based on trial and error. It would be very useful to devise certain 
rules based on which weighting functions could be chosen for specified performance. Based 
on several offline studies, such rules could be devised for a given system. These rules could 
then be built into the load modulation analysis algorithm, which could construct weights 
based on performance specifications. These weights can further be utilized in analysis of the 
amount of load modulation. 
Iterative improvement of robust performance analysis result for load modulation: In the 
first approach for analyzing the amount of load modulation discussed in Section 5.3, upon 
arriving at uncertainty in controllable load level that satisfies desired damping performance, 
further refinement of the result could be performed iteratively. The total load levels that 
satisfy desired performance could now be assumed as the new nominal loads and with 
uncertainty around these nominal load levels, the algorithm could be repeated to get refined 
results. This procedure could be repeated until further improvement in results for the 
uncertainty levels that satisfy desired performance is negligible. 
Detailed load modeling: The effect of more detailed modeling of loads could be explored. 
In this work, although the linear model as well as the analysis framework developed allows 
consideration of dynamic load models, both controllable and uncontrollable loads have been 
modeled with as static voltage dependent loads. Controllable air-conditioner loads could be 
accurately modeled as induction motor loads. Uncontrollable load models could also be 
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modeled using aggregate dynamic models in order to study their impact more accurately. 
Development of competitive framework: Issues related to the integration of a scheme to 
procure loads for stability enhancement in a deregulated market structure could be studied. 
One approach for such a microeconomic framework would be to assume utility functions for 
groups of consumers, with individual utility functions dependent on the amount of 
discomfort. In a market for interruptible load, customer participation would then depend on 
the trade-off between economic incentive from the market and the utility that would need to 
be sacrificed upon interruption. 
Communication and information architecture requirements for integration into a state-
of-the-art Energy Management System (EMS): The type of information/communication 
architecture required as well as data requirements and data exchange mechanisms needed in 
order for a direct load control scheme to be integrated into an EMS could be explored. 
Successful, high-fidelity operation of this scheme would require careful coordination of EMS 
(at transmission level) and Distribution Management System (DMS - at sub-
transmission/distribution level). Such coordination does not exist in practice today. However, 
with increasing interest in distributed energy resources, the need for such coordination is 
strongly felt. 
Multi-agent based computation for direct load control: There has been a recent surge in 
interest on agent-based computation for power system applications. An agent in the context 
of computer science is defined as a component of software and/or hardware, which is capable 
of acting in order to accomplish tasks on behalf of its user. One of the foremost reasons for 
interest in agent-based computation is the fact that the emerging power system operation is 
open and dynamic. There could be entities in such an environment that may require 
computation and communication resources depending on certain outcomes. Direct load 
control for reliability enhancement could be considered as one such application. This is 
because the need for load control would depend on system vulnerability and possible 
contingencies. Agent-based approach to computation and communication allows allocation 
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of resources dynamically in real-time without dedicated allocation and is very attractive for 
applications such as direct load control. 
Detailed modeling of stochastic effects and stochastic dynamic programming: The 
impact of weather uncertainty, short-term load forecast uncertainty and unmodeled weather 
characteristics on the effectiveness of control strategy could be examined through the 
application of stochastic dynamic programming framework. 
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APPENDIX A SUB-TRANSMISSION/DISTRIBUTION 








n 130/46.5 KV d= 46.5/13 KV a 
Figure A.l One-line diagram of sub-transmission/distribution feeder 
Figure A. 1 shows the one-line diagram of the feeder to be designed. The typical transformer 
and line design data available in [142] has been utilized in the design of the feeder. 
System parameters 
130/46.5 KV transformer 
The p.u reactance of the transformer is 0.08 p.u on its own base 
Assuming a base of 80 M VA for the transformer, its p.u reactance on 100 M VA base is 
0.1000 p.u 
Line 1 
Maximum load served is assumed to be 70 MVA 
Maximum current carrying capacity = 70 x 1000/ (1.732 x 130) = 311 Amps 
Assuming 130 KV line to be made of ACSR Linnet type of conductor, 
Resistance = 0.278 Q/mi. 
GMR of ACSR Linnet conductor (from impedance tables) is 0.0244 Ft. 
Assuming a distance of separation of 4m (=13.13 ft) between phases, 
Inductance = 2 x II x 2 x 10"7x ln(6.5633/0.0244) x 1609 
= 0.7628 £2/mi 
Assuming a length of 20 mi for line 1, 
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total Impedance = 5.56+j 15.256 Q. 
Impedance in p.u for Line 1 = 100 x (5.56+j 15.256)/ (130 x 130) 
= 0.0329 +j 0.0903 p.u 
Adding transformer p.u reactance, total impedance between 130 KV bus and 46.5 KV bus 
= 0.0329 +j(0.0903+0.1) p.u 
= 0.0329 +j 0.1903 p.u 
46.5/13 KV transformer 
The p.u reactance of the transformer is 0.06 p.u on its own base 
Assuming a base of 25 MVA for the transformer, its p.u reactance on 100 MVA base is 0. 
p.u 
Line 2 
Maximum load served is assumed to be 25 MVA. 
Maximum current carrying capacity = 25 x 1000 / (1.732 x 46.5) = 310 Amps 
Assuming 46 KV line to be made of ACSR Ostrich type of conductors, 
Resistance = 0.311 fi/mi 
OMR of ACSR Ostrich type of conductor is 0.0241 Ft. 
Assuming a distance of separation of 2.5 m (= 8.2017 ft) between phases, 
Inductance = 2xf]x60x2x 10"7x In (8.2017/0.0241) x 1609 
= 0.7073 fi/mi 
Assuming a length of 8 mi for line 2, 
Total impedance = 2.488 + j 5.6584 Q,. 
Impedance of line 2 in p.u = 100 x (2.488 + 5.6584) / (46.5 x 46.5) 
= 0.1176+j0.2674 p.u 
Adding transformer p.u. reactance, total impedance between 46.5 KV bus and 13 KV bus 
= 0.1176 +j(0.2674+0.24) 
= 0.1176 + j 0.5074 p.u. 
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APPENDIX B GENERATION AND LOAD LEVELS FOR 
NORDIC SYSTEM FOR TEST CASES 
Basecase generation and load levels for Section 5.3.2.1 
Bus Generation in MW Load in MW 
N4011 800 0 
N4012 300 0 
N4021 250 0 
N4031 650 0 
N4042 990 0 
N4047 1080 0 
N4051 600 0 
N4062 850 0 
N4063 900 0 
N4071 400 600 
N4072 900 600 
N1012 600 300 
N1013 300 400 
N1014 550 0 
N1021 200 0 
N1022 200 380 
N2032 530 400 
N1042 380 300 
N1043 258 150 
N1011 0 26 
N2031 0 130 
N1041 0 370 
N1044 0 1040 
N1045 0 960 
N41 0 500 
N42 0 910 
N43 0 1200 
N46 0 130 
N47 0 390 
N62 0 420 
N63 0 750 
N51 0 206 
N61 0 206 
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APPENDIX C GENERATION AND LOAD LEVELS FOR 
WECC SYSTEM FOR TEST CASES 
Basecase generation and load levels for Section 5.3.2.2 
Bus Generation Load in Bus Generation Load in 
Number in MW MW Number in MW MW 
4 600.00 190.00 21 0 0.00 
6 748.00 590.00 22 0 0.00 
9 2060.00 190.00 23 0 0.00 
11 1950.00 390.00 24 0 0.00 
13 1690.00 190.00 25 0 0.00 
15 2640.00 190.00 26 0 0.00 
18 962.00 190.00 27 0 0.00 
30 4950.00 190.00 28 0 0.00 
35 4000.00 690.00 29 0 0.00 
36 1640.00 590.00 31 0 3610.00 
40 200.00 190.00 32 0 00.00 
43 325.00 190.00 33 0 00.00 
45 1680.00 190.00 34 0 3440.00 
47 110.00 190.00 37 0 -1675.80 
65 2210.00 290.00 38 0 0.00 
70 1301.00 190.00 39 0 0.00 
77 3074.42 190.00 41 0 121.50 
79 9650.00 590.00 42 0 0.00 
103 765.00 190.00 44 0 1847.70 
112 1057.00 190.00 46 0 -65.52 
116 594.00 190.00 48 0 108.90 
118 3267.00 190.00 49 0 0.00 
138 682.70 190.00 52 0 0.00 
140 3195.00 190.00 53 0 0.00 
144 1290.00 190.00 54 0 124.20 
148 1680.00 190.00 56 0 0.00 
149 2200.00 190.00 57 0 105.30 
159 1665.00 190.00 58 0 108.90 
162 445.00 190.00 59 0 798.93 
2 0 1300.00 60 0 -2493.90 
3 0 0.00 81 0 0.00 
7 0 0.00 82 0 -59.94 
8 0 215.10 83 0 -305.10 
12 0 81.00 84 0 0.00 
14 0 0.00 85 0 549.00 
17 0 506.00 86 0 0.00 






















































0 0.00 117 0 1005.60 
0 0.00 137 0 157.50 
0.00 107 238.50 
0.00 141 2871.90 
0.00 109 0 99.84 
0.00 150 2266.20 
0.00 50 1100.00 
0.00 136 250.40 
0.00 51 413.48 
0 0.00 55 227.02 
0 0.00 154 0 1159.40 
0.00 62 0 754.68 
-38.97 66 1150.00 
189.36 143 739.66 
0 45.00 123 0.00 
0 274.50 124 0.00 
0 24.75 125 0 0.00 
50.04 126 0 0.00 
36.00 127 0 0.00 
-170.10 128 0 0.00 
133.20 129 0.00 
0 0.00 130 0 0.00 
-0.63 131 0.00 
5094.90 145 2688.20 
0.00 10 305.73 
0.00 19 505.30 
0.00 16 504.06 
1420.00 106 7.21 
360.90 71 0 2823.30 
-116.10 72 0.00 
0.00 73 -1372.50 
144.00 74 0.00 
-60.75 75 0 2025.60 





























168 0 0.00 176 0 0 
Generation and load levels for Section 5.4.2.1 
Bus Generation in Load in Bus Generation Load in 
Number MW MW Number in MW MW 
4 600.00 190.00 21 0 0.00 
6 517.00 590.00 22 0 0.00 
9 1860.00 190.00 23 0 0.00 
11 2250.00 390.00 24 0 0.00 
13 1990.00 190.00 25 0 0.00 
15 2940.00 190.00 26 0 0.00 
18 1162.00 190.00 27 0 0.00 
30 4450.00 190.00 28 0 0.00 
35 4300.00 690.00 29 0 0.00 
36 1140.00 590.00 31 0 3610.00 
40 200.00 190.00 32 0 00.00 
43 325.00 190.00 33 0 00.00 
45 1180.00 190.00 34 0 3440.00 
47 110.00 190.00 37 0 -1675.80 
65 2310.00 290.00 38 0 0.00 
70 1301.00 190.00 39 0 0.00 
77 3074.42 190.00 41 0 121.50 
79 9650.00 590.00 42 0 0.00 
103 765.00 190.00 44 0 1847.70 
112 1057.00 190.00 46 0 -65.52 
116 594.00 190.00 48 0 108.90 
118 3667.00 190.00 49 0 0.00 
138 682.70 190.00 50 0 528.00 
140 3195.00 190.00 51 0 413.48 
144 1290.00 190.00 52 0 0.00 
148 1680.00 190.00 53 0 0.00 
149 2200.00 190.00 54 0 124.20 
159 1665.00 190.00 55 0 662.02 
162 445.00 190.00 56 0 0.00 
2 0 1075.00 57 0 105.30 
3 0 0.00 58 0 108.90 
5 0 1350.00 59 0 798.93 
7 0 0.00 60 0 -2493.90 
8 0 215.10 61 0 360.90 
10 0 305.73 62 0 254.68 
12 0 81.00 63 0 -116.10 
14 0 0.00 64 0 0.00 
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16 0 454.06 66 0 1719.90 
17 0 456.00 67 0 144.00 
19 0 505.30 68 0 -60.75 
20 0 0.00 69 0 -39.78 
71 0 2823.30 123 0 0.00 
72 0 0.00 124 0 0.00 
73 0 -1372.50 125 0 0.00 
74 0 0.00 126 0 0.00 
75 0 2025.60 127 0 0.00 
76 0 2880.00 128 0 0.00 
82 0 -59.94 129 0 0.00 
83 0 -305.10 130 0 0.00 
84 0 0.00 131 0 0.00 
85 0 549.00 132 0 0.00 
86 0 0.00 133 0 0.00 
87 0 0.00 134 0 0.00 
88 0 0.00 136 0 700.40 
89 0 0.00 137 0 157.50 
90 0 0.00 139 0 812.07 
91 0 0.00 141 0 2701.90 
92 0 0.00 142 0 183.78 
93 0 0.00 143 0 339.66 
94 0 0.00 145 0 2688.20 
95 0 0.00 146 0 0.00 
96 0 0.00 147 0 0.00 
97 0 0.00 150 0 2066.20 
98 0 0.00 151 0 1107.00 
99 0 0.00 152 0 365.40 
100 0 -38.97 153 0 0.00 
101 0 189.36 154 0 1792.40 
102 0 45.00 155 0 411.93 
104 0 274.50 156 0 30.51 
105 0 24.75 157 0 133.20 
106 0 7.21 158 0 104.49 
107 0 238.50 160 0 -55.80 
108 0 50.04 161 0 229.50 
109 0 569.84 163 0 0.00 
110 0 36.00 164 0 28.44 
111 0 -170.10 165 0 227.08 
113 0 133.20 166 0 341.10 
114 0 0.00 167 0 166.50 
115 0 -0.63 168 0 0.00 
117 0 1005.60 169 0 0.00 
119 0 5094.90 170 0 0.00 
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120 0 0.00 171 0 0.00 
121 0 0.00 172 0 0.00 
122 0 0.00 173 0 0.00 
174 0 0.00 175 0 0.00 
176 0 0.00 177 0 0.00 
178 0 0.00 179 0 0.00 
Generation and load levels for Section 5.4.2.2 
Bus Generation Load in Bus Number Generation Load in 
Number in MW MW in MW MW 
4 600.00 190.00 58 0 108.90 
6 788.00 590.00 59 0 798.93 
9 2060.00 190.00 60 0 -2493.90 
11 1950.00 390.00 3 0 0.00 
13 1690.00 190.00 7 0 0.00 
15 2640.00 190.00 8 0 215.10 
18 962.00 190.00 12 0 81.00 
30 4450.00 190.00 14 0 0.00 
35 4300.00 690.00 20 0 0.00 
36 1640.00 590.00 21 0 0.00 
40 200.00 190.00 22 0 0.00 
43 325.00 190.00 23 0 0.00 
45 1680.00 190.00 24 0 0.00 
47 110.00 190.00 25 0 0.00 
65 2210.00 290.00 26 0 0.00 
70 1301.00 190.00 27 0 0.00 
77 3074.42 190.00 28 0 0.00 
79 9650.00 590.00 29 0 0.00 
103 765.00 190.00 31 0 3610.00 
112 1057.00 190.00 32 0 00.00 
116 594.00 190.00 33 0 00.00 
118 3267.00 190.00 34 0 3490.00 
138 682.70 190.00 37 0 -1675.80 
140 3195.00 190.00 38 0 0.00 
144 1290.00 190.00 39 0 0.00 
148 1680.00 190.00 61 0 360.90 
149 2200.00 190.00 63 0 -116.10 
159 1665.00 190.00 64 0 0.00 
162 445.00 190.00 67 0 144.00 
41 0 121.50 68 0 -60.75 
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42 0 0.00 69 0 -39.78 
44 0 1847.70 71 0 2823.30 
46 0 -65.52 72 0 0.00 
48 0 108.90 73 0 -1372.50 
49 0 0.00 74 0 0.00 
52 0 0.00 75 0 2025.60 
53 0 0.00 76 0 2880.00 
54 0 124.20 78 0 3400.00 
56 0 0.00 80 0 3800.00 
57 0 105.30 81 0 0.00 
87 0 0.00 146 0 0.00 
88 0 0.00 147 0 0.00 
89 0 0.00 151 0 1107.00 
90 0 0.00 152 0 365.40 
91 0 0.00 153 0 0.00 
92 0 0.00 155 0 411.93 
93 0 0.00 156 0 30.51 
94 0 0.00 157 0 133.20 
95 0 0.00 158 0 104.49 
96 0 0.00 160 0 -55.80 
97 0 0.00 161 0 229.50 
98 0 0.00 163 0 0.00 
99 0 0.00 164 0 28.44 
100 0 -38.97 165 0 227.08 
101 0 189.36 166 0 341.10 
102 0 45.00 167 0 166.50 
104 0 274.50 168 0 0.00 
105 0 24.75 169 0 0.00 
108 0 50.04 170 0 0.00 
110 0 36.00 171 0 0.00 
111 0 -170.10 172 0 0.00 
113 0 133.20 173 0 0.00 
114 0 0.00 174 0 0.00 
115 0 -0.63 175 0 0.00 
119 0 5094.90 176 0 0.00 
120 0 0.00 177 0 0.00 
121 0 0.00 178 0 0.00 
122 0 0.00 179 0 00.00 
123 0 0.00 180 0 0.0 
124 0 0.00 10 0 305.73 
125 0 0.00 16 0 504.06 
126 0 0.00 109 0 99.84 
127 0 0.00 150 0 2466.20 
128 0 0.00 136 0 250.40 
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129 0 0.00 154 0 1159.40 
130 0 0.00 66 0 1650.00 
131 0 0.00 62 0 754.68 
132 0 0.00 106 0 7.21 
133 0 0.00 117 0 940.60 
134 0 0.00 137 0 157.50 
135 0 0.00 107 0 218.50 
139 0 812.07 2 0 1227.6 
142 0 183.78 5 0 1297.5 
17 0 476.86 19 0 529.08 
50 0 1336.9 51 0 468.1 
55 0 233.82 143 0 759.47 
41 0 2920.0 145 0 2702.7 
Generation and load levels for Section 5.4.2.3 
Bus Generation Load in Bus Number Generation Load in 
Number in MW MW in MW MW 
4 600.00 190.00 21 0 0.00 
6 768.00 590.00 22 0 0.00 
9 2060.00 190.00 23 0 0.00 
11 1950.00 390.00 24 0 0.00 
13 1690.00 190.00 25 0 0.00 
15 2640.00 190.00 26 0 0.00 
18 962.00 190.00 27 0 0.00 
30 4450.00 190.00 28 0 0.00 
35 4300.00 690.00 29 0 0.00 
36 1640.00 590.00 31 0 3610.00 
40 200.00 190.00 32 0 00.00 
43 325.00 190.00 33 0 00.00 
45 1680.00 190.00 34 0 3440.00 
47 110.00 190.00 37 0 -1675.80 
65 2210.00 290.00 38 0 0.00 
70 1301.00 190.00 39 0 0.00 
77 3074.42 190.00 41 0 121.50 
79 9650.00 590.00 42 0 0.00 
103 765.00 190.00 44 0 1847.70 
112 1057.00 190.00 46 0 -65.52 
116 594.00 190.00 48 0 108.90 
118 3267.00 190.00 49 0 0.00 
138 682.70 190.00 52 0 0.00 









































1690.00 190.00 54 124.20 
1680.00 190.00 56 0.00 
2200.00 190.00 57 105.30 
1665.00 190.00 58 108.90 
445.00 190.00 59 643.77 
0 1201.50 60 -2493.90 
0.00 61 360.90 
0 0.00 63 -116.10 
0 215.10 64 0.00 
0 81.00 67 0 144.00 
0.00 68 -60.75 
517.40 69 -39.78 
0.00 71 2823.30 
0 0.00 127 0.00 
0 -1372.50 128 0.00 
0 0.00 129 0 0.00 
0 2025.60 130 0 0.00 
0 2880.00 131 0 0.00 


























































































108 0 50.04 172 0 0.00 
110 0 36.00 173 0 0.00 
111 0 -170.10 174 0 0.00 
113 0 133.20 175 0 0.00 
114 0 0.00 176 0 0.00 
115 0 -0.63 177 0 0.00 
119 0 5094.90 178 0 0.00 
120 0 0.00 179 0 00.00 
121 0 0.00 180 0 0.0 
122 0 0.00 145 0 2788.20 
123 0 0.00 10 0 291.51 
124 0 0.00 19 0 517.93 
125 0 0.00 16 0 504.06 
126 0 0.00 5 0 1474.00 
106 0 7.21 141 0 2871.90 
117 0 1005.60 109 0 663.68 
137 0 157.50 150 0 2207.20 
107 0 258.50 50 0 555.00 
136 0 600.40 51 0 374.8 -
154 0 1421.40 62 0 254.68 
66 0 1800.00 143 0 339.66 
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